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Abstract 
Japanese language education for non-native speakers of Japanese (NNSJs) has attracted much 
attention with the growth in the number of NNSJs living in Japan. The employment of nurse 
trainees from Southeast Asian countries under the Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA), which 
commenced in 2008, has elicited a strong reaction from the public and media due to three 
significant points: 
1) it provides a path to permanent residency for these foreign workers; 
2) the Japanese government officially supports Japanese language training for foreign 
workers; and 
3) the foreign workers enter medical fields that require a high level of Japanese 
proficiency. 
However, nearly a decade after the commencement of the scheme, the trainees’ national nursing 
exam pass rate remains below15% and there are even some trainees who pass the exam but do not 
stay in Japan.  
This study investigates Japanese co-workers’ view of their communication with EPA nurse 
trainees from the perspective of language policy and planning (LPP). I examine the government’s 
resources regarding the EPA scheme to highlight the issues and reveal the government’s view of the 
scheme. I conducted a survey targeting the Japanese co-workers of trainees at three host hospitals to 
reveal the scheme’s implementation from the perspective of individual stakeholders. Questionnaires 
completed by 34 Japanese co-workers and follow-up interviews with 7 co-workers capture their 
evaluation and perception of the trainees, their communication with the trainees, and their views on 
issues surrounding the scheme. This study takes the Japanese co-workers as its focus since they 
communicate with the trainees most often at work, and so are likely to influence and be influenced 
by the trainees’ work training and Japanese language learning. This study among the first to discuss 
Japanese language education policy for EPA nurse trainees from the viewpoint of Japanese co-
workers.   
The results indicate that although the scheme’s general objectives are simple and clear, their 
interpretation varies among the four Japanese ministries that are involved in the scheme’s operation. 
I demonstrate that the government and each ministry have different objectives and intentions as they 
operate at different levels of the language policy and they have different needs and agendas 
according to their positions and roles within the scheme. In addition, the survey results reveal that 
the Japanese co-workers treat trainees as guests rather than colleagues, which is an example of 
Japanese native-speakerist practice. Japanese co-workers evaluate the trainees’ Japanese proficiency 
relatively positively and the trainees as effective workers only because the trainees work as nurse’s 
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aides under the scheme. The trainees’ low exam pass rate and the number of returnees do not meet 
the Japanese government’s expectations which are stated in the scheme’s general objectives. 
However, treating the trainees as guests, or temporary visitors, at an individual level reflects the 
Japanese government’s view of the scheme, in which the scheme is treated as an exception to 
Japan’s other immigration policies. Furthermore, I argue that despite applying a variety of strategies 
to facilitate their communication with the trainees, the Japanese co-workers nevertheless find it 
difficult to remain confident about their communication with the trainees. This is due to the 
Japanese co-workers’ lack of experience in communicating with NNSJs and lack of institutional 
support, which is also rooted in an overall lack of government support.  
The study concludes that the scheme is not currently functioning well despite its great 
potential as it fails to satisfy the needs of any of its stakeholders, including the Japanese co-workers. 
This study therefore argues that it is important to consider every stakeholder involved in the LPP 
and calls for the Japanese government to consider the Japanese co-workers’ views. This would 
enable effective communication between the Japanese co-workers and trainees within the EPA 
scheme, which is seen as a test case of future immigration policy in Japan.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
On 18 September 2016 in an article in the Asahi Shimbun, one of Japan’s largest daily newspapers, 
an Indonesian care worker was quoted as saying “もう疲れ果ててしまった” [I’m exhausted].1 
The article reported on how tough life can be in Japan for foreign workers. In this case, the worker 
had subsequently left Japan after six years and returned home. 
Japan began to employ nurse and care worker trainees as part of its Economic Partnership 
Agreements (EPAs) with Indonesia (in 2008), the Philippines (in 2009), and Vietnam (in 2014).2 
EPAs generally deal with economic arrangements between two parties, such as tariff cuts and 
investment rules, and the employment of nurse trainees and care workers is only one aspect of these 
agreements. As of 2017, however, the scheme has been unsuccessful in two respects – the trainees’ 
low national nursing exam pass rate and the increasing number of trainees who have returned to 
their home countries despite having passed the exam. Furthermore, in recent years, trainees have 
experienced considerable difficulty in continuing to live and work in Japan, even after passing the 
exam (see Kurniati et al., 2017). The quote at the beginning of this chapter is from one of these 
returnees, a care worker trainee. In the related article, Matsukawa and Morimoto (2016) state that 
more than 30% of the trainees who passed the exam have since left the EPA scheme.3  
Language is a major focus of discussions about the problems being experienced by trainee 
workers – specifically, how difficult the Japanese language is for foreigners to learn. In these 
discussions, the Japanese language is described as an obstacle for the trainees and the major cause 
of the scheme’s failures. At the same time, the trainees’ lack of Japanese language ability is a major 
concern shared by doctors, nurses, and care workers representing the Japan Medical Association, 
Japanese Nursing Association, Japan Federation of Medical Workers’ Unions, and the Japanese 
Trade Union Confederation. This study examines the Japanese language education policy for nurse 
trainees embedded in the current EPA scheme, which has involved the Japanese government 
facilitating the employment of foreign medical workers since 2008.  
                                               
1 Throughout this thesis, Japanese words and phrases are written in the original Japanese followed by English 
translations in brackets e.g. 看護師国家試験 [national nursing exam]. Transliteration will only be provided when 
necessary to illustrate pronunciation differences.  
2 In Japanese documents, the word “受け入れ” [literally “acceptance”] is used when referring to the EPA scheme. The 
use of the word 受け入れ reflects the commonly held local view of the trainees: that they are accepted at the request of 
sending countries. In this study, however, I use the terms “employ/employment” instead of “accept/acceptance” in order 
to more aptly convey the notion that the trainees are employed workers in Japanese society who contribute as much as 
they receive. 
3 The 30% of trainees who left the EPA scheme does not only include trainees who left Japan. It may also include, for 
example, trainees who married Japanese citizens and left the scheme (due to a change in their visa status) but who 
continue to work in Japan as nurses or care workers. 
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1.1 Background to the study 
The introduction of the EPA scheme provoked a strong reaction from the public and media due to 
three significant conflicts with previous Japanese government policy: 
a) it provides a path to permanent residency for these foreign workers on the condition that 
they pass the national nursing exam within three years; 
b) the Japanese government officially supports foreign workers’ Japanese language 
training; and 
c) the foreign workers enter medical fields that require a high level of Japanese proficiency. 
The EPA scheme marks the first time that Japan has opened a path to permanent residency 
for foreign workers, though it is on the condition that the trainees pass the national nursing exam 
within three years. Prior to the scheme’s inception, the Japanese government had officially accepted 
highly skilled workers only, such as academics and IT workers. Therefore, prior to the 
commencement of the EPA scheme, only highly skilled workers and returning Japanese 
descendants had been offered the option of permanent residency in Japan.  
Under the EPA scheme, the Japanese government has taken initiative regarding the trainees’ 
Japanese language training. In comparison to Japanese language education for other residents of 
NNSJs, this is a significant effort on the part of the Japanese government. Japanese language 
education for those other residents (e.g., Japanese Brazilians) has not been guaranteed by the 
government and has relied heavily on the goodwill of local volunteers. Furthermore, school 
education for immigrant children is not compulsory in Japan which wrests the opportunity to 
receive not only Japanese language education but also general school education away from 
immigrant children.4 This situation, which is a failing of Japanese language education policy for 
both immigrant adults and children, is significantly different to that of other countries, such as 
Australia. In Australia, English language education is guaranteed by the government through the 
Adult Migrant English Program (AMEP) for adults and through English as an Additional Language 
or Dialect (EAL/D) classes for children.5  
The EPA scheme involves the employment of foreign workers in nursing/caregiving 
workplaces, settings that require a high level of Japanese language proficiency. Although there have 
been foreign workers in Japan for some time, whether or not they officially entered in Japan as 
                                               
4 There is no regulation nor definition of the word 移民 [migrants] in Japanese law (Takaku and Takatsu, 2017). This 
shows the Japanese government’s dismissive attitude towards migrants, especially immigrants; and, in fact, Prime 
Minister Shinzo Abe declared in the House of Councillors in 2016 that the Japanese government was not currently 
considering the implementation of an immigration policy at all (Nakamura, 2017). However, for the sake of 
convenience, I use the term “immigrant/immigration” for the case of Japan in this thesis based on the definitions used in 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (2017).   
5 See Australian Government, Department of Education and Training (2017) for AMEP and Australian curriculum 
(2017) for EAL/D details. 
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workers, most workplaces do not require Japanese language proficiency (e.g., university academics 
are able to get by with English and factory workers do not primarily rely on language at work). As 
such, Japanese language education for NNSJs has not been guaranteed by the government, with the 
exception of Indo-Chinese refugees and returnees from China. The Japanese government’s stance 
regarding foreign labour and Japanese language education for NNSJs has been shaped by the way 
Japanese people have historically viewed foreigners. 
The Japanese language has been referred to in two ways in Japan: “kokugo” (literally, 
national language) and “nihongo” (literally, Japanese language). For example, it was kokugo, not 
nihongo, that was taught in Taiwan and Korea during the period of Japanese colonisation in the late 
19th and early 20th centuries (Yasuda, 2006). According to Yasuda (2006), this reflects the 
Japanese people’s subconscious desire to distinguish between NSJs and NNSJs. Gottlieb (2005) 
argues that “the use of ‘kokugo’ indicates that it [the Japanese language] remains firmly in Japanese 
hands” (p. 15), which means that Japanese is owned by NSJs. This strong ownership of the 
Japanese language by NSJs has been demonstrated by the Japanese government’s attitudes towards 
immigration/foreign labour policy as well as Japanese language education policy for immigrants. In 
Japanese society, the Japanese language is assumed to be strictly for Japanese people; so, NNSJs do 
not need to learn Japanese, and NSJs alone are assumed to be able to use correct Japanese. This 
subconscious desire to distinguish between NSJs and NNSJs (Yasuda, 2006), especially regarding 
Japanese language use, has resulted in Japanese society’s low expectations of NNSJs holding 
practical Japanese language proficiency.  However, ownership of the Japanese language by NSJs 
has reached a point of gradual, inevitable change, owing to the increased numbers of NNSJs in 
Japan since the 1990s, as well as other demographic changes.  
According to the Ministry of Justice (2016), there was a substantial increase in the number 
of foreign nationals entering Japan from 2014 to 2015. The number increased from 14,150,185 in 
2014 to 19,688,247 in 2015, marking a record high. In addition, the number of foreign residents in 
Japan was 2,232,189 as of the end of 2015 and their share of the total population of Japan was 
1.76%, an increase of 0.09 points compared to the figures recorded at the end of 2014.6 Both the 
number and the percentage of foreign residents were at an all-time high since the survey’s 
commencement in 1959. An awareness of the need for effective communication with NNSJs has 
therefore developed in Japanese society in accordance with the increase in foreigners who were 
visiting and residing in Japan. Accordingly, Japanese language spoken by NNSJs has gradually 
been recognised by Japanese society, reflecting the growth in the number of NNSJs. In fact, the 
distinction between kokugo and nihongo mentioned earlier has become less clear in recent years as 
                                               
6 Foreign residents here refer to mid to long-term residents and special permanent residents. 
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kokugo is now solely used as a school subject. Also, the “yasashii nihongo” (literally, 
easy/kind/gentle Japanese, hereafter, Easy Japanese) movement has been promoted for providing 
information in Japanese that is easy enough for certain people, such as NNSJs and the elderly, to 
understand.7 As such, effective communication with NNSJs is now necessary for all, and the 
number of NNSJs is likely to keep growing due to Japan’s rapidly ageing population. 
The EPA scheme commenced in 2008 against this backdrop of Japanese society, which 
resulted in it being viewed as an attempt by the Japanese government to increase foreign labour. 
However, the crucial difference between the EPA scheme and other immigration policies that the 
Japanese government has adopted to date is that the government officially supports the trainees’ 
Japanese language training under the EPA scheme. Namely, the Japanese language education policy 
is embedded in and plays an integral role in the EPA scheme. This embedded Japanese language 
education policy needs to be carefully examined as it also makes the EPA scheme an important test 
case of future immigration policy in Japan. 
1.2 Researcher’s background and motivation 
My interest in this thesis topic is closely related to my experiences teaching Japanese to foreign 
students in Japan between 2000 to 2008 and in Australia since 2008, as well as living as a speaker 
of English as a second language in Australia since 2008. I began teaching Japanese as a second 
language in a Japanese university and a private Japanese language school in 2000. The Japanese 
language school in which I worked had approximately 200 students, most of whom were from 
China and Korea. They were aiming to enter Japanese universities after two years of Japanese 
tuition at the school. Most Japanese universities require foreign students to obtain a result of at least 
N2 on the Japanese Language Proficiency Test (JLPT) in order to take the entrance examination.8 
As a result, Japanese classes at the school were very intensive with four hours of language 
instruction daily, five days a week. The classes focused on reading and writing. Moreover, given 
most of the students were from the same countries, they were very likely to spend most of their time 
together, during and outside school hours, which greatly limited their interaction and 
communication in Japanese. By contrast, university Japanese classes, particularly for exchange 
students in Japan for up to one year, were relatively relaxed in terms of their schedule and content. 
However, university students also engaged in limited interaction with Japanese people, though there 
                                               
7 Discussion regarding yasashii nihongo will also be included in Chapter 2. 
8 JLPT has been offered by the Japan Foundation and Japan Educational Exchanges and Services (formerly the 
Association of International Education, Japan) since 1984 as a means of evaluating and certifying the Japanese 
proficiency of non-native speakers. The JLPT has five levels: N1, N2, N3, N4, and N5. The easiest level is N5 and the 
most difficult is N1. The linguistic competence required for N2 is defined as “the ability to understand Japanese used in 
everyday situations, and in a variety of circumstances to a certain degree”. (The Japan Foundation and Japan 
Educational Exchanges and Services, 2012). For further details, see Appendix B.  
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were usually groups of Japanese students who wanted to mingle with foreign students using 
English. I often invited volunteer NSJ students into my Japanese classes in order to provide my 
students with sufficient oral communication practice. As such, although I taught a variety of 
students from all over the world in some different contexts in Japan, the students shared the 
common purpose of studying the Japanese language to pass exams or obtain subject credits. 
After teaching Japanese for nine years in Japan, I moved to Australia and began teaching 
Japanese as a foreign language at a university. This was a turning point for me as a Japanese 
language teacher as I realised how different the approach to Japanese language teaching is and how 
different the circumstances surrounding Japanese learners are in Australia. Students in Australia 
never seem to have any difficulty in finding opportunities to practise Japanese, despite the fact that 
they are learning Japanese as a foreign language and not as a second language. Unlike the students I 
taught in Japan, students in Australia are eager to make friends with Japanese students who are 
studying in Australia and to seek further opportunities to communicate in Japanese. This situation 
applies not only to Japanese language learning, but also to a number of other foreign languages that 
are taught in Australian universities. This positive environment surrounding foreign language 
learning is encouraged by the government and other systems in society, such as Language Other 
Than English (LOTE) classes in Australian schools.  
My experience of living as a speaker of English as a second language in Australia also 
forced me to reconsider my views as a language teacher in terms of what to teach and why I teach 
the Japanese language. I quickly discovered that learning a language is neither a matter of correct 
grammar nor of mastering a native accent in Australia. In fact, language support programs such as 
AMEP are introduced to help migrants “learn foundation English language and settlement skills to 
enable them to participate socially and economically in Australian society” (Australian Government 
Department of Education and Training, 2017). When I was teaching Japanese in Japan, I 
endeavoured to correct students’ grammar and strong accents. Yet, there are people in society 
whose purpose is not learning language for the sake of it, but rather to learn language as a means to 
leading a productive life in that society. The various forms of language learning undertaken by 
different kinds of people should be recognised and accepted. Migrants learning the language of their 
adopted country is one of these scenarios and, in Australia, their opportunity to learn is guaranteed 
and supported by the government.  
In summary, my experience of teaching Japanese as a second language in Japan and as a 
foreign language in Australia, as well as living as a speaker of English as a second language in 
Australia laid the foundation for the current study. Australian government initiatives, such as 
AMEP and LOTE, are especially significant to me and I believe that these systems contribute to 
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both creating more proactive foreign language learners and encouraging tolerance and acceptance 
towards people who learn English as a second language.  
1.3 Focus of the thesis 
This study focuses on the Japanese co-workers who work alongside the EPA nurse trainees.9 By 
examining the views of Japanese co-workers towards these trainees, this study situates itself within 
the field of language policy and planning (LPP). While a number of previous studies have 
investigated the individual immigration policies that the government has adopted to date, this study 
takes a different approach by examining Japanese co-workers’ views towards language and 
communication issues. In the hierarchy of the EPA scheme, Japanese co-workers sit at the 
individual level with the trainees. This study investigates the individual level by examining matters 
such as Japanese co-workers’ evaluation of trainees’ Japanese proficiency and their perception of 
communication with the trainees. Furthermore, this study also examines the government’s view of 
the EPA scheme. It seeks to examine how the two levels influence each other and how the current 
initiatives of the EPA scheme reflect the views of each. Consequently, this study aims to discuss 
bottom-up Japanese language education policy in the EPA scheme.  
The outcomes of this study may have ramifications for government policy and also offer 
important insights regarding the role of the NS in this setting. In doing so, this thesis will make an 
important contribution to sociolinguistics and language policy studies in applied linguistics through 
its consideration of the individual NSJ and relationships between individuals and the government.  
1.4 Thesis structure 
This thesis is divided into seven chapters.  Chapter 2 reviews and analyses the literature and 
introduces the theoretical background used for analysis in this study. The research questions are 
presented at the end of Chapter 2.  
Chapter 3 details the research methodology, beginning with the methods rationale and 
research design. It describes the three data collection instruments I used – namely, document 
analysis, questionnaire, and interview, along with the rationale for my overall approach. The 
documents selected for analysis and the recruitment process of participant hospitals and individual 
Japanese co-workers are also outlined, along with the survey process. This is followed by an 
explanation of the data analysis approach. 
                                               
9 As stated in Appendix D and Appendix E, the survey for this study was targeted at medical professionals. However, 
the questionnaire results showed that no doctors responded to the survey. Therefore, the word “co-workers” is used 
instead of “medical professionals” in the thesis to avoid any misconceptions. 
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Chapters 4, 5, and 6 present the results and analysis of the three sets of data. Chapter 4 
presents the results and analysis of documents related to the EPA scheme, details the employment 
process of nurse trainees in the EPA scheme, and explores the Japanese government’s view of the 
scheme. In order to investigate the Japanese government’s view of the scheme, I also analyse how 
the objectives of the EPA scheme are presented in related official documents. Chapter 5 reports the 
results and analysis of questionnaires that were distributed to 34 Japanese co-workers of EPA nurse 
trainees.  
Chapter 6 discusses the results of the semi-structured interviews with seven Japanese co-
workers drawn from the questionnaire participants and other key players involved in the EPA 
scheme – hospital managers, supervisors, the trainees’ Japanese language teachers, and EPA nurse 
trainees. The interviews were semi-structured and based on the questionnaire findings. Interviews 
conducted with seven Japanese co-workers provide the core and qualitative data of this study, while 
the results of the remaining interviews are used as supplementary data.  
Chapter 7 concludes by summarising the theoretical approach and findings. The significance 
of these results, particularly from the perspective of Japanese co-workers, is discussed in terms of 
the respective research questions. The limitations of the research and directions for future studies 
are also presented. The following chapter reviews and analyses the literature related to this study.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
This chapter reviews the literature related to this study. The first part of the chapter highlights 
studies on LPP, with a focus on those studies that examine macro-/micro- levels and language 
attitudes. It also considers LPP studies that use discourse analysis. The second part of the chapter 
outlines studies of Japanese language and society. As mentioned in Chapter 1, there has historically 
been a desire in Japan to distinguish between NSJs and NNSJs. This part of the chapter reviews 
studies of native-speakerism, which was initially advanced in the field of English Language 
Teaching (ELT), and discusses Japanese native-speakerism from the perspective of Japanese 
language ownership and the practice of “Othering”. This part of the chapter also reviews studies 
that introduce new concepts of Japanese language, such as Japanese as an international language or 
Easy Japanese. The third part turns its attention to studies on foreign labour and workplace 
communication in Japan, describing how foreign labour was studied in Japan prior to 
implementation of the EPA scheme in 2008. It also looks at studies on workplace communication 
and language policy in Japan. Although only a limited number of studies have been conducted on 
workplace communications and language policy in Japan, they have covered a diverse range of 
topics, including the Japanese language limitations of immigrant workers in factories, language 
policy of multinational companies, and English as an official language policy in Japanese 
companies. The final part of the chapter reviews studies of the EPA scheme, focusing on four key 
topics: trainees; the national nursing exam and Japanese language training; the EPA scheme policy, 
and the host hospitals. The employment of foreign nurses and care workers through the EPA since 
2008 has been the topic of a considerable body of research in Japan as the scheme touches on many 
issues in contemporary Japanese society. The final part of the chapter identifies how this study can 
fill gaps in the existing literature by posing specific research questions. 
2.1 Language policy and planning 
Since the 1980s, LPP has increased in “practical importance and urgency because of the way the 
world is developing” (Wee, 2011, p. 17). Tollefson (2010) claims that academic interest in LPP has 
recently been revived owing largely to migration. He poses new questions that have gained 
importance in LPP in recent years as a result of the global process of migration, such as “How are 
local languages affected by migrants?” (Tollefson, 2010, p. 468). This question shares an interest 
with this study with its focus on people and language in the host society. In addition, Wee (2011) 
mentions the need for many states to use LPP to accommodate the presence of foreign workers. 
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The focus on policy-level solutions for language problems in LPP has been replaced with a 
broader emphasis on both geography and scope (macro, meso, and micro-level studies) (Baldauf, 
2010). Ricento (2006a) claims: 
… there is a growing body of research in LP [language policy] which is concerned with the 
role of language – materially and discursively – in the production, exercise, and contestation 
of power at all levels of society, and the effects of power on language practices, from the 
daily interactions of ordinary people to the official policies of governments.  
(p. 17. Underline added) 
Similarly, Blommaert (2006) calls attention to the importance of different levels of LPP by 
arguing that language policy should be seen as “a niched activity” (p. 249). According to 
Blommaert, in a niched activity, the role of certain actors (such as the government) is limited to 
specific and not general domains. In other domains (such as that of individuals), different activities 
exist and will respond to different norms, rules of language, and communication produced by actors 
operating on different levels and scales. In this manner, it is widely understood that LPP operates at 
many different levels including various micro levels (Baldauf, 2010; Blommaert, 2006; Ricento, 
2006a). The increased emphasis on the micro level of LPP, where ordinary people engage in 
various daily interactions, has gained greater attention. What, then, is micro as opposed to macro-
level LPP?  
The most obvious example of micro and macro-level LPP is in the Ricento (2006a) quote 
above: “the daily interactions of ordinary people” (p. 17) and “the official policies of governments” 
(p. 17). Moreover, Schiffman (2006) presents dichotomous ideas related to macro and micro-level 
LPP. On one hand, according to Schiffman, language policy is “the explicit, written, overt, de jure, 
official, and ‘top-down’ decision-making about language” (p. 112), but on the other, it is also the 
“implicit, unwritten, covert, de facto, grass-roots, and unofficial ideas and assumptions” (p. 112). 
Schiffman’s view represents the idea of the two levels – the former as macro level LPP and the 
latter as micro level LPP – even though the definitions Schiffman offers do not include the actual 
terms “macro” and “micro”. Micro-level LPP relates to the daily interactions of ordinary people at 
the individual level. Furthermore, Fairbrother (2015) claims that “there is not just one homogeneous 
micro level” (p. 201). Reinforcing these findings, Hornberger (1988) noted that although an 
education project had been successful in developing bilingualism in Spanish and Quechua, by 
which children could maintain the language and develop pride in their identity, it turned out that 
Quechua parents were not supportive of the project. This is a good example of how individuals may 
have differing perceptions at the micro level of a language policy. The current study will pay extra 
attention to these different perceptions as there are a variety of stakeholders in the host hospitals. 
Many of the EPA-related studies have researched host hospitals by lumping all of the stakeholders 
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together. And yet, there are stakeholders such as chairpersons, managers, doctors, nurses, and 
administrative staff as well as the trainees who all may have different perceptions. The current study 
focuses on Japanese co-workers, who actually work most often with the EPA nurse trainees.   
The micro-level approach to LPP is inevitable as all human beings have a stake in language 
policy, “since they [human beings] have a direct bearing on our place in society and what we might 
(or might not) be able to achieve” (Ricento, 2006a, p. 21). Language policy determines or 
influences the language we communicate and learn in for particular purposes at various sites 
including schools, workplaces, local communities, and family homes throughout our lives. 
Moreover, micro-level LPP can influence the outcomes of macro-level policy-making just as 
emphatically and definitively as the more explicit decisions (Schiffman, 2006). Schiffman (1996) 
uses the example of the power of French language policy, concluding that: 
[it] rests in what people imagine it to consist of, rather than on actual statutes or rigid codes. 
In other words, it is not as explicit as French people think it is, but it is every bit as 
restrictive as they think it is, as long as they think it is. 
(p. 123) 
As such, the micro level of language policy is attracting attention in the field of LPP and, 
therefore, it is just as important to look at how policy actually works at the individual level more 
deeply than explicit policy at a macro level. Looking at the communication between Japanese co-
workers and EPA nurse trainees in work places is an example of micro-level study within the 
Japanese language education policy for the trainees in the EPA scheme. The next question that 
arises is what to examine in micro-level LPP.  
One of the criticisms of early LPP research is that it paid insufficient attention to language 
practices and language attitudes of communities affected by LPP (Tollefson, 2010). Each scholar 
presents slightly different ideas about language attitudes. For example, Schiffman (2006) considers 
attitudes as being part of the package of “linguistic culture” (p. 112) which also includes ideas, 
values, beliefs, prejudices, myths, religious structures and so on. Baldauf (2010) claims that 
attitudes help us to understand particular language problems. Eggington (2010) advocates 
“unplanned language planning” (p. 452) which involves laissez-faire attitudes and an ad hoc 
solution towards a language situation. Winter (1992) introduces the traditional interpretation of 
language attitudes as being “central to understanding population reaction, rejection and/or 
acceptance of language policy” (p. 2). Although their ideas about language attitudes may be slightly 
different, these scholars share the belief that language attitudes deserve significant attention in 
micro-level LPP.   
Language attitudes are often examined in studies of multilingual situations and education, 
for language revitalisation and revival as well as language decay and death (Sasse, 1992). However, 
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the research participants or languages targeted seem to be biased towards certain groups. For 
example, in multilingual settings, the participants are usually the parents of children who receive 
multilingual education and they are asked which language they want their children to learn at school 
(e.g., Eggington, 2010). Also, the language attitudes of multilingual people are well surveyed in 
terms of which languages they use in which situations and why. In any case, limited study has been 
conducted into the language attitudes of monolingual speakers of the dominant language in a 
society in regard to communication with other language speakers. NSJs are one example of this and 
the current study is able to fill a gap in the research by focusing on Japanese co-workers. The 
language attitudes of Japanese co-workers in the current study includes their opinions about the 
trainees’ Japanese language and their own communication with the trainees at workplace. Exploring 
these attitudes will help to identify and highlight issues of Japanese language education policy in 
the EPA scheme from the viewpoint of Japanese co-workers. 
In the study of language attitude at micro-level LPP, it is widely recognised that quantitative 
and qualitative methods should be considered as being complementary (Canagarajah, 2006; 
Ricento, 2006b; Wee, 2011). An often-used method is the language attitudes survey which employs 
a Likert scale questionnaire. The evaluation of speakers of particular languages can be included in 
the survey as it provides an indirect measure of language attitudes. In addition to this method, 
ethnographic approaches such as field observation and interviews seem to be best suited as they are 
concerned with the language of everyday life in society. In the current study, however, ethnographic 
approaches that include field observation in the medical workplace have been avoided for ethical 
reasons. Therefore, interviews are an ideal qualitative approach to examining Japanese co-workers’ 
language attitudes in this study. Liebscher and Dailey-O’Cain (2017) advocate the use of an 
interactional approach that makes use of interviews to examine language attitudes. This approach 
focuses “on language attitudes as expressed in spoken interaction” (Liebscher & Dailey-O’Cain, 
2017, para. 1) such as interviews. As such, the current study will use a questionnaire to obtain a 
general understanding of the participants followed by an interview to externalise the language 
attitudes of the participants. 
As an analytic framework, Winter (1992) recommends discourse analysis for collecting 
information about language attitudes. She advocates discourse analysis because of the minimal 
influence of context on the formulation of individuals’ attitudes and because observation can only 
lead to inference. According to Winter, one of the strengths of discourse analysis is its applicability 
to various types of data from policy documents, public debate, and official announcements to 
informal conversations and interviews. Discourse analysis enables us to examine what the macro 
level suggests and how these suggestions (do or do not) coincide with the attitudes and opinions of 
micro-level ordinary people (Wodak, 2006). Moreover, Tollefson (2010) also promotes the 
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importance of the integration of policy and discourse analysis in order to understand how micro-
level practices are situated within the broader macro-level social and political order. Discourse 
analysis seems to be a useful analytical tool for analysing the interview results of Japanese co-
workers to discuss the Japanese language education policy for EPA nurse trainees in the current 
study. 
Liebscher and Dailey-O’Cain (2017) explain three levels of discourse analysis in the 
interviews: a content-based level, a turn-internal semantic and pragmatic level, and an interactional 
level. Taking the example of the conversational interview of three German participants, Liebscher 
and Dailey-O’Cain explicate the three levels as follows: 
a) Content-based discourse analysis – identifies the parts that are relevant for an analysis of 
language attitudes in the conversation (in this case, the participants talk about the 
particular German dialect called Saxon); 
b) Turn-internal semantic and pragmatic analysis – focuses on particular descriptions to 
express the language attitudes (descriptions such as “strongest Saxon”, “worst dialect”, 
and “stigma”); and  
c) Interactional analysis – draws attention to the fact of language attitudes (Saxon is the 
worst dialect).   
(Liebscher and Dailey-O’Cain, 2017) 
This three-step process provides a good guide for the analysis of the interview data of Japanese co-
workers of the EPA trainees. 
Saitō (2014) uses discourse analysis of written Japanese accounts to explore Japanese 
university students’ language attitudes towards English. Two overarching themes are found: 
“‘English as nuisance’ and ‘English as asset’” (Saitō, 2014, p. 16). Each theme is constructed in 
several ways in written accounts – for example, threat to identity, imposition, and communication 
barrier are proposed for “English as nuisance”. Likewise, opportunity, national interest, and 
transnational connections are expressed as positive depictions of “English as asset”. He argues that 
these positive and negative representations co-exist in most of the participants’ accounts and that 
the language attitudes of respondents “were occasioned in the social and political settings of their 
culture of which the respondents are a part” (p. 22). Saitō’s study is a useful reference for the 
current study when analysing the interview data of Japanese co-workers to explore the language 
attitudes of their own Japanese language activities. 
Furthermore, Angouri (2013) applies interview and questionnaire data to discuss the 
employees’ perceptions of language practices in their workplace context and the perceived 
implications of the companies’ official language policy. This is a good example of studies that 
examine the extent to which the dynamics of language use are reflected in the companies’ language 
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policy (i.e., the relationship and tension between the micro and macro levels of LPP). She finds that 
perceptions and attitudes towards language policy are dynamic between groups of employees and 
that macro, meso, and micro-level LPP do co-exist and overlap, rather than being linear. Although 
discourse analysis is not used, the findings and discussion of Angouri’s work provide a number of 
interesting insights that can be applied to the current study. 
 In summary, it is important to look at the micro level to examine LPP as a whole. In micro-
level studies of LPP, the language attitudes of individuals are often researched using questionnaires 
and recent studies drawing attention to the use of interviews to examine language attitudes from an 
interactional perspective. Few studies have been conducted into language attitudes of native 
speakers, especially within a LPP framework. Japanese co-workers in this study play an important 
role and should be paid equal attention as other stakeholders in the EPA scheme. Discourse analysis 
has been chosen as an analytical tool for the interviews with Japanese co-workers due to its 
applicability to various types of data and potential to uncover the gaps between macro and micro 
levels. In the next section, I would like to move on to the characteristics of Japanese language and 
society and how they have been studied. 
2.2 Japanese language and society 
Despite the existence of Koreans and Chinese – so-called “oldcomers” who settled in Japan prior to 
World War 2 – Japan has “resolutely swept the presence of the phenotypically identical and 
therefore largely ‘invisible’ Korean and Chinese communities under the carpet in official discourse 
along with other minority communities” (Gottlieb, 2012, p.1). The Japanese government has taken 
advantage of the low profile of these minorities by giving them neither equal rights as Japanese 
citizens nor official support as minority groups. This has resulted in the relegation of these people to 
the fringes of Japanese society. Furthermore, although there were Ainu and Okinawan ethnic 
minorities in Japan before the arrival of the oldcomers, the native languages of these groups were 
not officially acknowledged as indigenous languages in Japan (Nishihara, 2010). This is the 
background to how superficial monolingualism was established and how the ownership of the 
Japanese language became clear and strong in Japan. While this has resulted in the beautification of 
the Japanese language (e.g., Bandō, 2009; Saitō, 2001), it has also led to intolerance of non-
standard language use amongst NSJs as demonstrated by the expulsion of regional dialects (e.g., 
Fujimoto, 1980) and the rigid correctness of the Japanese language, especially for NNSJs. The 
Japanese language situation is far different from that of the English, which is often acknowledged as 
a global language (e.g., Crystal, 2003), and has evolved into many varieties of world Englishes 
(e.g., Melchers & Shaw, 2011), and global Englishes which “represents the diversifying nature of 
Englishes used worldwide” (Murata & Jenkins, 2009). 
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The dichotomy of standard/non-standard Japanese and correct/incorrect Japanese reflects the 
concept of native-speakerism. The concept of native-speakerism was initially advanced in the field 
of English language teaching (ELT). Holliday (2006) describes native-speakerism as “being 
characterised by the belief that ‘native-speaker’ teachers represent a ‘Western culture’ from which 
springs the ideals both of the English language and of English language teaching methodology” (p. 
385). Native-speakerism in Japan has mainly been examined in the field of ELT (see Houghton & 
Rivers, 2013), namely, in relation to native speakers of English (NSEs), native English-speaking 
teachers (NESTs), and discourse in English language education. In the field of Japanese language 
education, there has also been some research into native and non-native Japanese-speaking teachers, 
native-ness, and Japanese-ness (e.g., Hirahata, 2008; Hobbs, Matsuo, & Payne, 2010). However, the 
majority of this research merely describes the characteristics of NSJ and NNSJ, or contrasts and 
compares native and non-native teachers, without delving into the issues of native-speakerism; that 
is, Japanese native-speakerism has not been the focus of research in the field of Japanese language 
education as it has been for ELT. However, this does not mean that Japanese native-speakerism 
does not exist in Japanese society. 
While Holliday’s native-speakerism description focuses on ELT, Canagarajah and Said 
(2011) introduce broader concepts and claim that native-speakerism is derived from assumptions 
such as: 
a) “native” speakers are the authorities on the language and enjoy superior competence; 
b) those who use it as an additional language have to treat “native” speaker competence as 
the target; and 
c) “native” speakers are the best qualified to teach that language.  
(Canagarajah & Said, 2011, p. 391). 
Assumptions a) and b) above certainly apply to the Japanese language and non-language 
teaching discourse, which this study also explores. Especially in the case of the current study, 
assumption a) will be important to consider as the data is collected from Japanese co-workers, who 
are NSJs. The above-mentioned dichotomy of standard/non-standard Japanese and correct/incorrect 
Japanese reflects the concept of native-speakerism – namely, native-speakerism, in conjunction 
with the strong ownership of the Japanese language, seems to be more politically and historically 
ingrained in Japanese society than the Japanese language teaching context. Moreover, Japanese 
native-speakerism is also present in various other aspects of Japanese society, such as immigration 
policy.  
Japanese co-workers in this study represent the owners of Japanese language in the society. 
The concept of native-speakerism, such as the subconscious sense of the dichotomy of self 
(Japanese co-workers) and other (EPA nurse trainees), fits well with this study when uncovering 
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communication issues between Japanese co-workers and the EPA nurse trainees. Tollefson (2014) 
uses critical discourse analysis of The Daily Yomiuri articles about Fukushima radiation. He reveals 
that the Japanese national identity, which is often structured in ways that maximise the differences 
between us (self) and them (other), is “reproduced through two discursive constructions: a 
diminished ‘risk’ from Fukushima radiation and citizens’ national duty in the nuclear crisis” 
(Tollefson, 2014, p. 299). He argues that “The Yomiuri reconstructs Japanese national identity in the 
wake of the Fukushima disaster in ways that delegitimise opposition to nuclear energy, by 
representing such opposition as fundamentally ‘not Japanese’” (p. 302). As the study by Tollefson 
shows, it should be noted that this concept of Self and Other is present in various aspects of 
Japanese society, such as Japanese immigration policy. 
As the number of NNSJs increases in Japanese society, the concept of Japanese native-
speakerism is challenged by arguments proposed by scholars such as Katō (2000) and Asato (2010) 
as well as the Easy Japanese movement. It was initially proposed to liberate Japanese to become an 
international language like World Englishes (Katō, 2000). NSJs must not concentrate on the 
mistakes made by NNSJs, but rather on the communication event taking place. Katō’s view that 
NSs of the language should stop demanding that NNSs use the language perfectly is noteworthy. 
The current study is able to examine if/how much Japanese co-workers expect perfect Japanese, 
with the existing notion of Self and Other, to be used by EPA nurse trainees. There is also an 
argument that the Japanese language can play a negative role in the social exclusion of migrants. 
This highlights the importance of the role of NSs (Asato, 2010). That is to say, NSs of language are 
expected to modify their language as utterers, as well as to be tolerant of imperfect language use as 
hearers in communication with NNSs. The final responsibility for successful communication rests 
not only with the NNS’s language proficiency but also, considerably, with the NS’s attitudes and 
tolerance. These arguments are closely connected to the present study. Japanese co-workers will be 
examined as utterers for their attitudes towards language modification. Also, as hearers, their 
perception and evaluation of Japanese language used by EPA nurse trainees will reflect the 
tolerance of Japanese co-workers. In this way, the recent growth of foreign residents and the need 
for more foreign workers has seen an increased awareness of the need to create a different level of 
Japanese. There have been calls to create Easy Japanese (yasashii nihongo) in order to meet this 
need.10 
                                               
10 “Yasashii” can serve as two different adjectives in Japanese as 易しい and 優しい (both read as “yasashii”), both of 
which contain several meanings that are equivalent to English. Kenkyusha’s new college Japanese-English dictionary 
5th edition (2002) lists English translations of the two adjectives as follows: 易しい as “easy”, “simple”, “plain”, and 優
しい as “gentle”, “tender”, “affectionate”, and “kind”. The term “yasashii nihongo” does not specify which of these two 
adjectives is referred to by deliberately not using particular kanji that differentiate the two. Therefore, the concept is to 
include all of these meanings.   
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In January 1995, the Great Hanshin Awaji Earthquake claimed the lives of more than 6000 
people, including many NNSJs. The NNSJs did not receive important information such as 
evacuation procedures or possible refuge locations in a timely manner because they could not 
understand Japanese (Yamada, 2010). Following this event, research into Easy Japanese became 
popular among Japanese linguists and Japanese language teachers with the aim of offering 
important information to all NNSJs in easy-to-understand Japanese (e.g., Satō, 2006; Matsuda, 
1997). Principles similar to those of Easy Japanese have been successfully promoted by plain 
language movements in other countries (see Asprey, 2010). However, these principles are different 
from Easy Japanese in that plain language is used to improve comprehension among NSs rather 
than foreign resident NNSJs. “Yasashii” in Japanese carries a number of meanings such as easy, 
friendly, kind, simple, and gentle. Hence, the use of the word yasashii reflects the aim to be not 
only easy in terms of a language skill for NNSJs but also friendly and kind to all users in a society, 
including children, the elderly, and the disabled (Hirosaki University Sociolinguistic Laboratory, n. 
d.). In this study, however, I will use the term Easy Japanese as the English translation for the sake 
of convenience. According to Iori (2009), Easy Japanese should be promoted to reduce the 
inconvenience that foreigners encounter in Japanese society, which is not truly multilingual. Easy 
Japanese functions as the common language between NSJs and NNSJs in the community. The 
concept of minimum grammar for NNSJ residents to learn and detailed examples of its use are 
introduced in Iori (2009). At the same time, Iori (2011) clearly states that NSJs are required to 
“learn” how to speak and write Easy Japanese. 
The use of Easy Japanese, which encourages NSJs to adopt/simplify their Japanese language 
use, is a consideration in this study. However, when it comes to the need to be learnt by both NSJs 
and NNSJs, some questions remain. Is Easy Japanese just one form of the broader language? Is 
there only one correct approach to Easy Japanese? As Imamura (2010) suggests, the communication 
language should not be artificially created. In other words, Easy Japanese should not be artificially 
created as one complete language (code) because what is deemed easy differs depending on the 
context, topic, and individual. In fact, Murata and Jenkins (2009) define the term “global 
Englishes”, which is also used to describe “people’s effort to be intelligible in intercultural settings, 
negotiating meanings and enjoying creativity while retaining their own identities” (p. 5) rather than 
focusing on the one form of English used worldwide. If Easy Japanese is set to be “learnt” as a 
language or a code, it is putting the cart before the horse by dispensing with flexibility. Therefore, it 
is important to examine perceptions of what is happening to Japanese language in communication 
and the attitudes of Japanese co-workers individually. They may or may not use something similar 
to Easy Japanese in their workplace communication. Even if they do, the language they use is likely 
to show variations, which perhaps cannot be “learnt” as one system. This is, after all, the real charm 
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of qualitative study at micro level, which can provide new insights into Easy Japanese from the 
viewpoint of NSJs. The concept of Easy Japanese certainly involves NSJs but few studies have 
actually examined NSJs. By contrast, research on NSJs considering factors other than the Japanese 
language has been examined in a number of studies.  
The study of attitudes, tolerance, and receptivity towards foreign residents in Japan can be 
traced back to at least 1990 with the arrival of newcomers from South America. Although the 
history of this field is relatively short compared to research in the USA and Europe (e.g., De Jong & 
Steinmetz, 2004; De Jong & Tran, 2001; Madera, 2011; Prins & Toso, 2012), the quantity of survey 
data has gradually improved in recent years. There are two types of studies of attitudes towards 
foreigners or immigrants in Japan depending on the target of the study – the whole country of Japan 
or the limited areas where most of the 外国人集住都市 [highly concentrated cities of foreign 
residents] are located. 1112  
Surveys of public opinion are one of the typical methods of the former type of study as 
represented by the studies of the Cabinet Office, Government of Japan, various media, and the 
Japanese General Social Surveys Centre. The Cabinet Office, Government of Japan conducted a 
public opinion survey of Japanese regarding their acceptance of foreign labour in 2004, and their 
acceptance of Japanese descendants, such as Japanese Brazilians, in 2013. The 2004 survey focused 
on questions related to policies on foreign labour. The most recent survey, in 2013, specifically 
referred to the category of foreigners who are Japanese descendants and also included questions 
about Japanese cultural knowledge and the language proficiency of foreigners.    
The latter type of study examines limited areas in Japan. Most of the studies target NSJ 
residents who live in cities with high concentrations of foreign residents. Needless to say, residents 
in these cities have more contact opportunities with foreigners than other cities in Japan. There is a 
point to note regarding foreign nurses in the results from these studies. The results show that people 
are more positive about employing foreign nurses than any other workers (Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism of Japan, 2009; Yamamoto & Matsumiya, 2010). Whether 
NSJs who actually work with foreign nurses as co-workers have the same positive views of foreign 
nurses is within the scope of this study. As Yamamoto & Matsumiya (2010) and Matsuo (2011) 
argue, Japanese people show positive attitudes towards general foreigners in the community while 
                                               
11 In Japanese, “foreigner” is translated as “外(国)人 [gai(koku)jin]”, the people from outside (country). Though 
foreigner does not completely overlap with non-native speaker, the word foreigner is deliberately used in this section as 
the word 外（国）人 holds citizenship in Japanese society and is also used in the surveys reviewed in this section.  
12 外国人集住都市会議 [the Council of highly concentrated cities of foreign residents] was established in May 2001. It 
comprises political administrators as well as international associations of 外国人集住都市, highly concentrated cities 
of foreign residents, who are mainly Japanese descendants called “newcomers” in Japan. As of April 2017, 22 cities in 
Japan are represented on the Council. 
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they tend to resist residing as neighbours with Japanese descendants/foreigners. Although these 
studies reveal the positive attitude Japanese people have towards foreign nurses, the answer may be 
different if those Japanese people actually share the space and time with foreign nurses in their daily 
lives, in other words, as co-workers.   
The present study shares the same general framework as the studies conducted by the 
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport, and Tourism of Japan (2009), Yamamoto and 
Matsumiya (2010), and Matsuo (2011). The cities and host hospitals, foreign residents, and EPA 
nurse trainees, Japanese residents, and Japanese co-workers constitute the accepting/employing 
bodies, ethnic minorities, and ethnic majorities, respectively, in the framework of these three studies 
and the current study. They share the same general awareness of the issues, especially with respect 
to their focus on NSJs. Yet, there is an important point of difference to note between these studies 
and the current study. While the current study focuses on Japanese co-workers who have regular 
communication with NNSJs and investigates their communication, it is not clear how frequently 
participants of other studies have contact or communicate with foreign residents. In other words, the 
possibility of extreme cases, such as Japanese residents who live in the areas with a high 
concentration of foreign residents but never have contact with foreign residents, cannot be 
eliminated from these studies. As a result, the degree to which answers are based on participants’ 
own experience, imagination, or prejudice, cannot be conclusively determined.   
In summary, strong ownership of Japanese language and native-speakerism is deeply rooted 
in Japanese culture, which creates the concepts of “self” and “other” in various aspects of society. 
This may affect the views of Japanese co-workers in the current study. Moreover, Japanese as an 
international language has been discussed in the form of Easy Japanese. However, it needs to be 
examined from the NSJs’ point of view as well as in terms of Japanese as a communication tool. 
Finally, NSJs have been the focus of some studies regarding the reception of foreigners in Japanese 
communities; however, these studies do not cover NSJs’ view of communication between NSJs and 
NNSJs in detail, which is the focus of the current study.       
2.3 Foreign labour and workplace communication in Japan 
Faced with an ageing, declining population and a labour shortage, the Japanese government has 
implemented new immigration policies, such as the revision of the Immigration Control and 
Refugee Recognition Law in 1990, the employment of nurse trainee and care workers through an 
EPA, and a new points system for highly skilled foreign professionals. However, the Japanese 
government has tried to maintain a strict immigration policy of only accepting skilled foreign 
workers. These changes clearly reflect the Japanese view of the world as Japanese and Other. 
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The revision of the Immigration Control and Refugee Recognition Law in 1990 allowed 
Japanese descendants from South America to migrate to Japan as long-term residents. Most of these 
people settled in Japan and found work in factories as unskilled labourers. This was a convenient 
arrangement for the Japanese government as it allowed it to increase the number of unskilled 
migrant labourers in Japan under the official pretext of helping Japanese descendants to return to 
their homeland. Vogt (2007) critiques this policy as follows: 
[T]he double-faced character of Japan’s migration policy. On the surface, Japan is likely to 
keep to a strict migration policy of only accepting skilled foreign workers for fixed periods 
of time; at the core of this policy, however, there is a strategic ignorance towards migration 
flows of unskilled workers.  
(p. 26)  
Many of the NNSJs, including Japanese descendants, encountered personal hardship from 
the Great Hanshin Awaji Earthquake of 1995. They were also the first to be targeted for redundancy 
after the Global Financial Crisis in 2008. Similar to Vogt, Asato (2014) criticises these policy 
changes, including EPAs, as a “side door” of Japanese government, which functions as a regulating 
valve. He explains that because the Japanese government could not surrender its policy of only 
encouraging highly skilled labourers, the policy changes forced it to accept foreigners as candidates, 
trainees, or returnees (to the homeland), and not as workers.13  
These are examples of Japan’s ignorance regarding the migration flows of unskilled 
workers. Owing to the fact that the Japanese government does not acknowledge the disparity 
between its policies and reality, none of these migration policies have enjoyed as much success as 
the government expected. The language barrier which is connected to the strong notion of 
Japanese/Other could be the cause of these failures. Although the Japanese government has not 
been a completely idle onlooker as these failures have taken place, we must acknowledge that its 
policies are hardly coherent – they fail to address long-term societal issues and seek to cope only 
temporarily with the problem at hand. The next section will discuss how workplace communication 
issues with foreign workers have been researched in Japan. 
Until the 1990s when Japanese descendants began to migrate to Japan, the majority of 
foreigners who were working in Japan were skilled workers who could converse competently in 
Japanese or whose work did not need Japanese language competency. Kamiyoshi et al. (2009) 
refers to the former type of foreigner as the “sumo type” and the latter as “baseball type”. Sumo-
type foreigners are usually expected to remain in Japan permanently and usually engage in any type 
of work with full competence in the Japanese language. On the other hand, baseball-type foreigners, 
                                               
13 There are also foreign workers who come to Japan through the Technical Internship Training Program and they are 
labelled interns. 
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such as IT workers, university lecturers, or researchers, who are not necessarily expected to stay 
long in Japan, are highly skilled technically but do not necessarily have a high degree of Japanese 
language proficiency. Although the high Japanese language proficiency of sumo wrestlers has 
attracted general public attention (e.g., Miyazaki, 2006), communication issues have hardly come to 
the surface as the subject of academic research into either type of foreign worker. Namely, 
communication issues have been overlooked since sumo-type foreign workers have a very high 
level of Japanese proficiency and baseball-type foreign workers do not communicate in Japanese at 
work. 
After unskilled migrants began to work in Japanese society, the situation changed slightly to 
one in which foreign workers were expected to understand and produce Japanese language at a 
limited level in workplaces, as these workers did not fit into either the sumo or baseball-type 
category. Kikuoka & Kamiyoshi (2010) aim to identify the limitations and possibilities of language 
development during the second language acquisition process of the immigrants through fieldwork. 
Their results show that foreign workers perform well when they attend language-mediated activities 
through primary speech (e.g., communication with fellow workers about the immediate situation), 
whereas they do not perform well through secondary speech (e.g., communication with strangers). 
This phenomenon exemplifies the limits of language development through language-mediated 
activities in the workplace, and the authors have presented a new concept called “Japanese 
education to cross boundaries” in order to address this limitation. Owing to the emergence of this 
kind of situation with unskilled foreign workers, workplace communication has become the theme 
of a number of studies. Yet the focus of these studies is predominantly the Japanese language 
proficiency/learning/education of foreign workers, not Japanese workers who also take part in 
workplace communication. It should be noted that EPA trainees differ from these unskilled foreign 
workers in that they go to Japan as skilled workers with no knowledge of Japanese (similar to the 
baseball-type at this point) but are required to acquire a high level of Japanese language proficiency 
in order to continue working. That is, EPA trainees are expected to transform from the baseball type 
to the sumo type during their stay in Japan. This transformation should be recognised as a part of 
their work with the support of the host hospitals. Next, I would like to draw attention to another 
type of workplace communication recently studied in Japan. 
Although the number is limited and remarkably small compared to other areas such as 
Europe, some studies have examined language policy as well as workplace communication of 
multinational companies based in Japan. Peltokorpi & Vaara (2012) examine language policy and 
policy implementation in multinational company subsidiaries from the perspective of 
recontextualisation, which “highlights the ways in which the meaning of ideas, resources and 
practices change when they are adopted in a new context” (Peltokorpi & Vaara, 2012, p. 811), with 
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data from semi-structured interviews, field notes, and annual reports. They demonstrate the 
dynamic individual and unit-level interactions of recontextualisation processes by elucidating how 
subsidiary presidents “instead of being regarded simply as at the receiving end …. make sense of 
multinational company-level language policies and the nature and extent of their implementation in 
subsidiaries” (Peltokorpi & Vaara, 2012, p. 829). Their finding, which is that subsidiaries 
recontextualise the language policy of a parent company in their own contexts rather than just 
blindly accepting and following it, is useful for the current study. Host hospitals play the role of 
subsidiaries in the context of the EPA scheme, where responsibility for Japanese language training 
for the trainees is left in their hands. 
Fairbrother (2015) also examines the language policies and micro-level reactions to the 
policies in branches of multinational companies in Japan. She conducted interviews with three 
employees in the Tokyo offices of three European-owned multinationals in order to examine the 
dialectical relationship between the micro and macro levels (Nekvapil & Nekula, 2006), using the 
theoretical framework of language management theory.14 Fairbrother (2015), provides examples of 
how language policy may be ignored or resisted, and how there may be conflicting opinions as to 
how English should be used. She argues that there are various forms of language management at the 
micro level and that there may be conflicting norms and interests among employees depending on 
their status, language skills, and background. Therefore, she concludes that: 
[I]t is important to stress that there is not just one homogeneous micro level and that the 
problems noted by one group may not be noted by all. We, therefore, need to look at the LM 
[language management] processes of different employees at different levels in the corporate 
hierarchy, in order to grasp a fuller picture of the impact of language policy on the micro 
level.  
(Italics original, p. 201) 
Her emphasis on the importance of examining different levels in the hierarchy, and how 
pressure from the micro level can affect macro-level policy is noteworthy and applicable to this 
study. While the language policy of a multinational company can always be the focus of research, 
there are some companies in Japan whose language policies have gained significant public attention 
in recent years.   
In mid-2010, two large Japanese corporations, Rakuten and Uniqlo, announced the adoption 
of English as their official corporate language and created a public debate. Satō (2015) critically 
                                               
14 Jernudd and Neustupny (1987) introduced the concept of “language management”, which is defined as metalinguistic 
activities (behaviour-towards-language). The theory is based on differentiating between two processes of language use - 
(1) the production and reception of discourse and (2) the activities aimed at the production and reception of discourse, 
i.e. metalinguistic activities - of these, (2) is called “language management” (Nekvapil, 2006). The theory deals with 
participants’ actual language use as well as attitudes towards it.  
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examines the “Englishnisation” project of Rakuten and points out a fundamental issue in the 
English mandate.15 As another language is widely shared among employees (in this case Japanese), 
requiring employees to use English only may result in restrained productivity and uncomfortable 
feelings in the workplace. Satō refers to this phenomenon as the “local language paradox”. At the 
same time, in terms of criticism by those who believe that English is not the best choice for the 
Japanese workforce, Satō (2015) claims that “such criticisms are based on cultural, political, and 
sometimes ideological beliefs” (p. 39). Although it is difficult to measure the degree to which the 
language policy has contributed to the company’s financial performance, he concludes that “it has 
certainly diversified the workforce in terms of ethnicities and nationalities represented” (Satō, 2015, 
p. 39). Micro-level research is certainly needed in this area to explore a diversified workforce in 
terms of employee’s awareness or language attitudes. 
In summary, with Japan’s immigration policy of only accepting highly skilled foreign 
workers, few studies were carried out on workplace communication until the 1990s, when Japanese 
descendants started to immigrate to Japan in increasing numbers. On the one hand, with the 
increased number of unskilled foreign workers, workplace communication issues have attracted 
attention. However, most research focused on the Japanese language proficiency of foreign 
workers. On the other hand, with the growth of multinational companies and globalisation of 
Japanese companies, some language policy research has been conducted into those companies. 
Although Japanese is acknowledged as being a local language shared by most employees, Japanese 
as a workplace communication language was not taken up as a significant discussion point in those 
studies. In this sense, the EPA has led to another type of workplace communication setting in Japan 
in which a high level of Japanese proficiency is necessary to engage in highly skilled work.   
2.4 Studies on the EPA 
Since the EPA’s inception in 2008, it has inspired a number of studies. The body of research can be 
divided into four areas: trainees, the national nursing exam and Japanese language education, the 
EPA scheme, and host hospitals.  
Studies on EPA trainees have examined various aspects including their personal motivation 
for coming to Japan (e.g., Hirano, Ogawa, & Ohno, 2010; Kreasita, 2010), adaptability to the 
Japanese workplace (e.g., Nagae, Iwase, Furusawa, & Shimai; 2013), and their experiences, 
including struggles and difficulties in host hospitals (e.g. Nakatani, 2013; Yamamoto & Higuchi, 
2015). Although relatively few in number when compared to studies from the Japanese perspective, 
some studies have also been conducted from the viewpoint of the EPA trainees’ source countries 
                                               
15 “Englishnisation” is a term coined by Rakuten CEO Hiroshi Mikitani to represent the corporate language shift at 
Rakuten. 
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(e.g. Ballescas, 2008; Ballescas, 2010; Simulja & Wulansari, 2008). These studies have also 
focused on how well EPA trainees survive in the Japanese workplace, with an emphasis on the 
difficulties that the trainees face and the severity of their working conditions. Among the difficulties 
that the trainees confront, Japanese language learning, especially for the national nursing exam, is 
one of the most significant.    
Research has been conducted into improving the EPA trainees’ Japanese language 
proficiency in order to help them gain official accreditation by passing the national nursing exam 
(e.g., Iwata & Iori, 2012; Nakagawa et al., 2011). This research was motivated by the fact that none 
of the first intake of Indonesian trainees passed the national nursing exam in 2009. At the same 
time, the existing national nursing exam is also the subject of some studies (e.g., Okuda, 2011a). 
Partly as a result of those studies, the Japanese government modified the national nursing exams 
beginning in 2010. However, Okuda (2011b) examined the new national nursing exam that was 
implemented in 2012 and concluded that not all of the modifications were advantageous to the 
trainees. Moreover, Kawaguchi (2010) conducted a mock national nursing exam in English for 
Filipino EPA trainees. The results indicated that the difficulties faced by Filipino trainees in passing 
the national nursing exam were not restricted to their Japanese proficiency. He highlights the 
importance of differences in nursing education curricula and basic nursing policies between Japan 
and the Philippines. These findings cast doubt on the validity of the exam and indicate that the 
amendments initiated by the Japanese government, such as modification of the national nursing 
exam, are not definitive solutions. The current study will investigate the adequacy of the 
government’s exam modifications and the Japanese language support offered to the trainees.  
A number of previous studies have examined the EPA scheme from the perspective of 
immigration policy. Studies such as those conducted by Nimonjiya (2010), Song (2007), Tajiri 
(2010), Vogt (2007), and Yamada (2013) discuss the EPA scheme for nurses by examining its 
objectives, intentions, and processes in regard to Japan’s immigration policy. Some studies (such as 
the current study) have also investigated the EPA scheme from the perspective of immigration 
policy in the field of LPP. For example, Otomo (2016) analysed EPA policy documents and 
revealed the trivial treatment and examples of ambiguous language in the documents. She calls for 
greater importance to be placed on the LPP perspective when considering the EPA scheme as, 
despite their significance, language issues are likely to be overlooked due to being embedded in 
emerging forms of immigration policies. Moreover, Nunoo (2012) conducted text analysis of 
official documents regarding the modification of the national nursing exam published by the 
Japanese government and raised some issues regarding the EPA scheme from the viewpoint of LPP. 
Nunoo argues that the Japanese government should prepare for more foreign labour outside the 
medical field, in which Japanese language proficiency is required, and he believes that Japanese 
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language support for foreigners should be approached as part of a national Japanese language policy 
and not simply a consideration of the EPA scheme. These studies by Otomo (2016) and Nunoo 
(2012) both discuss Japanese language education policy for EPA trainees, similar to the current 
study, but do so from the perspective of policy paper level. Nevertheless, Nunoo’s argument is 
indicative as it leads to further discussion regarding if the EPA scheme can serve as a test case of 
future immigration policy in Japan. 
While the majority of studies on the EPA scheme to date have involved research at the 
macro level, Ballescas (2010) assesses the scheme with consideration of trainee interviews – 
trainees representing one of the scheme’s stakeholder groups. Following an analysis of the 
interview results of Filipino nurse trainees, suggestions are made for the scheme, such as 
conducting Japanese language training and setting a Japanese nursing exam in the sending 
countries, including more work-related information and language training rather than general 
information (e.g., about Japan’s weather and culture), and providing the host institutions with more 
support from the scheme. Although few studies explore the EPA scheme by researching at the 
micro level like Ballescas (2010), some studies comment on the importance of examining various 
stakeholders of the scheme. Yagi, Mackey, Liang, and Gerlt (2014) reviewed the Japan - 
Philippines EPA scheme for nurse trainees thoroughly and contend that it is a failed policy for three 
reasons: the low national nursing exam pass rate, “brain waste” of trainees, and conflicting 
motivations among the different stakeholders. According to Yagi, Mackey, Liang, and Gerlt, the 
differences in policy objectives between the governments of the two countries are significant. They 
also criticise the divide among the Japanese domestic stakeholders (i.e., the government), the 
nursing association, and the host hospitals. Furthermore, Maeda (2013) points out the expectation 
gap between the Japanese Nursing Association and the Philippine Nurses Association. The results 
of these studies indicate that the EPA scheme can be analysed differently depending on the 
stakeholders involved. 
Finally, despite its important and dominant role in the scheme, few scholarly studies have 
looked at the hosting aspect of the scheme – the host hospitals that employ the trainees. JICWELS 
has published reports based on the findings of their visits to the host hospitals, which consist of 
questionnaires and interviews of hospital personnel conducted every year since 2010 (e.g., 
JICWELS, 2018). The reports contain reliable and insightful information as JICWELS visits almost 
all of the host hospitals and their questionnaires and interviews cover a broad range of scheme-
related topics. Yet, the reports merely present the results without conducting any academic analysis 
or discussion. In contrast, academic studies, such as those undertaken by Kawaguchi et al. (2008) 
and Ogawa et al. (2010) include surveys of host hospitals regarding the employment of EPA 
trainees. The survey questions cover topics such as why the hospitals employ trainees, how the 
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trainees are accepted by the families of Japanese colleagues/patients/patients, if/how the workplace 
atmosphere has changed after the employment of the trainees, and if the hospitals intend to employ 
more trainees in the future. Ogawa et al. (2010) analyse correlations of factors in the survey results 
and find that the more the workplace hospitals recognise the positive effects of employing trainees, 
the more they recognise the trainees’ willingness to learn and study. Similarly, Kawaguchi et al. 
(2008) analyse regional differences regarding the employment of foreign nurses. Though the survey 
was conducted at medium- and large-scale hospitals throughout Japan, and not only the EPA host 
hospitals, the results indicate that attitudes regarding the employment of foreign nurses and reasons 
for (not) wanting to employ foreign nurses differ significantly among regions. The results of this 
study reveal the possibility of potential nursing shortages, leaving significant possibilities for future 
studies. 
It should be noted that these surveys predominantly seek the opinions of the hospitals and 
organisers as a whole. In fact, all of the surveys featured in these studies were answered by 
institutional representatives, (e.g., managers of the hospitals).16 I agree that the hospital manager or 
person in charge of scheme-related employment at the hospital is the most suitable representative to 
express the opinions of the hospital. However, an important point that should not be ignored about 
hospital managers is that they are unlikely to be the personnel communicating with the workplace 
trainees. Therefore, hospital management and the Japanese co-workers who regularly work with the 
trainees, should be categorised as separate stakeholders in the scheme when examining the 
communication between the two parties. By doing so, another issue regarding studies into host 
hospitals arises: neglecting to consider the areas of Japanese language use and communication 
issues between EPA trainees and their Japanese co-workers. The four studies introduced below take 
Japanese co-workers of foreign nurses, though not only EPA trainees, as their focus. 
Firstly, though the research subject is not the EPA scheme, Inoue (2007) conducted semi-
structured interviews with Vietnamese and Japanese nurses working together in Japanese hospitals 
where some Vietnamese nurses are working under the Training Support Program for Vietnamese 
Nurses.17 Using grounded theory, Inoue highlights the importance of recognising Vietnamese and 
Japanese nurses as equals and not positioning either as assistants or complementary staff. 
                                               
16 Except the JICWELS reports include the survey results of Japanese language teachers at the hospitals. 
17 The Training Support Program for Vietnamese Nurses, which was carried out from 1992 to 2010, was established 
between the Ministry of Labor - Invalids and Social Affairs of Vietnam and the (current) AHP network in Japan in 
1992. The program provided 16 months of Japanese language training to students in Vietnam aiming to pass the 
entrance examination for nursing schools or nursing universities in Japan. After three or four years of studying nursing, 
the students sat the national nursing exam upon graduation, along with other Japanese students, and were issued with 
working visas in Japan if they passed. Although stays in Japan were limited to four years under this program, 56 
Vietnamese students obtained nursing qualifications in this way. The experience and achievements of this program 
proved to be an important substrate for the Japan-Vietnam EPA scheme, which included 12 months’ pre-departure 
Japanese language training and a JLPT requirement for entry into Japan, unlike the EPAs with the other two countries 
(Nonprofit Organisation AHP NETWORKS, 2017). 
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Furthermore, she demonstrates the need for equal support of both Vietnamese and Japanese nurses 
to better understand each other. Secondly, Takahashi (2014) conducted a large-scale questionnaire 
(involving 303 Japanese nurses) to explore the awareness of the EPA scheme and attitudes towards 
foreign nurses. The results reveal that the age differences between Japanese nurses affect their 
attitudes towards foreign nurses. She suggests that their educational background and level of 
experience contribute to establishing their firm identity as professional nurses. Thirdly, Tanaka et 
al. (2016) recently conducted a self-administered questionnaire targeting 97 Japanese nurses in a 
hospital that employs Indonesian nurse trainees in order to examine factors related to Japanese 
nurses’ tolerance toward Indonesian nurse trainees. The factors identified as being related to 
tolerance include education level and cultural experience. All three studies introduced here included 
Japanese nurses as participants and the results inform the current study in this regard. However, 
none of the studies cover much in the area of Japanese nurses’ views of communication with the 
foreign nurses or trainees.  
Lastly, Ueno’s (2013) study is one of the few studies that includes the Japanese co-workers’ 
perspectives as well as those of care worker trainees and Japanese language teachers. Through 
workplace observation and interviews, this study highlights the language-related issues that 
Japanese co-workers perceive in relation to the trainees. The issues are categorised into three 
groups: specialised terminology, rephrasing into other words, and practical use during care-giving. 
The approach of Ueno’s study is similar to that of the current study in that it considers Japanese co-
workers as participants, and it also looks at the details of communication conducted in Japanese. 
However, there is a significant difference between the studies. First of all, although both Ueno’s 
study and the current study review Japanese co-workers as participants, Ueno explores the trainees’ 
communication issues from their Japanese co-workers’ point of view, while the current study 
examines communication issues that the Japanese co-workers are confronted with and experience 
themselves. In other words, Ueno’s study focuses on the Japanese co-workers’ evaluation of the 
trainees’ Japanese language issues, while this study focuses on the Japanese co-workers’ perception 
of their own communication with the trainees. Furthermore, the context of Ueno’s study is a 
Japanese nursing care facility with EPA care worker trainees and not a hospital with nurse trainees. 
Although both types of trainees are administered under the EPA scheme, their required Japanese 
language levels differ significantly, along with other factors including the duration of their Japanese 
residence and national licence examination requirements. Above all, neither the micro-level EPA 
study conducted by Ueno (2013) nor the aforementioned studies by Inoue (2007) and Tanaka et al. 
(2016) are situated in the field of or discuss LPP of the EPA scheme, which is the aim of the current 
study.  
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In summary, despite a number of studies on the EPA scheme, the scheme has predominantly 
been examined at the macro level without considering many of the micro-level stakeholders. 
Although some studies focus on the host hospitals, hospitals are collectively viewed as one of the 
stakeholders of the EPA scheme in most of these studies. That is, different stakeholders that exist 
within the host hospitals, such as hospital managers and Japanese co-workers, do not seem to be 
considered individually in these studies. Japanese co-workers should be treated as one of the 
scheme’s significant stakeholder groups as they undoubtedly spend the most time communicating 
and working with the trainees in the workplace. Few studies take Japanese co-workers as their main 
participants, but most fail to investigate communication between Japanese co-workers and trainees 
or discuss LPP of the EPA scheme based on their findings. As such, there are yet to be any studies 
that examine how Japanese co-workers perceive their communication with the EPA nurse trainees 
in the workplace from a perspective of LPP. 
2.5 Summary and research questions 
This chapter has reviewed literature relating to this study. Firstly, it confirmed that it is important to 
examine LPP as a whole from the micro level. The micro level contributes to the understanding of 
LPP as much as the macro level, as successful LPP cannot occur without uncovering real-life 
language planning at the micro level. In micro-level research, it has become clear that an 
understanding of the language attitudes of participants is fundamental to the formulation of a policy, 
as well as to the success of its implementation. In the current study, a number people in various 
occupations in various institutions are situated in the micro level of the EPA scheme as key players, 
including Japanese co-workers at host hospitals. Questionnaires and interviews are common as 
mixed methods used to measure language attitudes (e.g., Japanese co-workers’ perception and 
evaluation of their communication with the EPA nurse trainees in this study). However, there have 
been few studies of language attitudes of NSs (and not only NSJs) especially in the LPP framework. 
Furthermore, discourse analysis was discussed as an appropriate analytical tool for the main 
interview data.  
Secondly, the relationship between Japanese language and society was outlined. It was 
revealed that the NSJs continue to feel a strong sense of ownership of Japanese language, which led 
to a discussion of native-speakerism. This may potentially affect Japanese co-workers’ language 
attitudes in the current study. There have been a few arguments regarding Japanese as an 
international language and the creation of Easy Japanese; however, this theme needs to be examined 
both from the NSJ point of view as well as the perspective of Easy Japanese as a new 
communication tool between NSJs and NNSJs. Survey results and research findings were discussed 
with regard to how foreign residents are perceived in Japan. The survey results showed a relatively 
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positive perception of foreign residents by Japanese people, but the question arose as to whether a 
different research setting, such as foreign co-workers, rather than residents, might have produced 
different results. 
Thirdly, studies on Japanese foreign labour and workplace communication were reviewed. 
With Japan’s immigration policy of only accepting highly skilled foreign workers, few studies were 
carried out regarding workplace communication prior to the 1990s when Japanese descendants 
began to immigrate to Japan. With the increased number of unskilled foreign workers, 
communication issues in workplaces have gained attention. Yet, the majority of studies were 
undertaken with a focus on the Japanese language proficiency of foreign workers. Moreover, with 
the growth of multinational companies and Japanese companies that focus on global business 
expansion, some language policy research has been conducted on those companies. Although 
Japanese is acknowledged as a local language, Japanese as a workplace communication language 
was not a significant discussion point in these studies.  
The fourth and final part of this chapter reviewed the current state of studies on the EPA 
scheme. Since the inception of the EPA scheme in 2008, the employment of foreign nurses and care 
workers has been extensively examined. However, the scheme is predominantly explored at the 
macro level without considering many of the stakeholders who are situated at the micro level of the 
scheme. Although some studies have focused on the host hospitals, the differences that exist in the 
hospitals are rarely considered; managers of the hospitals always represent the hospital. Japanese 
co-workers should be treated as important stakeholders in the scheme as they undoubtedly spend the 
most time communicating and working with the trainees in the workplace.  
Drawing on the outcomes of the literature review, and taking the current/future situation of 
Japanese society into consideration, the research questions of this study were developed as follows: 
RQ1: How do Japanese co-workers perceive their communication with EPA nurse 
trainees? 
RQ2: How do Japanese co-workers try to overcome the difficulties they encounter in their 
communication with the EPA nurse trainees?  
RQ3: How does the Japanese co-workers’ perception of their communication with the 
trainees reflect the government’s view of the EPA scheme?  
Chapter 3 will discuss the methodology of this study.  
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
This chapter outlines the research design and methods used in this study. Document analysis, a 
questionnaire, and interviews have been applied in this study in order to answer the three research 
questions. First, this chapter provides the rationale of the methods used. Situated in the field of LPP, 
document analysis provides the Japanese government’s view of the EPA scheme while the 
questionnaire and interviews reveal the implementation of the scheme from individual stakeholders’ 
perspectives. The second part of the chapter presents the design of the research. It explains what 
documents were chosen for analysis, how the questionnaire was created, and how the interviews 
were planned and conducted. The third part of the chapter demonstrates the data collection 
procedures for the three sets of data – the documents regarding the EPA scheme, the questionnaire 
for the Japanese co-workers, and the interviews with the Japanese co-workers and other personnel. 
The fourth part of the chapter outlines how these data were analysed. In this study, content analysis 
of the documents was used to examine the government’s perspective. The results of both the 
questionnaire and the interviews with the Japanese co-workers were analysed qualitatively using 
discourse analysis (DA) as an analytical tool.  
3.1 Theoretical framework 
As discussed in Chapter 2, this study investigates Japanese co-workers’ view of their 
communication with the EPA nurse trainees from an LPP perspective. Previous studies with a 
similar theoretical framework to the present study are as follows. Micro-level studies are usually 
based on primary empirical data, and research methods used in micro-level LPP “may be more 
transparent and replicable” (Payne, 2013, p. 4802), which appears to be a major strength of micro-
level LPP (Payne, 2013). For example, as introduced in Chapter 2, Angouri (2013) applies 
interview and questionnaire data to discuss the employees’ perceptions of language practices in 
their workplace context and the perceived implications of the companies’ official policy. Peltokorpi 
& Vaara (2012) examine language policy and practice in multinational company subsidiaries with 
data from semi-structured interviews, field notes, and annual reports. These two studies share a 
similar focus with this study, particularly with regard to research question 3. In Kirkgöz’s (2007) 
case study of language planning in Turkish primary schools, research tools include questionnaires 
and interviews for teachers, and observations. Butler (2007) investigates foreign language education 
in Japanese elementary schools, analysing various resources including government documents, 
school reports, published academic papers, media reports, conference presentations, materials 
distributed at workshops for teachers, as well as field observation.  
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The many micro-level LPP studies above show the importance of methodological 
triangulation, which often includes questionnaires, interviews, and document analysis. Furthermore, 
as previously discussed in Chapter 2, it is widely recognised that quantitative and qualitative 
methods should be considered as complementary in the study of language attitudes at the micro-
level LPP (Canagarajah, 2006; Ricento, 2006b; Wee, 2011). It is reasonable to take a similar 
approach to these aforementioned studies to discuss Japanese language education policy for the 
EPA nurse trainees in the EPA scheme. This study, therefore, takes a mixed-method approach with 
a combination of questionnaires, interviews, and document analysis. 
On the one hand, the government’s view of the EPA scheme (which has been collected from 
several resources) provides macro data. On the other hand, both questionnaire and interview results 
provide micro-level data of the scheme. As a result, although the focus still remains at the micro 
level of the EPA scheme, which means the interviews with Japanese co-workers constitute the main 
data, this study also includes a comparative discussion of the macro and micro levels of the EPA 
scheme. Consequently, the questionnaires and interviews of Japanese co-workers respond to 
research questions RQ1 and RQ2, and RQ3 can be answered by combining all three data sets.  
It should be noted that no field observations or natural data, such as recorded conversations 
have been used in this study as it is intrusive to collect these types of data at medical institutions. In 
addition, this study focuses on Japanese co-workers with the sole purpose of examining their 
perception of their communication with the trainees, not their actual interactions with the trainees. 
The next section explains how the research has been designed in this study. 
3.2 Design of the research 
Taking a mixed-method approach, I designed the research in two phases: document analysis and the 
survey (see Table 3-1).  
In the first phase, I conducted the document analysis of the government’s resources 
regarding the EPA scheme. In order to examine the Japanese government’s view of the EPA 
scheme, I firstly explored the objectives of the scheme and how they are presented in government 
resources (materials a, b, c, d, and e in Table 3-1). I also determined issues of the scheme, which are 
particularly related to the trainees’ Japanese language training, by document analysis (materials f 
and g in Table 3-1). The purpose of this is to discuss the Japanese language education policy in the 
scheme and the findings of questionnaires and interviews.  
After understanding the government’s view of the scheme and highlighting issues of the 
scheme, I moved on to the survey, the second phase of this research, which consists of 
questionnaire and interviews. As Brown (2001) argues, questionnaire and interview data can be 
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seen as inherently complementary; and, “interview data can both illustrate and illuminate 
questionnaire results” (Dörnyei, 2007, p. 130). Neuman (2014) also suggests: 
[P]eriodic probes (i.e., follow-up questions by interviewers) with closed-ended questions 
can reveal a respondent’s reasoning. Having interviewers periodically use probes to ask 
about a respondent’s thinking can check on whether the respondent understands the 
questions as you intended. 
 (p. 332) 
Therefore, I conducted questionnaires followed by interviews. The aim of the questionnaires 
is to gain a general understanding of the participants: the Japanese co-workers of the EPA nurse 
trainees. The aim of the interviews is to obtain further details of the participants’ questionnaire 
responses and to gain a better understanding of the numerical responses (Gillham, 2000). 
Participants were asked to elaborate on their questionnaire responses. Elaboration includes the 
reason and criteria for the answer, and examples or episodes related to the answer. The interviews 
were semi-structured in accordance with the questionnaire questions. I also conducted interviews 
with some other hospital personnel involved in the employment of the nurse trainees in order to 
collect supplemental information for this study. 
 
Table 3-1: Mixed-Method Research Design 
Document analysis of the government’s resources 
a) Annex 10 (Specific commitments for the movement of natural persons) of Agreement 
between Japan and the Republic of Indonesia for an Economic Partnership (Annex 10), 
MOFA (2007). 
b) Annex 8 (Specific commitments for the movement of natural persons) of Agreement between 
Japan and the Republic of the Philippines for an Economic Partnership (Annex 8), MOFA 
(2008). 
c) Annex 7 (Specific commitments for the movement of natural persons) of Agreement between 
Japan and the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam for an Economic Partnership (Annex 7), MOFA 
(2012). 
d) 「経済上の連携に関する日本国とインドネシア共和国との間の協定に基づく看護及
び介護分野におけるインドネシア人看護師等の受入れの実施に関する指針」につい
て [Guidelines regarding the employment of Indonesian nurse trainees in the medical and 
caregiving fields based on the Agreement between Japan and the Republic of Indonesia for an 
Economic Partnership] (MHLW Notice), MHLW (2013b). 
e) インドネシア、フィリピン及びベトナムからの外国人看護師・介護福祉士候補者の
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受入れについて [The employment of trainee foreign nurse/care worker from Indonesia, The 
Philippines, and Vietnam] (MHLW website), MHLW (2017c). 
f) 平成29年度版 EPAに基づく看護師候補者受入れの手引き[Employment guidance for 
nurse trainees based on EPA: 2017 version] (Employment Guidance), JICWELS (2016a). 
g) 「看護師国家試験における用語に関する有識者検討チーム」取りまとめ概要 
[Summary outline of expert study team regarding terminologies used in the national nursing 
exam] (Exam Amendment Summary), MHLW (2010). 
Questionnaires (Japanese co-workers of the trainees) 
The 24-item Questionnaire consists of four parts: 
• Background information of Japanese co-workers 
• Evaluation and perception of EPA nurse trainees 
• Evaluation and perception of their communication with EPA nurse trainees 
• Views of other issues surrounding the EPA scheme 
Semi-structured interviews (Japanese co-workers and other personnel) 
1) Seven of the trainees’ Japanese co-workers (see Appendix L for details) 
• Main data of this study 
• Follow-up interview of the questionnaire response → Discourse Analysis 
2) Other personnel (see Table 3-3 for details) 
• Supplementary data of this study 
 
3.2.1 Participant recruitment 
In order to arrange questionnaires and interviews for the Japanese co-workers, three Japanese 
hospitals that have accepted EPA nurse trainees were contacted. Although there have been a 
number of media reports and articles regarding the EPA scheme and trainees (Song, 2007), the list 
of hospitals that have accepted EPA nurse trainees is not officially available to the public. 
Therefore, two main sources were used to find candidate hospitals. One was the aforementioned 
media reports and articles that included hospital names. The other was the MHLW’s official annual 
list of EPA nurse trainees who had passed the national nursing exam each year (e.g. MHLW, 
2012a). The list includes the names of the hospitals where the trainees work. From the articles and 
MHLW list, hospitals in southwest Japan (in the Kyushu area where I have local contacts) were 
contacted via email to seek their participation in the study.  
Kyushu is the most south-westerly of the four main islands of Japan. A low labour 
participation rate is a serious problem in the Kyushu area. The two prefectures in which Hospitals 
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A, B, and C are located have labour participation rates that are approximately 2% lower than the 
national average (Tokyo Metropolitan Government, 2014). There is also a relatively small number 
of foreign residents and foreign workers in the area (see Ministry of Justice, 2013; MHLW, 2012b). 
All seven prefectures in this area have low numbers of foreign workers, and six prefectures have a 
lower number of foreign residents than the national averages. These two factors, the low labour 
participation rate and small number of foreign residents and workers, may have an impact on the 
Japanese co-workers’ perceptions and language attitudes. Three of the six hospitals that were 
contacted agreed to participate in the study. Details of the three participating hospitals (hereafter 
Hospitals A, B, and C) are provided in Table 3-2.  
Hospital A 
Hospital A is located in northern Kyushu. Hospital A began accepting EPA nurse trainees in 2008 
and has continued to do so on an annual basis ever since. There were six trainees at the hospital at 
the time of the interviews – four from Indonesia and two from the Philippines. The total number of 
trainees that the hospital has accepted is 13, but none of them have passed the national nursing 
exam. Seven of this hospital’s trainees have already been forced to return home from due to their 
failure to pass the national nursing exam within the government-mandated period (three years, with 
a one-year extension granted to some trainees).  
Hospital B 
Hospital B is also located in northern Kyushu. It began to accept EPA nurse trainees in 2008 and 
has had trainees every year since. Two Indonesian and two Filipino trainees have returned home 
including one who passed the Japanese national nursing exam. The Indonesian trainee, who arrived 
at Hospital B in February 2009 and passed the Japanese national nursing exam in March 2011, was 
one of 47 EPA trainees (of 415) to pass the exam in that year. It made her the first EPA nurse 
trainee in the Kyushu area to have successfully passed the exam and she made news headlines as aa 
result. She had aspired to study clinical psychology at a postgraduate level in Japan while working, 
which Hospital B was willing to support. However, she did not commence her postgraduate studies 
and returned home in May 2013 after passing the Japanese N2 proficiency test in December 2012. 18 
There were two Indonesian trainees at the hospital at the time of the interviews. The hospital also 
runs an adjacent subordinate nursing home in which a Filipino care worker trainee was working. 
                                               
18 The N2 level is defined as “the ability to understand Japanese used in everyday situations, and in a variety of 
circumstances to a certain degree” (The Japan Foundation and Japan Educational Exchanges and Services, 2012). 
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Hospital C 
Hospital C is located in central Kyushu. It accepted two Indonesian trainees in 2010. One of the 
trainees returned home in 2012 before the end of the training period due to family commitments. 
The other returned home in April 2013 after failing her last chance at the national nursing exam. 
Hospital C has not accepted any other trainees since and is not planning to accept additional trainees 
in the future. 
 
Table 3-2: Participating hospitals*1 
 Hospital A Hospital B Hospital C 
Public/private Private Private Private 
Beds 220 240 400 
Staff 560 170 1688 
Established 1959 1954 1935 
First accepted EPA nurse trainees 2008 2008 2008 
Number of current EPA nurse trainees 6*2 2*3 0 
Number of EPA nurse trainees to date 13 6 2 
Planning to accept more EPA nurse 
trainees in the future 
Yes*4 Yes*5 No 
Number of EPA nurse trainees who 
have passed the national nursing exam 
0 1 0 
*1. All the data in the table is current as at the time of the interviews in November 2013. 
*2. Four trainees from Indonesia and two trainees from The Philippines. 
*3. Two trainees from Indonesia. 
*4. Two trainees from Indonesia had already been allocated and were due to start training one month after the 
interviews. 
*5. Applied for more trainees in 2014 from Vietnam but their acceptance has not yet been confirmed. 
3.2.2 Questionnaire and interview procedure 
During some email exchanges with the gatekeepers at Hospitals A, B, and C, I organised 
questionnaires and interviews in late 2013. The procedure was as follows.   
In early November 2013, I asked the gatekeepers at each hospital to distribute the 24-item 
questionnaire to their staff members who satisfied three criteria:  
1) Japanese co-workers (doctors, nurses, medical technologists etc., excluding 
administrative staff) who currently work at the hospital; 
2) Japanese co-workers experienced in communicating with EPA nurse trainees on a 
daily basis; and  
3) Japanese co-workers who are native speakers of Japanese. 
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The phrase “Japanese co-workers” literally includes everyone who work at the hospital, including 
administrative staff.  As can be seen in criterion 1, however, I decided to focus on the trainees’ 
Japanese co-workers who engage in some form of medical practice, hoping to rule out any factors 
that could potentially affect the results, such as different levels of Japanese used in the 
communication due to the different nature of work.  
Thirty-nine questionnaires were distributed to three of the participating hospitals. Thirty-
four questionnaires were returned – 8 from Hospital A, 13 from Hospital B, and 13 from Hospital 
C. This corresponds to a response rate of 87%. The completed questionnaires were collected by the 
gatekeepers and handed over to me when I visited the hospitals in late November 2013. At 
Hospitals A and C, participants were asked to leave their contact details on their questionnaire if 
they were willing to participate in interviews. At Hospital B, however, the gatekeeper selected the 
two Japanese co-workers to interview because the hospital requested that employees not be 
involved in work-related matters (in this case, an interview) privately outside work hours. As a 
result, a total of seven Japanese co-workers were interviewed – two at Hospital B (B1 and B2) and 
five at Hospital C (C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5). None of the Japanese co-workers were interviewed at 
Hospital A. 
This research project was granted ethical clearance in accordance with the guidelines of the 
ethical review process of the School of Languages and Cultures, the University of Queensland, 
Australia in 2013. Participation was voluntary and participants were free to withdraw at any stage. 
For the questionnaire participants, an information sheet (Appendix D) was provided with the 
questionnaire by the gatekeepers. Before the interview, the participants were informed of the 
purpose and procedures of the study, and provided with a consent form (Appendix E) to sign. 
However, in one of the hospitals, consent was provided orally and audio recording was not used at 
the hospital’s request. Electronic versions of all questionnaires, interviews, transcripts, and analyses 
were stored in a password-protected format and I was the only person who had access. To ensure 
confidentiality, participants’ names have been replaced with symbols. In the next section, I will 
explain how each data type was collected. 
3.3 Data collection procedure 
3.3.1 Documents regarding the EPA scheme 
As seen in Table 3-1, seven source documents are used to examine the Japanese government’s view 
and highlight the issues of the EPA scheme in Chapter 4. The list of source documents, followed by 
an explanation of each source, is as follows.  
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a) Annex 10 (Specific commitments for the movement of natural persons) of Agreement 
between Japan and the Republic of Indonesia for an Economic Partnership (Annex 10), MOFA 
(2007). 
Annex 10 is included in the original EPA treaty document established between Japan and 
Indonesia. The document contains 12 annexes, and Annex 10 is related to Chapter 7 of the 
agreement, Specific Commitments for the Movement of Natural Persons, which includes details of 
the employment of nurse trainees and care workers employed under the EPA scheme. This is 
written in English and is available on the MOFA website. As this is the official EPA document 
between Japan and Indonesia, it was used to analyse how the general objectives of the EPA scheme 
are presented in order to see the Japanese government’s view of the scheme.     
 
b) Annex 8 (Specific commitments for the movement of natural persons) of Agreement 
between Japan and the Republic of the Philippines for an Economic Partnership (Annex 8), MOFA 
(2008). 
 
c) Annex 7 (Specific commitments for the movement of natural persons) of Agreement 
between Japan and the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam for an Economic Partnership (Annex 7), 
MOFA (2012). 
While Annex 10 mentioned above is the part of the original JI-EPA treaty document, Annex 
8 and Annex 7 are the corresponding parts of JP-EPA and JV-EPA treat documents accordingly. 
 
d) 経済上の連携に関する日本国とインドネシア共和国との間の協定に基づく看護及
び介護分野におけるインドネシア人看護師等の受入れの実施に関する指針」について 
[Guidelines regarding the employment of Indonesian nurse trainees in the medical and caregiving 
fields based on the Agreement between Japan and the Republic of Indonesia for an Economic 
Partnership] (MHLW Notice), MHLW (2013b). 
This is a notice from the MHLW addressed to the heads of local government and the local 
directors of health, labour, and welfare about the operational aspects of the guidelines. The 
document is in Japanese and is available on the MHLW website. The MHLW is one of the 
ministries that are greatly involved in the operations of the EPA scheme. Both the MHLW and local 
municipalities can be considered part of the Japanese government but they are involved in different 
levels of the EPA scheme operations. Therefore, this notice has been selected to examine how 
[differently] the general objectives of the scheme are interpreted and presented at the different 
levels within the Japanese government. It should be noted that there are the similar Notices 
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regarding JP-EPA and JV-EPA but they are not separately analysed in this study as the 
corresponding parts in each Notice are exactly the same.19   
 
e) インドネシア、フィリピン及びベトナムからの外国人看護師・介護福祉士候補者
の受入れについて [The employment of foreign nurse trainees/care workers from Indonesia, the 
Philippines, and Vietnam] (MHLW website), MHLW (2017c). 
This source is a website provided by the MHLW that contains the scheme overview. Despite 
the MHLW website having an English language option generally, this particular page is only 
available in Japanese. Although the website is open to the public, Japanese hospitals is its target 
audience, as the MHLW oversees the hospitals in Japan. The information is specifically for 
potential host hospitals who are considering employing EPA trainees in the future. As the MHLW 
works most closely with the host hospitals, which are the actual providers of the scheme, this source 
has also been examined in order to see how the scheme objectives are presented in contrast with the 
objectives written in the Annex 10 and the MHLW Notice. 
 
f) 平成 29 年度版 EPA に基づく看護師候補者受入れの手引き[Employment guidance 
for nurse trainees based on EPA: 2017 version] (Employment Guidance), JICWELS (2016a). 
The Employment Guidance was published in Japanese by JICWELS and is publicly 
available on the JICWELS website. This is a guidebook written in Japanese and JICWELS used this 
document at the briefing session which was held in April 2016 for hospitals that were considering 
employing EPA nurse trainees in 2017. JICWELS has been publishing this Employment Guidance 
every year with updated information to be used at briefing sessions for employment the following 
year. Although the Employment Guidance is not a government document, JICWELS is the sole 
official coordinating institution for the employment of trainees under the EPA scheme in Japan. 
JICWELS engages in operations such as coordination with the deploying agency in Indonesia and 
the Philippines, recruitment and screening of accepting institutions, and provision of support at the 
conclusion of employment contracts. They also provide support for trainees and their host facilities 
                                               
19 See 「経済上の連携に関する日本国とフィリピン共和国との間の協定に基づく看護及び介護分野における
フィリピン人看護師等の受入れの実施に関する指針」等について [Guidelines regarding the employment of 
Philipino nurse trainees in the medical and caregiving fields based on the Agreement between Japan and the Republic of 
the Philippines for an Economic Partnership] (http://www.mhlw.go.jp/file/06-Seisakujouhou-11650000-
Shokugyouanteikyokuhakenyukiroudoutaisakubu/phi_tsutatsu_290112.pdf) and 「看護師及び介護福祉士の入国及
び一時的な滞在に関する日本国政府とベトナム社会主義共和国政府との間の交換公文に基づく看護及び介護
分野におけるベトナム人看護師等の受入れの実施に関する指針」について [Guidelines regarding the 
employment of Vietnamese nurse trainees in the medical and caregiving fields based on the exchange of notes between 
Japan and the Socialist Republic of Vietnam regarding the entry and temporary stay of nurses and care workers] 
(http://www.mhlw.go.jp/file/06-Seisakujouhou-11650000-
Shokugyouanteikyokuhakenyukiroudoutaisakubu/vie_tsutatsu_290112.pdf). 
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after they have entered Japan. Therefore, the information in this document is the most detailed, 
correct, and current available, and it is referred to by all potential host hospitals. This document is 
used to highlight issues of the scheme and explain the trainees’ employment process. 
 
g) 「看護師国家試験における用語に関する有識者検討チーム」取りまとめ概要 
[Summary outline of expert study team regarding terminologies used in the national nursing exam], 
(Exam Amendment Summary), MHLW (2010). 
As briefly mentioned in Chapter 1, the Japanese government amended the use of Japanese in 
the national nursing exam after discovering the trainees’ very low pass rates. This source is a 
document that summarises the amendment outline that the team discussed with experts. This exam 
amendment summary is also only available in Japanese and can be found on the MHLW website. 
The national nursing exam plays a crucial role in the EPA scheme, so the summary has been used to 
examine the government’s view of the scheme especially in relation to the exam and the trainees’ 
Japanese language proficiency.   
Thus far, I have explained the seven sources used for document analysis in order to discover 
the government’s view of the scheme. I have detailed the original function of each source, the 
source type, how and where each source is available, and why they were selected. The next section 
details the way I collected the questionnaire data.  
3.3.2 Questionnaires 
As discussed in Chapter 2, a questionnaire is one of the most popular methods for gathering a 
variety of data in micro-level LPP. The questionnaire used in this study was developed based on the 
themes and issues identified in the previous studies with the aim of answering my research 
questions. Neuman (2014) presents six categories that can be asked in a questionnaire survey. They 
are participants’ 1) behaviour, 2) attitudes/beliefs/opinions, 3) characteristics, 4) expectations, 5) 
self-classification, and 6) knowledge. According to Neuman’s categorisation, the questionnaire used 
in this study is classified as gathering the participants’ attitudes/beliefs/opinions. Dörnyei (2007) 
argues that questionnaires can yield three types of data – factual, behavioural, and attitudinal. 
Following Dörnyei’s classification, the questionnaire used in this study consists of four parts: one 
factual question part and three attitudinal question parts. The first part comprises factual questions – 
background information of the Japanese co-workers. The remaining three parts are composed of 
attitudinal questions – evaluation and perception of EPA nurse trainees, evaluation and perception 
of their communication with EPA nurse trainees, and their views of other issues surrounding the 
EPA scheme. A copy of the questionnaire in the original Japanese and translated to English is in 
Appendix C. I will explain the details of the four parts in the next section. 
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Background information of Japanese co-workers 
The aim of the first part of the questionnaire is to gather some background information on the 
participants. It contains factual questions about the participants, such as their age group, gender, 
occupation, and qualifications. It also includes questions related to the participants’ previous 
experience working with foreigners and of living overseas, as well as frequency of contact with 
NNSJs in daily life. This is important as Tsutsui (2008) has shown that the language adjustment 
strategy of NSJs depends on the frequency of contact they have with NNSs. The research shows 
clear differences among the three groups of participants arranged according to frequency of contact: 
Japanese language teachers, host families, and general NSJs. Therefore, a question about frequency 
of contact with NNSJs is asked in the questionnaire as it may be a potential influence on Japanese 
co-workers’ perceptions of the trainees. Furthermore, Tsutsui’s result can be referred to in another 
way in this study. Because of the routine nature of workplaces, NSJ – NNSJ communication is 
assumed to recur each day in almost the same manner, between the same participants, and involving 
the same topics in this study. So, even if participants do not have frequent contact with NNSJs in 
their daily lives outside the workplace, the frequent contact they have with NNSJs at work may still 
effect some changes in their perception and language activities. 
Evaluation and perception of EPA nurse trainees 
The second part of the questionnaire is about the participants’ perception of the language activities 
of EPA nurse trainees.20 For example, one of the questions asks them to evaluate the trainees’ 
Japanese language proficiency in the four skills of language: listening, speaking, reading, and 
writing. This part of the chapter also includes the participants’ evaluation of the trainees as nurse’s 
aides, and key issues that the participants have identified as having an impact on their work with the 
trainees. The questions raised in this part of the chapter seek to explore how the trainees’ Japanese 
language proficiency is evaluated by their Japanese co-workers, how those evaluations are 
correlated to the evaluation of the trainees as workers, and how important the Japanese language 
proficiency of the trainees is perceived to be at the workplaces. 
Evaluation and perception of their communication with EPA nurse trainees 
While the second part of the questionnaire focuses on Japanese co-workers’ evaluation and 
perception of the trainees, the third part turns its attention to the evaluation and perception of their 
communication with EPA nurse trainees. Questions cover the participants’ evaluation of 
communication with the trainees and their own language activities in the communication. One of 
                                               
20 Each participant was asked to answer a question about one particular trainee at the hospital in the second, third, and 
fourth parts of the questionnaire. 
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the questions asks if participants are satisfied with their communication with the trainees. It also 
asks which language activities and adjustments the participants use in their communication with the 
trainees. Sanada, Shibuya, Sugito, and Jinnai (1992) argue that questions of this kind relating to 
participants’ language activity should not be overlooked. After accepting criticism about this type of 
self-evaluation question (which is actually asking what participants think they are doing/saying in a 
certain situation, and not what they are really doing/saying), Sanada et al. (1992) caution that 
researchers should always be mindful that answers obtained from this type of question in a 
questionnaire could potentially include participants’ intentions, hopes, or wishes. Again, I would 
like to clarify that this study focuses on the Japanese co-workers’ perception of their 
communication with the trainees, and not actual communication or language behaviour. This is 
partly because I did not collect natural data for this study. In this regard, asking about participants’ 
language activity in the questionnaire is less likely to lead to this pitfall. However, the warning 
issued by Sanada et al. (1992) offers a great deal of potential for further analysis. 
Views of other issues surrounding the EPA scheme 
The last part of the questionnaire asks the participants’ opinion about more general issues 
surrounding the EPA scheme. It includes questions about Easy Japanese and its development, the 
Japanese government’s foreign labour policy, and further acceptance of EPA nurse trainees. Similar 
questions are used in Cabinet Office, Government of Japan (2013) and Nunoo et al. (2007), though 
their participants have different attributes to those in this study. The results of this question, 
therefore, may or may not differ from previous studies.   
This is how the 24-item questionnaire was established, which was expected to be completed 
within 15 minutes. As discussed in Chapter 2, the Likert scale was employed in the majority of 
questions to measure the participants’ perceptions and language attitudes. I also chose to design all 
the questions as closed questions, as I expected that format to motivate most of the Japanese co-
workers to participate. In addition, follow-up semi-structured interviews were scheduled after the 
questionnaire.  
3.3.3 Interviews 
Japanese co-workers 
As mentioned earlier, I invited the questionnaire participants to leave their contact details at the end 
of the questionnaire if they were willing to participate in the follow-up interviews. Although one 
Japanese co-worker at Hospital A left her name and work phone number, her supervisor was 
uncooperative and refused to put us in contact with her when I tried to organise the interview. This 
individual was the head of nursing at Hospital A, and her uncooperative attitude towards my 
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research has consequently become symbolic of and helped to explain a number of findings from the 
questionnaire and later interviews. At Hospital B, two Japanese co-workers, B1 and B2, were 
chosen (by the hospital) to be interviewed. Hospital B also requested that I conduct a group 
interview with B1 and B2 in lieu of individual interviews. The group interview lasted for 
approximately one hour. At Hospital C, 7 of the 13 questionnaire respondents left their contact 
details for follow-up interviews. All of the participants as well as the gatekeeper were very 
cooperative and tried their best to accommodate my interview sessions despite their busy work 
schedules. Unfortunately, however, two of the Japanese co-workers were unable to attend the 
scheduled interviews due to unforeseen work commitments. As a result, I interviewed five Japanese 
co-workers at Hospital C – C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5. I conducted individual interviews with these 
participants and each interview lasted for approximately 30 to 45 minutes.  
The interviewees were asked about details of their answers to the questionnaire that were 
found to be significant or required further explanation. In some of the interviews I conducted at 
Hospital C, I created a brief memo about the types of questions that I would be asking in the 
interviews and sent it to the participants in advance. All of the interviews with Japanese co-workers 
took place in hospital meeting rooms during work hours. At Hospital C, all of the interviews were 
audio recorded, while the interviews at Hospital B were recorded in detailed notes at the hospital’s 
request. 
Other hospital personnel 
Although this study focuses on the Japanese co-workers, the details of the hospitals’ policy, 
attitudes, and support systems are essential in order to understand the Japanese co-workers’ 
perceptions and experiences. Therefore, I asked the gatekeepers about the interview availability of 
the following four groups of hospital personnel in order to collect supplemental data for the study: 
a) Managers of the hospitals 
b) Supervisors/workplace trainers of EPA nurse trainees 
c) Japanese language teachers of EPA nurse trainees at the hospitals; and 
d) EPA nurse trainees. 
As a result, I interviewed a total of five people in three interviews at Hospital A – the deputy 
administration manager, one Japanese language teaching staff member, and three nurse trainees 
(one Filipino and two Indonesian trainees). At Hospital B, I interviewed a total of six people in five 
interviews – the EPA manager, two heads of nursing, one Japanese language teaching staff member, 
and two Indonesian nurse trainees. At Hospital C, I interviewed a total of three people – the head of 
nursing and two section chief nurses. Table 3-3 shows the interviews with other hospital personnel 
that were conducted upon my request. 
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Table 3-3: Interviews with other hospital personnel 
 Manager Supervisor Japanese language teacher EPA nurse trainee 
Hospital A 1 - 1 3 
Hospital B 1 2 1 2 
Hospital C 1 2 - - 
 
I prepared one A4 page of example questions for each of the hospital managers and trainees, 
which I sent by email prior to the interviews. The questions for the hospital managers included 
details of the employment of EPA nurse trainees at each hospital to date, the hospital’s support 
system for the trainees and Japanese staff, intentions about future employment, etc. Questions for 
the trainees included details about their working history in their home countries, the reason they 
came to Japan, their perception of the Japanese language study and their communication with 
Japanese co-workers, etc. These sample questions are in Appendix H and Appendix I, respectively. 
For the interviews with other hospital personnel, including supervisors and Japanese language 
teachers, I did not provide sample questions in advance. I asked the questions in the same order 
with additions and deletions as required. 
JICWELS staff members and members of the support group for Japanese language training in 
the scheme  
During the interviews with hospital personnel, a number of issues were raised besides 
communication in the workplace. These issues seemingly result from the structure of EPA scheme, 
such as the lack of government support for Japanese language training and the problematic 
matching procedure of trainees and hospitals. Furthermore, although the EPA scheme aims to 
strengthen the economic partnership between the two countries (MHLW, 2014), for some hospitals 
it is clearly a means of employing foreign labour to supplement their workforce. I have therefore 
concluded that it is vital to investigate the Japanese government’s perspective regarding foreign 
labour, not only by document analysis, but also by face-to-face interview if possible, to see whether 
it matches that of the hospitals, Japanese co-workers, and trainees. 
In October 2014, I had a meeting with the section chief of the Acceptance Support for 
Foreign Professionals Department at JICWELS. The interview helped to explain further details of 
Japanese governments’ point of view that could not be inferred from the official EPA scheme 
documents. I also held an informal meeting with two members of the support group commissioned 
by JICWELS to conduct annual interviews with all EPA nurse trainees and managers at host 
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hospitals. The group is composed of Japanese teachers who have been engaged in Japanese 
language training for EPA nurse trainees and care workers.  
In summary, as well as collecting government documents regarding the EPA scheme, I 
conducted the survey with a total of 34 questionnaires from Japanese co-workers, seven of whom 
were interviewed. In addition to this main data, I also interviewed 14 other personnel, including 5 
trainees at the hospitals, and had informal discussions with one JICWELS officer and two support 
group members. Although the supporting data from the semi-structured interviews was left in 
detailed memo format, the main data of this study was processed and analysed as follows.  
3.4 Data analysis 
3.4.1 Documents regarding the EPA scheme 
In order to determine the government’s view of the EPA scheme, I firstly examined the scheme 
objectives and how they are presented in five source documents – Annex 10, Annex 8, Annex 7, 
Notice, and the MHLW website (see Table 3-1). I conducted content analysis of these three 
resource documents by identifying where in each source document the objectives appear, exploring 
the vocabularies and expressions used to express the objectives, and what information or examples 
are included to explain the objectives. After going through the five source documents, I carefully 
compared differences in the way the objectives are presented in each document and analysed the 
meanings and origins of these differences in order to reveal the Japanese government’s view of the 
scheme.  
Secondly, I investigated the other two source documents – the Employment Guidance and 
Exam Amendment Summary, to highlight issues within the EPA scheme. While examining the 
implementation process of the EPA scheme, from the recruitment of the trainees in home countries 
and host hospitals in Japan, I identified issues that particularly relate to the trainees’ Japanese 
language training. I then investigated the causes of these issues and how they reflect the 
government’s view of the scheme. 
3.4.2 Questionnaire 
The results of the questionnaire completed by 34 Japanese co-workers were analysed quantitatively. 
The analysis began with coding and quantifying all the answers following Oppenheim (2001). The 
coded results were then tabulated with the number and percentage of the responses to present 24 
questions. After completion of the table, multiple readings of the data were made to extract 
keywords and coding. Various attributes and perceptions/evaluation of the co-workers’ 
communication with the trainees were closely analysed to identify any correlations between certain 
items, such as qualification and hospital differences.  
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3.4.3 Interviews 
Taking semi-structured interviews as its one of primary data, the current study is in the scope of 
Discourse Analysis (DA). Discourses “involve patterns of belief and habitual action as well as 
patterns of languages” (Johnstone, 2002, p. 3). Discourse analysis enabled me to reveal the beliefs 
and assumptions of the Japanese co-workers. The qualitative approach of discourse analysis offers 
detailed insight into not only how the trainees are represented in Japanese co-workers’ discourse, 
but also why Japanese co-workers use certain expressions based on their perceptions of the trainees 
and their communication with them. As a result, the qualitative approach of discourse analysis is 
well suited to the analysis of interview data and, therefore, forms the methodological basis of the 
current study. 
The interview results of seven Japanese co-workers were transcribed into texts. Five 
individual interviews at Hospital C were transcribed based on audio-recordings while the joint 
interview of two co-workers at Hospital B was recorded from the detailed memo. The analysis 
began with the initial coding of these texts for key themes, although the first phase of categorisation 
was relatively simple as the interview was semi-structured based on the questionnaire answers. The 
initial analysis was followed by multiple readings and further smaller categorisations guided by 
questions that answer RQ1 and RQ2, such as: 
• How is the Japanese language proficiency of the trainees evaluated and why?  
• How are the trainees evaluated as workers and why?  
• How is the communication with the trainees evaluated and why?  
• How do Japanese co-workers accommodate the needs of the trainees in their use of Japanese 
in the workplace, and how do they feel about it? (success or failure?)  
• What do Japanese co-workers see as being the key issues that impact on their work with the 
trainees and why?  
During multiple readings and after reviewing the themes, I began to highlight recurring 
keywords, phrases, and events throughout the transcripts which could potentially provide answers to 
the research questions. This final stage of coding was guided by the following questions: 
• How are the EPA nurse trainees represented? 
• What are the episodes and what do they represent?  
I then analysed the results to reveal the Japanese co-workers’ perception of the trainees and their 
communication with the trainees.   
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3.5 Conclusion 
In conclusion, this thesis employs a mixed-method approach that incorporates document analysis of 
the government’s sources regarding the EPA scheme as well as questionnaire and interviews with 
Japanese co-workers of the EPA nurse trainees. I firstly conducted document analysis of the seven 
government sources regarding the EPA scheme in order to discover the scheme objectives and 
highlight associated issues. This document analysis revealed the Japanese government’s standpoint 
and its view of the EPA scheme at a macro level. I then conducted a survey which consisted of a 
questionnaire and follow-up interviews with Japanese co-workers of the trainees. The 
questionnaires and follow-up interviews allowed for an investigation into the implementation of the 
scheme. Consequently, the results of the questionnaire and interviews will answer RQ1 and RQ2, 
and the results of all three data sets answer RQ3 of this study. This study enables an exploration of 
the correlations and discrepancies between macro and micro level LPP in the case of the EPA 
scheme in Japan.  
In the following chapters, I will outline the results obtained from the three sets of data – the 
government’s view of the scheme, the questionnaire responses, and results of the interviews with 
Japanese co-workers.  Chapter 4 presents the government’s view of the scheme by analysing the 
relevant documents. 
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Chapter 4: The EPA scheme 
As outlined in Chapter 1, although the Japanese government has not officially confirmed it, the 
EPA scheme can be seen as a test case for employing foreign labour. Therefore, before examining 
the views of Japanese co-workers, it would be pertinent to investigate the structure of the EPA 
scheme as well as the Japanese government’s public stance on the scheme. As stated in Chapter 3, 
Japanese co-workers provide a micro-level view of language policy in the EPA scheme, while the 
Japanese government provides a macro-level view. There appear to be some differences in opinion 
as to the policy’s purpose. In this chapter, I identify potential issues that affect Japanese co-
workers’ view of communication with the trainees in order to answer RQ3 presented in Chapter 2: 
[How] does the Japanese co-workers’ perception of their communication with the trainees reflect 
the government’s view of the EPA scheme? To that end, I have examined the structure and 
management of the scheme, and the way the scheme’s objectives are presented by the government 
and the MHLW, which is also involved in the scheme. Finally, I will clarify the Japanese 
government’s view of the EPA scheme.  
This chapter consists of two parts. The first part is divided into two sections, outlining the 
nature of the EPA scheme and examining its objectives. The first section describes the general EPA 
and the specific scheme that realised the employment of nurse trainees from Indonesia, the 
Philippines, and Vietnam in Japan. It begins with an overview of the scheme in order to clarify how 
the employment of nurse trainees was organised in the EPA between two countries and to explain 
the trainees’ employment process under the scheme. The second section analyses the government’s 
objectives for the EPA scheme by examining how the objectives of the scheme are presented across 
different sources. It firstly examines the objectives presented in Annex 10 (Specific commitments 
for the movement of natural persons) of the Agreement between Japan and the Republic of 
Indonesia for an Economic Partnership, Annex 8 (Specific commitments for the movement of 
natural persons) of Agreement between Japan and the Republic of the Philippines for an Economic 
Partnership, and Annex 7 (Specific commitments for the movement of natural persons) of 
Agreement between Japan and the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam for an Economic Partnership, as 
presented on the MOFA website. This is an outline of the general objectives and provides a macro-
level view of the EPA scheme. Then, I narrow my focus to how the MHLW presents the objectives 
and intentions of the scheme. As will be explained in section 4.3, three ministries, the MHLW, 
METI, and MOFA, are greatly involved with the employment of trainees under the EPA scheme. In 
this section, I have used the two sources published by the MHLW in order to analyse how the 
objectives of the scheme are presented. One is a document called 「経済上の連携に関する日本
国とインドネシア共和国との間の協定に基づく看護及び介護分野におけるインドネシア人
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看護師等の受入れの実施に関する指針」について [Guidelines regarding the employment of 
Indonesian nurse trainees in the medical and caregiving fields based on the Agreement between 
Japan and the Republic of Indonesia for an Economic Partnership] (Notice), and the other is インド
ネシア、フィリピン及びベトナムからの外国人看護師・介護福祉士候補者の受入れについ
て [The employment of foreign nurse trainees/care workers from Indonesia, the Philippines, and 
Vietnam] (MHLW website). I chose the MHLW for this analysis as it works most closely with host 
hospitals and is therefore situated between the macro and micro levels of language policy in this 
study. Examining the objectives at different levels may enable the identification of potential 
mismatches that could impact on the view of Japanese co-workers, which may help to answer RQ3 
in this study. This chapter outlines the importance of investigating how stakeholders at the macro 
level (the Japanese government) understands the scheme. Subsequent chapters discuss how the 
findings of this chapter are related (or unrelated) to the individuals at the micro level (Japanese co-
workers). 
The second part of the chapter moves on to discussing four aspects of the scheme: the 
ministerial management structure, the matching process of the trainees and hospitals, Japanese 
language training, and the national nursing exam. For detailed information regarding the EPA 
scheme, I refer to 平成29年度版 EPAに基づく看護師候補者受入れの手引き [Employment 
guidance of nurse trainees based on EPA: 2017 version] (Employment Guidance), which is a 
document published by JICWELS and インドネシア、フィリピン及びベトナムからの外国人
看護師・介護福祉士候補者の受入れについて [The employment of foreign trainess nurses/care 
workers from Indonesia, the Philippines, and Vietnam] (aforementioned MHLW website). I have 
also used 「看護師国家試験における用語に関する有識者検討チーム」取りまとめ概要 
[Summary outline of expert study team regarding terminologies used in the national nursing exam] 
(Exam Amendment Summary) published by the MHLW in order to discuss the issues surrounding 
the national nursing exam in section 4.6. Sections 4.3 to 4.6 provide detailed information about each 
aspect of the scheme and discuss the issues raised for each aspect. These identified issues will be 
revisited when analysing the results of the questionnaire and interviews as these issues could affect 
the Japanese co-workers’ view of their communication with the EPA nurse trainees. 
In summary, in order to explore the details of, and to discuss the Japanese government’s 
view of the EPA scheme in this chapter, I have used the following sources, as presented in Table 3-
1 in Chapter 3:  
a) Annex 10 (Specific commitments for the movement of natural persons) of Agreement 
between Japan and the Republic of Indonesia for an Economic Partnership (Annex 10), 
MOFA (2007). 
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b) Annex 8 (Specific commitments for the movement of natural persons) of Agreement 
between Japan and the Republic of the Philippines for an Economic Partnership (Annex 
8), MOFA (2008). 
c) Annex 7 (Specific commitments for the movement of natural persons) of Agreement 
between Japan and the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam for an Economic Partnership 
(Annex 7), MOFA (2012). 
d) 「経済上の連携に関する日本国とインドネシア共和国との間の協定に基づく看
護及び介護分野におけるインドネシア人看護師等の受入れの実施に関する指
針」について [Guidelines regarding the employment of Indonesian nurse trainees in 
the medical and caregiving fields based on the Agreement between Japan and the 
Republic of Indonesia for an Economic Partnership] (Notice), MHLW (2013b). 
e) インドネシア、フィリピン及びベトナムからの外国人看護師・介護福祉士候補
者の受入れについて [The employment of trainee foreign nurse/care worker from 
Indonesia, The Philippines, and Vietnam] (MHLW website), MHLW (2017c). 
f) 平成29年度版 EPAに基づく看護師候補者受入れの手引き[Employment guidance 
for nurse trainees based on EPA: 2017 version] (Employment Guidance), JICWELS 
(2016a). 
g) 「看護師国家試験における用語に関する有識者検討チーム」取りまとめ概要 
[Summary outline of expert study team regarding terminologies used in the national 
nursing exam] (Exam Amendment Summary), MHLW (2010). 
4.1 What is the EPA scheme? 
The Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA) is a “bilateral or multilateral agreement among states 
to eliminate customs and domestic regulations other [than] import/export regulations, to harmonise 
economic systems, and to facilitate the free movement of natural persons, goods, and capital within 
a region” (METI, 2005, p. 1). Most of the EPAs that Japan has signed include provisions for the 
movement of natural persons who are, for example, short-term business visitors, intra-corporate 
transferees, and investors. The employment of nurse trainees and care workers is realised under this 
category of the EPA. As of August 2016, Japan has 20 EPAs in effect with 16 countries and five 
EPAs under negotiation. The Japan-Indonesia EPA (JI-EPA) came into effect in July 2008, the 
Japan-Philippine EPA (JP-EPA) in December 2008, and the Japan-Vietnam EPA (JV-EPA) in 
October 2009 (METI, n.d.). 
As the EPA is a bilateral or multilateral agreement between countries or regions, the EPAs 
vary and feature their own unique content relating to the partner countries or regions. According to 
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Kawauchi (2012), the EPA is a request-offer system, in which the countries concerned raise their 
requests negotiate, adjust, and find plans. Therefore, it deeply reflects the unique economic and 
industrial situations of both parties. Japan’s greatest concerns during EPA negotiations have been 
the export of Japanese industrial products and the promotion of international business development 
by Japanese companies, which emphasise tariff cuts, investment rules, liberalisation of service 
trading, and protection of intellectual property in the agreement. A number of Asian countries that 
are major trading partners of Japan have generally requested tariff cuts for the agricultural products 
they export and the movement of their workers. For example, the JI-EPA eliminated the tariffs for 
approximately 90% of exports from Japan, such as cars, electrical appliances, iron, and steel, and 
approximately 93% of exports from Indonesia, such as tropical fruit and steel products. Likewise, 
the JP-EPA and JV-EPA also have their own specific agreements with a focus on tariff cuts for 
various products.  
In addition to tariff cuts, the employment of nurse trainees and care workers is included in 
the JI-EPA, JP-EPA, and JV-EPA under the provision of movement of natural persons. As 
explained earlier, negotiations were initiated at the request of Japan’s three partner countries so that 
the MHLW could demonstrate that the employment of trainees from these three countries was not a 
response to labour shortages in Japan.21 It should be noted that, as of October 2017, that agreements 
regarding nurse trainees and care workers are only included in 3 of the 20 EPAs that Japan has 
signed.22 The next section explains the employment process of the trainees in the scheme. 
In the interest of fair, neutral, and proper implementation of employment, JICWELS has 
been designated as the sole official coordinating institution for the employment of trainees under the 
EPA schemes in Japan (MHLW, 2016b). The corresponding partner organisations in each country 
are the National Board for the Placement and Protection of Indonesian Overseas Workers 
(NBPPIOW) in Indonesia, the Philippine Overseas Employment Administration (POEA) in the 
Philippines, and the Department of Overseas Labour (DOLAB) in Vietnam. The trainees must 
undergo three employment stages – recruiting and matching, pre-departure and post-entry Japanese 
language training, and working and training at the hospitals. The employment process of nurse 
trainees starts with NBPPIOW, POEA, and DOLAB recruiting potential applicants in each country 
and JICWELS recruiting applicant hospitals in Japan. In consideration of the potential impact on 
the Japanese domestic labor market, the maximum number of nurse trainees who can enter Japan 
                                               
21 This will be discussed in 4.2.2.  
22 Employment of certified Indian nurses and care workers in Japan had been negotiated under Japan-India EPA but has 
not been confirmed (MOFA, 2011). Thai spa therapists and care workers are currently under negotiation in Japan-
Thailand EPA (METI, 2017).  
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annually is capped each fiscal year (MOFA, 2007).23 After the applicants and applicant hospitals 
have been screened and selected, JICWELS matches the trainees and hospitals and the two parties 
sign an employment contract. The matching process of the nurse trainees and hospitals is discussed 
in more detail in section 4.4. 
After signing the employment contract, the nurse trainees are required to undertake Japanese 
language training as well as nursing introduction training.24 Six months of pre-departure Japanese 
language training is conducted in Indonesia.25 Only the trainees whose Japanese language 
proficiency reaches the N5 level of JLPT at the end of the pre-departure training are permitted to 
enter Japan.2627 After arrival in Japan, the trainees undergo six months of post-entry Japanese 
language training. During the post-entry training period, JICWELS also provides introductory 
nursing training as well as work guidance. At the end of the training, a person from each host 
hospital meets with the trainees and shows them the hospitals in which they will be working. 
Section 4.5 further examines how the pre-departure and post-entry Japanese language training has 
been conducted and modified since inception of the EPA scheme in 2008.   
After arriving at the hospitals, the trainees start working as nurse’s aides and studying for 
the national nursing exam.28 The scheme decides that nurse trainees work as nurse’s aides before 
passing the national nursing exam despite their registered nurse qualification in their home 
countries. This is the reason why they are called trainees on arrival in Japan. Table 4-1 shows the 
differences between registered nurses, junior nurses and nurse’s aides in Japan. 
 
Table 4-1: Differences between registered nurse, junior nurse and nurse’s aide in Japan 
Definition*1  
Registered nurse 
(Article 5) 
A person under licensure from the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare 
to provide medical treatment or assist in medical care for injured and ill 
persons or puerperal women, as a profession 
Junior nurse 
(Article 6) 
A person under licensure from the prefectural governor to do as set forth in 
the preceding Articles under the direction of a physician, dentist, or nurse, 
as a profession 
                                               
23 For example, the maximum number in the first two years (2008 and 2009 in Indonesia) of the scheme was 400 nurse 
trainees from each country, and 200 in 2016. That is, a maximum of 600 nurse trainees could have entered in Japan in 
2016 from three countries. 
24 This is the case of Indonesia and the Philippines. Vietnam has a different scheme in terms of Japanese language 
training for their trainees. 
25 It is under consideration that the trainees, who have already passed N3 or N4 of JLPT before the pre-departure 
training, be exempt from this training.   
26 Summary of linguistic competence required for each JLPT level is in Appendix B. 
27 This pre-condition N5 level is expected to change to N4 for Indonesian trainees after the review in 2016. 
28 The scheme decides that nurse trainees work as nurse’s aides before passing the national nursing exam in Japan.   
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Nurse’s aide No definition provided 
License*1 
Registered nurse 
(Article 7) 
Must pass the National Nursing Examination and receive licensure from the 
Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare 
Junior nurse 
(Article 8) 
Must pass the Junior Nursing Examination and receive licensure from the 
prefectural governor 
Nurse’s aide No license needed 
Basic idea of nursing education for registered nurse and junior nurse*2 
Registered nurse To develop the basic ability to implement nursing practices based on 
academic grounds  
Junior nurse To develop ability to assist providing care and medical treatment with 
consideration of subject’s ease and safety under the direction of a doctor, a 
dentist, or a registered nurse 
*1 Act on Public Health Nurses, Midwives and Nurses (underline added) 
Referred from Japanese Law Translation Database System by Ministry of Justice of Japan 
(http://www.japaneselawtranslation.go.jp/law/detail/?id=2075&vm=04&re=02) 
*2 Referred from Instruction guideline of management for training schools for nurses (underline added) 
(http://www.mhlw.go.jp/file/05-Shingikai-10803000-Iseikyoku-Ijika/0000099698.pdf) 
 
As seen in Table 4-1, there are two types of nurses in terms of nursing qualifications in 
Japan. On one hand, to become a registered nurse who can provide medical treatment 
independently, you have to be educated at a nursing school and pass the national nursing exam. This 
is what the nurse trainees aim to be in the EPA scheme. On the other hand, junior nurses in Japan 
can only assist with medical treatment under the direction of other medical professionals and not 
provide medical treatment independently. Junior nurses are licensed by prefectural governors while 
registered nurses are licensed by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare. Please note that 
despite the existence of other English translations such as assistant nurse, I use the term “junior 
nurse” in this thesis. In addition to registered nurses and junior nurses, there are workers called 
nurse’s aides. They are not required to have any nursing education nor to pass a licensure exam. 
That is, anyone can apply for and work as a nurse’s aide. The EPA nurse trainees are classified as 
nurse’s aides from when they start working in Japanese hospitals until they pass the national 
nursing exam.29 
                                               
29Although the number of junior nurses and schools for junior nurses is decreasing in Japan, obtaining a license as a 
junior nurse has recently become more common for EPA nurse trainees. Since 2012, MHLW has allowed trainees to 
take the exam and become a junior nurse in Japan during the training period on the condition that they still take national 
nursing exam to be a registered nurse in later years. If the trainee passes the exam to be a junior nurse, s/he can be 
employed as a junior nurse for a maximum of four years and keep taking the national nursing exam in Japan without 
returning home after the training period of three years finishes (Morohoshi, 2017; Kobayashi & Morimoto, 2013). 
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While working as nurse’s aides, the trainees study for the national nursing exam which is 
usually held in February every year. The Japanese government does not regulate the ratio of work 
hours to study hours for the trainees. Therefore, the work/study conditions can vary considerably 
between hospitals. The three hospitals in which I conducted interviews also differed significantly in 
terms of the way they managed the trainees’ work and study schedules.30 The trainees sit the 
national nursing exam once a year for three years. If they pass the exam within three years, they can 
start working as registered nurses and remain in Japan to work under a “tokutei katsudō [designated 
activity] visa” (with unlimited renewal). The trainees who do not pass the exam within three years 
must return home.   
The next section analyses the objectives of the EPA scheme by examining how the 
objectives of the scheme are presented in different source documents in order to reveal the Japanese 
government’s view of the scheme. 
4.2 Objectives of the EPA scheme 
4.2.1 General objectives 
Under Part 1 (Specific commitments of Japan) of Annex 10 of the Agreement between Japan and 
the Republic of Indonesia for an Economic Partnership (MOFA, 2007), Section 6 is titled “Natural 
persons of Indonesia who engage in supplying services as nurses or certified care workers or related 
activities on the basis of a personal contract with a public or private organisation in Japan” (MOFA, 
2007, p. 923). This section refers to the employment of the trainees under the EPA scheme and 
states the objectives as follows: 
1. Entry and temporary stay for a period of one year, which 
may be extended for the same period each time and not more 
than twice, shall be granted to a natural person of 
Indonesia who:  
a) is a qualified nurse registered under the laws and 
regulations of Indonesia, having obtained Diploma III from 
an academy of nursing in Indonesia or having graduated from 
a faculty of nursing of a university in Indonesia, with 
total work experience as a nurse for at least two years;  
b) is designated and notified to the Government of Japan by 
the Government of Indonesia;  
c) will enter Japan on the date specified by the Government of 
Japan; and  
d) will engage in one of the following activities during his 
or her temporary stay in Japan for the purposes of being 
qualified as a nurse under the laws and regulations of 
Japan (“Kangoshi”): 
                                               
30 Results of the interviews with staff from the three hospitals will be presented in Chapter 6.  
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i. activities pursuing the course of training, including 
Japanese language training, for six months; and  
ii. activities acquiring necessary knowledge and skills 
through training under the supervision of a “Kangoshi” 
at a hospital, after completion of the training 
referred to in subparagraph (i), 
 
provided that such activities are conducted on the basis of a 
personal contract with a public or private organization in 
Japan which establishes a hospital under the laws and 
regulations of Japan and which is referred by a coordinating 
organization approved to conduct its activities by the 
Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare of Japan in accordance 
with the laws and regulations of Japan and notified to the 
Government of Indonesia by the Government of Japan, or, in 
the absence of such organization, referred by the said 
Ministry.  
(MOFA, 2007, p. 924, underline added) 
In the case of JP-EPA and JV-EPA, the corresponding sections are written in very 
similar manner: 
1) Entry and temporary stay for a period set out in Appendix 1 
shall be granted to a natural person of the Philippines set 
out in Appendix 2, who is designated and notified to the 
Government of Japan by the Government of the Philippines in 
accordance with the Implementing Agreement, who enters into 
Japan on the dates specified by the Government of Japan and 
who engages in one of the following activities during its 
temporary stay in Japan:  
a) for the purposes of obtaining a qualification as a nurse 
under Japanese law (hereinafter referred to in this Section 
as “Kangoshi”). 
 
 (MOFA, 2008, p. 921, underline added) 
 
1) Entry and temporary stay for a period set out in paragraph 
2 shall be granted to a natural person of Viet Nam who 
satisfies the requirements set out in Annex 1 and who will 
engage in one of the following activities during his or her 
temporary stay in Japan:  
a) for the purposes of obtaining a qualification as a nurse 
under the laws and regulations of Japan (hereinafter 
referred to as “Kangoshi”) by passing the national 
examination.  
 
(MOFA, 2012, p. 1, underline added) 
Thus, the general objectives of the nurse trainees’ employment under the EPA scheme are 
straightforward: a trainee must pass the national nursing exam and be qualified tow work as a nurse 
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in Japan. Now I would like to explore how the objectives are presented in other documents, 
especially at the ministerial level.     
4.2.2 Objectives represented in MHLW documents 
Of the three ministries that oversee the scheme, the MHLW is the only one that deals closely with 
hospitals that are the actual operational providers of the scheme.31 Two reference sources from the 
MHLW were therefore chosen in order to analyse how the presentation of the scheme objectives 
can differ. As mentioned earlier, the two sources are: 
• 「経済上の連携に関する日本国とインドネシア共和国との間の協定に基づく看
護及び介護分野におけるインドネシア人看護師等の受入れの実施に関する指
針」について [Guidelines regarding the employment of Indonesian nurse trainees in 
the medical and caregiving fields based on the agreement between Japan and Indonesia 
related to economic partnership] (MHLW Notice), MHLW (2013b), and 
• インドネシア、フィリピン及びベトナムからの外国人看護師・介護福祉士候補
者の受入れについて [The employment of foreign nurse trainees/care workers from 
Indonesia, the Philippines, and Vietnam] (MHLW website), MHLW (2017c). 
The first source is a notice from the MHLW addressed to the heads of local government and 
the local directors of health, labour, and welfare about the operational aspects of the guidelines. The 
second source is a scheme-related website provided by the MHLW that targets potential host 
hospitals.   
MHLW Notice 
The notice begins with the intention of the scheme, which is a longer and more detailed explanation 
of the general objectives. The general objectives concern trainees becoming qualified as nurses in 
Japan (as outlined in the previous section). Several points of clarification regarding the objectives 
are also included in the notice.  
The first point of clarification is that the scheme is not a response to labour shortages in the 
medical field but rather that it is intended to strengthen economic cooperation between the two 
countries. It is also noted that the scheme is conducted within a public framework and acceptance of 
the trainees is the exception based on the agreement between the two countries. It is peculiar that 
the negative form is used to express the objectives of the framework as in “…労働力不足への対応
のために行うものではない [… not carried as a response to labour shortages]” (MHLW, 2013b). 
Nevertheless, by doing so, the MHLW is attempting to mitigate the expected criticism that 
                                               
31 The ministerial management structure of the EPA scheme will be discussed in 4.3. 
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employing the trainees is a means of introducing foreign labour in a field of employment with a 
domestic labour shortage in Japan.32 The second point of clarification is that trainees who obtain a 
national qualification can remain in Japan as can be seen below. 
…本協定によるインドネシア人候補者の受け入れは、協定で認められた期間内にイ
ンドネシア人候補者が看護師・介護福祉士の資格を取得し、引き続きわが国に滞在
できるようにすることを目的としたものであり… 
[…The employment of Indonesian nurse trainees by the EPA scheme has a purpose that they 
obtain nursing qualification within a mandated period of time and are able to continuously 
stay in this country…] 
 (MHLW, 2013b, Japanese original, English translation and underlining mine) 
Namely, the notice mentions the fact that trainees must pass the exam and obtain the 
qualification and it also mentions the trainees’ continuous stay in Japan as an intention of the 
scheme. The third point of clarification is the importance of hospitals providing appropriate training 
[to the trainees] to help them pass the national exam and obtain a national qualification. The 
wording of this point makes it read more like a rule, rather than simply an intention, of the scheme.  
In summary, compared to the general objectives, which are simple and clear, the intention of 
the scheme communicated in the notice includes more detailed information suggesting that it is not 
a response to labour shortages and that host hospitals must provide appropriate training. The 
inclusion of this information introducing the scheme in the notice is appropriate considering the 
audience. On the other hand, the MHLW website, which will be introduced in the next section, is 
targeted at future host hospitals, which affects the way it presents the objectives of the scheme. 
MHLW website 
As will be mentioned in section 4.3, the MHLW works very closely with the host hospitals in the 
EPA scheme. This website is for hospitals that are likely to become involved in the EPA scheme in 
the near future. The website includes the same clarification as the MHLW Notice, which is that 
although the scheme is conducted within a public framework, the acceptance of the trainees is an 
exception. Some additional points of clarification regarding the general objectives do differ from 
the points given in the MHLW Notice, however. I would therefore like to analyse the objectives 
presented on the website by comparing them with the general objectives and those presented in the 
MHLW Notice. 
                                               
32 The document, published by the Senate Economic Planning Office of the Philippines (2007), which reports the results 
of an assessment of Japan-Philippines Economic Partnership Agreement, comments on Japan’s ageing population and 
increasing demand for care workers as follows: “With Japan’s ageing population, the demand for care workers in Japan 
is increasing and the country can take advantage of this opportunity” (p.7). 
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The MHLW website has a clear target audience and the detailed explanation that it provides 
contains additional items to the information presented in the official statement. By referring to 
Japan’s foreign labour policy, which promotes the hiring of professional/skilled foreign workers, 
the website indicates that the EPA scheme is not intended for unskilled workers alone. The website 
also mentions that expanding the range of foreign labourers (e.g., unskilled workers) must be 
considered in terms of the potential impact it may have on the domestic labour market—especially 
for young people, females, and the elderly.  
Another phrase of interest is included at the top of the website regarding the government’s 
explanation for why the scheme is not intended for the sole promotion of unskilled workers. It states 
that employing trainees from the three countries is not a response to labour shortages in the medical 
field but rather a means of strengthening economic cooperation following strong demand from the 
partner countries during negotiations. As mentioned in section 4.1, the fact that this scheme was 
originally requested by the partner countries is of great significance to the MHLW. It suggests that 
Japan is at pains to point out that it was not the party that requested the scheme’s creation and that 
this is the evidence that the scheme is not a response to labour shortages in Japan. This additional 
information in the MHLW website’s Intention section is not necessarily instrumental to explaining 
the general objectives of the scheme. The references to the domestic labour market and the focus on 
the fact that the scheme was not started by Japan suggest that this information was prepared by the 
MHLW with its intended audience, the host hospitals in this case, in mind. The potential to affect 
the employment of domestic nurses necessitated the involvement of host hospitals, and it was this 
requirement that drove the MHLW to explain the scheme in more detail. Hence, additional 
information has been provided on its website that is not contained in the general objectives.   
The Intention section of the website consists of four paragraphs. The first and second 
paragraphs contain the aforementioned additional items of information to the general objectives and 
the fourth paragraph provides JICWELS’s contact information for enquiries regarding the scheme. I 
would like to examine the third paragraph, shown below, which is an additional note included at the 
end of the website’s Intention section.  
それぞれの受入れ機関（施設）の受入れの目的は、「国際貢献・国際交流のた
め」、「職場活性化のため」、「将来の外国人受入れのテストケースとして」など
様々と思いますが、こうした受入れの枠組みの趣旨をご理解いただき、国家資格取
得前は受入れ施設において、国家資格の取得を目標とした国家試験対策、日本語学
習等の適切な研修を実施することが何よりも重要です。 
The purpose of employing trainees may vary by institution, such as ‘for international 
contribution/international exchange’, ‘for workplace activation’, or ‘as a test case for future 
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employment of foreigners’. Yet, it is important that you understand the intention of the 
framework mentioned above and conduct appropriate training for the trainees such as 
training for the national nursing exam and Japanese language learning for the purpose of 
obtaining the national qualification. 
 (MHLW, 2017c, Japanese original, English translation and underlining mine) 
As stated in the MHLW Notice, the scheme is not a response to labour shortages in the 
medical field. This point is also clearly made in the introductory section of the website. 
Nevertheless, the third paragraph of the Intention section states that the purpose of employing 
trainees may vary between institutions, such as ‘for international contribution/international 
exchange’, ‘for workplace activation’, or ‘as a test case for future employment of foreigners’. This 
additional note indicates that the MHLW acknowledges that each host hospital may participate in 
the scheme for different purposes, including using it as a test case for the future employment of 
foreigners. In other words, the MHLW is aware that some hospitals employ the trainees as a test 
case for employing foreign labour, which is contrary to the official intention that the EPA scheme is 
not a response to labour shortages. As the website is targeted at potential host hospitals, the 
MHLW’s wording is an acknowledgement of the local labour shortage issue in the medical field. It 
is crucial that MHLW’s public stance is that there is no labour shortage in the medical field in Japan 
as stated in section 4.3. However, this stance is based on the overly optimistic assumption that non-
practising nurses will return to work. The additional note proves that the MHLW is aware that 
labour shortages present a challenge to some hospitals. 
In summary, the general objectives of the EPA scheme are straightforward: for a trainee to 
pass the national nursing exam and become qualified as a nurse in Japan. However, the MHLW 
Notice document and the MHLW’s scheme website present several additional items of information 
and clarification. The inclusion of this additional information is particularly related to the fact that 
the MHLW oversees the host hospitals, which operate the scheme locally. Therefore, the needs and 
agenda of the MHLW result in the objectives and intention of the scheme being presented in a 
different manner to the government’s general objectives. In fact, METI, another ministry involved 
in the scheme, also mentions information that contradicts the government’s official statement: 
The immigration control system of Japan is operated according to the government policy of 
proactively accepting professionals and engineers, and accordingly, is vested with the 
discretion to allow non-Japanese nationals to enter and stay in excess of its liberalisation 
commitment under GATS [The General Agreement on Trade in Services]. Therefore, if 
Japan extends preferential treatment, including at the practice level, to certain countries on a 
bilateral basis, the issue at negotiation would be setting the scope and conditions for entry of 
acceptable professionals within the extent of the aforesaid discretion (e.g., nurses and care 
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workers), in order to improve the level of commitment and/or to work out more favorable 
conditions for permitted entry and stay only with certain countries. On the other hand, it is 
important to set flexible conditions so as to establish long-term win-win relationships 
between Japan and counterpart countries, while taking into consideration the future impact 
of the continuous proactive acceptance of professionals (e.g., degradation of services due to 
decrease in the number of nurses). 
(METI, 2010, pp. 773-774, underline added) 
Although this passage does not state the scheme’s objectives, the underlined section proves 
that METI also acknowledges the scheme as a potential solution to the labour shortage in the 
medical field in Japan. It is obvious that each of the ministries, which are situated a level lower than 
the macro-level of the government, interprets the scheme objectives differently in accordance with 
their closer dealings with the operational level of the scheme and their own individual concerns. 
The next section explains which ministries oversee the scheme and what they are responsible for.  
4.3 Ministerial management structure 
I would like to look at three government ministries in Japan that are involved in the employment of 
nurse trainees under the EPA scheme: the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA), the Ministry of 
Economy, Trade and Industry (METI), and the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (MHLW).33 
MOFA is in charge of EPA negotiations with partner countries and manages EPA-related matters in 
general (see MOFA, 2016b). MOFA specialises in immigration control and visas for foreigners in 
Japan, so it also oversees the trainees’ visa-related matters under the scheme, such as issuing re-
entry visas, renewing visas, and extending visas.34 METI deals with the implementation of the EPA. 
One of METI’s goals is to promote the advantages of implementation of the EPA to the public, so it 
provides detailed information, especially regarding the rules and procedures for trade transactions 
(see METI, n.d.). METI’s main involvement in the employment of nurse trainees under the EPA is 
organising Japanese language training. Generally speaking, the MHLW is not directly involved with 
the EPA; however, the employment of nurse trainees under the EPA involves the matter of nursing 
qualifications in Japan, of which the MHLW is in charge. The MHLW not only conducts the 
national nursing exam and grants nursing qualifications but also works closely with the host 
                                               
33 The Ministry of Justice (MOJ), which is subordinate to the Immigration Bureau of Japan, is also involved the scheme 
but I focus on the other three ministries in this thesis. 
34 The trainees need to obtain re-entry visas when returning home during the training period. The trainees who pass the 
national nursing exam obtain new visas which are renewable, and those trainees who arrived in Japan prior to 2013 
were given a one-year visa extension at the end of their training as they did not receive pre-entry Japanese language 
training.  
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hospitals (see MHLW, 2016b). JICWELS, which operates the scheme as the sole facilitating 
agency, does so under the MHLW’s jurisdiction.   
In addition to these specialty areas related to each ministerial office, MOFA and METI also 
oversee the EPA nurse trainees’ Japanese language training. MOFA is responsible for most of the 
training, including pre-departure Japanese language training courses for all three of the countries 
involved as well as post-entry courses for Indonesia and Vietnam. METI administers the post-entry 
courses for the Philippines. Despite the MLHW being in charge of operating the national nursing 
exam, for which the trainees officially study the Japanese language, it has nothing to do with 
Japanese language training courses under the EPA scheme.  
Furthermore, each ministry has its own standpoint regarding the employment of nurse 
trainees under the EPA scheme. For example, on the one hand, the MLHW originally opposed the 
scheme, insisting that since there was no labour shortage in the Japanese medical field, there was no 
need to employ foreign nurses (Asato, 2014). The existence of 潜在看護師 [non-practising nurses] 
was the basis of the MHLW’s assertion.35 According to the MHLW (2014), there are approximately 
710,000 non-practising nurses in Japan as of 2012. The MHLW insists that there would be no need 
for foreign nurses if non-practising nurses returned to work. Statistically speaking, the number of 
nurses outweighs the demand if non-practising nurses are included, which is why the MHLW does 
not admit to a labour shortage in the medical field.  
On the other hand, METI supports the EPA scheme as they believe that foreign labour 
boosts the Japanese economy. Originally, METI and MOFA shared a positive outlook regarding not 
only EPA nurse trainees but also foreign labour in general. However, as MOFA (2014) clearly 
states, it is crucial that they actively promote skilled foreign workers, and not unskilled workers, in 
accordance with the Japanese government’s basic foreign labour policy. Therefore, EPA nurse 
trainees need to be categorised as skilled workers in accordance with this policy, which has resulted 
in their being required to pass the national nursing exam under the scheme (Asato, 2014). METI 
(2010) clearly remarks on this issue as follows:   
The grant of entry to nurses and care workers is not implemented by lowering entry 
permission standards, but rather by including nurses and care workers in the category of 
professionals and engineers eligible for entry. Thus, this does not represent any policy 
change of the Japanese government concerning foreign workers’ entry, nor does the EPA 
extend mutual recognition in order to enable foreign workers to obtain qualifications 
required under Japanese law. 
                                               
35 潜在看護師 [non-practising nurse] is a qualified nurse who is not currently working due to child or family care 
commitments. (Izumaru, 2014).  
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 (METI, 2010, p. 777) 
In summary, this section has introduced the three ministries that oversee the scheme – 
METI, MOFA, and the MHLW. Despite the Japanese government’s efforts to involve the three 
ministries in the scheme, and although they all actively take part in its operation, they do not 
necessarily have a unified opinion.36 METI is concerned with the effect of trainee employment on 
the Japanese economy. MOFA is concerned with the visa status of the trainees being consistent with 
that of other foreigners in accordance with the Japanese government’s foreign labour policy. The 
MHLW is concerned with the impact of the scheme on Japanese nurses and the hospitals that 
employ them. It is clear that each ministry has its own agenda and concerns regarding the scheme in 
relation to their specialised fields and unique concerns. The next section examines the trainee and 
hospital matching process of the EPA scheme.    
4.4 Trainee and hospital matching process 
As mentioned earlier, JICWELS matches the EPA nurse trainees with host hospitals after 
exchanging information with agencies in the sending countries. In this section, I use the 
Employment Guidance to gather information about and discuss the matching process of the trainees 
and hospitals under the EPA scheme. I focus on how the matching process favours the trainees and 
a contradiction regarding gender discrimination.  
 The matching process of the trainees and the host hospitals commences when JICWELS 
and the three sending agencies recruit applicants and applicant hospitals in their respective 
countries. From the commencement of this process through to its completion, there are some 
aspects of the program that are only advantageous to the trainees (i.e., unfair to the hospitals). First 
of all, after listing the applicants and applicant hospitals in each country, JICWELS conducts a joint 
briefing session for the trainee applicants in Indonesia. While this local briefing session is open to 
participation by applicant hospitals, they must pay their own expenses, including airfares, 
accommodation, and interpreter services. The applicant hospitals must also pay 10,000 Japanese 
yen per day for their participation. These expenses significantly limit the number of hospitals that 
are able to participate. According to the Employment Guidance, the host hospitals are permitted to 
provide an overview of their hospitals and job descriptions directly to the applicants at the briefing 
session. The Employment Guidance states that the hospitals can “explain” themselves to the 
trainees but not “interview” the trainees. In fact, the function of this briefing session is for 
JICWELS to conduct interviews on behalf of the hospitals; therefore, it would be difficult for the 
hospitals to actively take part in the session in order to identify trainees they would like to employ. 
                                               
36 See details for Vogt (2018).  
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Secondly, the actual matching process is mostly a passive one for the hospitals. After 
exchanging information with the hospitals, the trainees select and rank the hospitals they would like 
to work for from one to twenty. The hospitals are then given the trainees’ preferences. At this point, 
it is finally the hospitals’ turn to submit their requests for trainees based on the information they are 
given. Thirdly, the interviews with the trainees at the local briefing session are video recorded by 
JICWELS; however, these recordings are only given to the hospitals with the trainees’ permission. 
The hospitals are not permitted to independently request access to the video recordings of certain 
trainees’ interviews. 
In the matching process section of the Employment Guidance, there is a note of caution 
followed by red exclamation marks. It introduces Japan’s Equal Employment Opportunity Law and 
lists seven measures that are prohibited by the law. The seven prohibited measures include targeting 
either male or female subjects when recruiting and modifying working conditions based on gender. 
Along with the measures listed, the section also introduces guidelines regarding the law. However, 
there is no further detail provided about the guidelines and, instead, the section concludes with the 
sentence, これを参考に、適切に対処してください [Please deal with this matter appropriately 
with reference to this information]. This sentence shows the Japanese government’s view towards 
the matter – tacit permission for gender discrimination at workplace. The government formally 
mentions and adds a cautionary note on the matter but leaves the final decision to the individual 
hospitals. I have interviewed three hospitals about their policy regarding this matter and discuss the 
results in Chapter 6.  
Another document included in the Employment Guidance supports the government’s 
formality towards the matter. The information sheet presents the trainee data provided to the 
hospitals when they choose their trainees during the matching process. There are approximately 20 
items which include name, age, gender, photo, education history, work history, marital status, 
dependents, and Japanese language proficiency. If the Japanese government is sincere in its 
promotion of the Equal Employment Opportunity Law, gender details and photographs should not 
be included in this list at the very least. Including the trainee’s gender information in the 
information provided to the hospitals only serves to perpetuate gender discrimination among the 
hospitals. 
In summary, two aspects of the matching process have been discussed so far. Firstly, the 
matching process does not provide any active opportunities for initiative-taking on the part of the 
hospitals. In comparison to the trainees, the hospitals are required to remain extremely passive 
during the matching process, which puts the hospitals at a disadvantage. Secondly, the Employment 
Guidance demonstrates the Japanese government’s contradictory attitude towards gender 
discrimination. Despite cautioning the hospitals about the Equal Employment Opportunity Law and 
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advising that they deal with this matter appropriately, the information sheet that is provided to the 
hospitals still requires the trainees’ age, gender, marital status and photo to be disclosed. The next 
section moves on to the trainees’ Japanese language training in the EPA scheme. 
4.5 Japanese language training 
Under the agreement with Indonesia and the Philippines, six months of post-entry Japanese 
language training is guaranteed. For trainees from Vietnam, one year of post-entry education is 
provided. When the EPA scheme commenced in 2008 and the first intake of the trainees arrived 
from Indonesia, the Japanese government provided those trainees with only six months of post-
entry Japanese language training. However, as the national nursing exam pass rate was extremely 
low during the first couple of years of the scheme and since the host hospitals reported that the 
proficiency level of Japanese language of the trainees was not high enough for the workplace, the 
government has since modified the trainees’ Japanese language training and learning support.37 In 
this section, I will discuss the Japanese language training provided to the EPA trainees by the 
Japanese government, based on the information in the Employment Guidance.  
Pre-departure and post-entry Japanese language training 
In 2011, pre-departure Japanese language training for a duration of two to three months commenced 
in the partner countries, Indonesia and the Philippines. The duration of this language education 
course was extended to six months for Indonesia in 2012 and for the Philippines in 2013. For the 
latest partner, Vietnam, which joined in 2014, one year of pre-departure Japanese language training 
is carried out. Furthermore, the Japanese government set a requirement of N5 level Japanese 
language proficiency for trainees from Indonesia in 2013 and for trainees from the Philippines in 
2015.38 An N3 level of Japanese language proficiency has been set for Vietnamese trainees who 
wish to enter Japan to commence the scheme. So, at the end of the pre-departure Japanese language 
course in Vietnam, the trainees must take the JLPT and pass the required level of N3. In addition, 
an exemption from the pre-departure language program for Indonesian and Filipino trainees who 
have N3 or N4 level Japanese is currently under consideration.  
In a related matter, in 2010, the Japanese government approved one-year visa extensions for 
2008/2009 entry trainees after three years of residence in Japan. This special consideration was in 
recognition of the fact that the Japanese language training and learning support offered by the 
government was not sufficient for the trainees in those years. Subsequently, a one-year visa 
extension was also granted to 2010-2012 entry trainees who arrived without six months’ pre-
                                               
37 Pass rate information for the national nursing exam from 2009 to 2017 is in Appendix A. 
38 This requirement level is under consideration of changing up to N4. 
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departure Japanese language training.  
Introducing pre-departure Japanese language training and visa extensions for the trainees is 
not included in the agreement. This is something that the Japanese government has claimed as 
demonstrating their dedication to the EPA scheme. I would argue, however, that the original 
agreement was poorly conceived especially from the standpoint of Japanese language learning and 
teaching as a second language. As a result, this step-by-step modification of the duration of pre-
departure Japanese language training reflects the government’s lack of long-term vision. The pre-
departure education was initially zero months, and then increased to two months, three months, and 
finally six months for Indonesia and the Philippines, and one year for Vietnam. The frequent 
modifications made by the Japanese government make the scheme look experimental. The Japanese 
government was forced to take action in order to attend to the low national nursing exam pass rate; 
however, their trial and error approach and reliance on a temporary solution ultimately revealed 
their lack of foresight.  
As mentioned above, six months or one-year of post-entry Japanese language training has 
been officially guaranteed in the agreement; therefore, this language training has been carried out 
since the commencement of the scheme. Like pre-departure Japanese language training, there are 
some exemptions from the post-entry program as well as the pre-departure program. The 
Employment Guidance states that this exemption applies to 一定の日本語能力を有する者 
[literally, whoever has a certain level of Japanese proficiency] and explains that N2 level Japanese 
is considered adequate to meet this requirement. The next section discusses JLPT as a way of 
measuring Japanese language proficiency in the EPA scheme.   
JLPT as a way of measuring Japanese language proficiency 
It is obvious by now that the EPA scheme uses the JLPT to measure the trainees’ Japanese language 
proficiency and determine which trainees should be exempt from the Japanese language training 
and enter Japan. The JLPT has been offered by the Japan Foundation and Japan Educational 
Exchanges and Services (formerly the Association of International Education, Japan) since 1984 as 
a way of evaluating and certifying the Japanese proficiency of non-native speakers. The JLPT has 
five levels: N1, N2, N3, N4, and N5. The easiest level is N5 and the most difficult level is N1. The 
JLPT proficiency required for each level is shown in Appendix B.  
JLPT uses a marking sheet with multiple choice. The biggest disadvantage of the test is that 
it is not able to measure speaking and writing skills. When we consider which skills the nurse 
trainees would require for their daily duties, speaking and writing skills cannot be ignored. The 
nurses are required to have good speaking skills since effective communication with their co-
workers, patients, and the patients’ families is essential. An important task that a nurse has to 
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perform is updating the patient records, which requires high level writing skills. Therefore, I argue 
that using the JLPT as the benchmark for Japanese language skills in the EPA scheme is 
inappropriate. Ultimately, there is a risk that a candidate could pass the N2 level without being able 
to converse in or write Japanese at all; and, in fact, I have observed a number of these cases over 15 
years of my Japanese language teaching experience. This is the risk of using an inappropriate test to 
measure the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency. In the medical workplace, where this could 
have life threatening consequences, such negligence should not be tolerated.  
In summary, pre-departure and post-entry Japanese language training is conducted but has 
been modified a number of times by the Japanese government. However, only post-entry training is 
mandated by the EPA scheme. The modifications that have been made over time have been too 
frequent and inconsequential, revealing the Japanese government’s lack of long-term vision for the 
scheme. The modifications extend not only to the Japanese language training program but also to 
the visa extensions granted to trainees as well as the criteria for exemption from the language 
program. The JLPT is used to measure the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency in the scheme 
and determine whether they can be exempt from the language program or qualify for entry to Japan. 
However, it is evident that the JLPT cannot measure the appropriate Japanese language proficiency 
for the EPA trainees as it does not test oral or written skills. The next section examines the national 
nursing exam.  
4.6 National nursing exam 
In Japan, the MHLW administers the national nursing exam in February each year and announces 
the results in March. A total of approximately 5000 to 6000 candidates sit the exam each year, 
around 90% of whom pass.39 As discussed in section 4.2.1, the general objectives of the EPA 
scheme are for a trainee to pass this exam in order to become a qualified registered nurse in Japan. 
Hence, in this section, I will discuss the national nursing exam and related matters in the EPA 
scheme, based on the information on the MHLW website in 「看護師国家試験における用語に
関する有識者検討チーム」取りまとめ概要 [Summary outline of expert study team regarding 
terminologies used in the national nursing exam] (MHLW, 2010).  
Strategic announcement of the pass rate of the national nursing exam 
None of the EPA nurse trainees passed in 2009, the first year of the exam. The trainee pass rate 
increased slightly over the next couple of years but seems to have reached a high point of around 10 
- 15% since then. There is still a huge gap in pass rates between EPA nurse trainees and Japanese 
                                               
39 See the pass rate in Appendix A.  
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candidates. Looking at the results of the national nursing exam from 2009 to 2015, the pass rate of 
the trainees is extremely low and the scheme objectives have not shown any success in that sense. 
Nevertheless, the Japanese government always portrays the trainees’ exam pass rates as having 
dramatically improved over the years. For example, JICWELS (2016b) lists “合格率の向上 
[literally, improvement of the pass rate]” as an achievement for the scheme. It does not offer any 
further information, such as the fact that the pass rate actually fluctuated after that time or that the 
pass rate is still extremely low compared to that of Japanese candidates. The information provided 
by the Japanese government is strategically and intentionally selective. Furthermore, I would like to 
point out that the pass rate of the national exam is overstated by the Japanese government. The 
objectives of the scheme presented in the MHLW Notice are that the trainees not only obtain 
national qualifications within given time periods but that they also continue to stay and work in 
Japan as mentioned in section 4.2.2. In fact, many of the trainees who have passed the exam have 
already left Japan (Hirai, 2014; Matsukawa & Morimoto, 2016). Therefore, an emphasis on the pass 
rate alone contradicts the objectives and may also overlook the reality of the scheme’s outcomes. 
Modifications to the national nursing exam 
When none of the trainees passed on their first attempt at the national nursing exam in 2009, the 
Japanese government formed a think tank in 2010 to scrutinise the exam’s contents. The team 
investigated the exam from the standpoint of Japanese language usage, such as medical 
terminology, vocabulary, the length of question sentences, and subject-omitted sentences, which are 
common in Japanese (see MHLW, 2010). Some of the examples given in the Exam Amendment 
Summary are included in Appendix J. Based on the results of the investigation, the MHLW 
implemented some modifications to the national nursing exam that year, such as the addition of 
furigana on difficult kanji and English translations of disease names. Further consideration of the 
exam followed two years later in 2012. As a result, furigana is now added on all kanji, not only on 
the difficult ones, and the trainees are given more time (1 hour 40 minutes longer) than other 
candidates sitting the exam (MHLW, 2013b). It should be noted that these special considerations for 
the exam apply to EPA nurse trainees exclusively. Although there are other exam candidates who 
are NNSJs, they are required to sit the exam under identical conditions as native speakers of 
Japanese. N1 level Japanese is a requirement for these candidates, who are qualified nurses in 
foreign countries, just to take the national nursing exam in Japan (Ministry of Internal Affairs and 
Communications, 2013). These conditions are significantly different from those of the EPA trainees 
who are permitted to sit the exam with as low as an N5 level Japanese language proficiency and 
who are given other special consideration. The special treatment of EPA trainees is striking in this 
case. 
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The various modifications and special considerations applied to the national nursing exam 
have done little to boost the pass rate. As the Japanese government overstates the pass rate, these 
changes do appear to have had some positive effect at first glance. However, the correlation 
between the modifications and the pass rate, the effectiveness of each modification, and the 
feedback from the trainees regarding the modifications, are not demonstrated at all. In fact, the most 
important issue regarding the modifications to the national exam, which deserves more attention, is 
whether effects of the modifications may also be reflected in the medical workplace in Japan. For 
example, even if the trainees are able to pass the exam thanks to furigana on kanji, it is pointless if 
there still are kanji in the workplace that the trainees cannot read. This is also an example of the 
importance of the multi-fricative effect between different levels of language policy, which was 
discussed in Chapter 2. 
In summary, the EPA trainees’ pass rate in the national nursing exam has generally 
increased, but not as dramatically as expected given the scheme objectives. However, JICWELS’s 
strategic focus on the announcement of the pass rate has possibly misled the public to overlook the 
reality of the EPA scheme. Furthermore, there have been a number of modifications made to the 
national nursing exam, including a review of the Japanese language used in the exam and provision 
of more exam time for the trainees. However, I have pointed out that these modifications have 
neither been particularly effective in improving the pass rate nor successfully applied in the medical 
workplace. I argue that this also shows the government’s lack of foresight as the modifications to 
the exam only aim to increase the pass rate of the trainees and are not applicable in the medical 
workplace where trainees work after the exam. 
4.7 Conclusion 
This chapter has explained the features of and discussed the issues of the EPA scheme to reveal the 
government’s view of the scheme. Firstly, it introduced what the EPA is and how the EPA scheme, 
which includes the employment of nurse trainees, was realised. After offering an explanation of the 
nurse trainees’ employment process, it examined the EPA scheme objectives. The analysis revealed 
that the general objectives of the scheme are simple and clear, but that the interpretation of the 
objectives vary between agencies at the ministerial levels. I concluded that this may be the result of 
the different concerns of each ministry. It seems important for the MHLW, which works closely 
with the host hospitals that are the scheme’s operational providers, to publicly explain that the 
scheme is not a response to labour shortage of medical field in Japan. The MHLW documents also 
include additional information in their statement of the scheme intention and use wording that 
reflects the impact of the scheme on their position. 
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Secondly, issues in the EPA scheme were discussed from four aspects: ministerial 
management structure, the trainee and hospital matching process, Japanese language training, and 
the national nursing exam. MHLW, METI, and MOFA were introduced in terms of their 
involvement in the scheme and their public stance on the scheme, which again shows difference as 
the representation of the objectives do. The analysis of the matching process of the EPA scheme 
revealed its unfairness to the host hospitals in comparison to the trainees, and the Japanese 
government’s contradictory attitude towards gender discrimination. The Japanese government’s 
lack of long-term vision was revealed through the small and frequent modifications they have made 
to the Japanese language training program. Furthermore, the validity of the JLPT to measure 
language proficiency in the EPA scheme was also questioned. Finally, the modifications made to 
the national nursing exam cast doubt on their applicability to the workplace.  
The information presented in this chapter demonstrates that the government and each 
ministry have different objectives and intentions as they are at different levels of the language 
policy and they have different needs and agendas. Furthermore, some modifications and measures 
that the government has applied were pointed out to be incongruous with the reality of the EPA 
scheme implementation and the medical field. These results relate to the following chapters, which 
move further towards the micro level by considering the host hospitals and Japanese co-workers. 
The macro-level findings in this chapter will be revisited and discussed in conjunction with the 
micro-level findings in Chapters 5 and 6. Chapter 5 covers the results of the questionnaire 
undertaken by Japanese co-workers. 
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Chapter 5: Questionnaires 
This chapter examines the results of the questionnaires completed by the Japanese co-workers. By 
highlighting a number of relevant issues, Chapter 4 revealed the government’s view of the EPA 
scheme. It also demonstrated the fact that the government and each of the ministries involved with 
the EPA scheme present the scheme’s objectives and intentions differently and in accordance with 
their own agendas. This chapter, in contrast, looks at the EPA scheme’s implementation from the 
perspective of the individual stakeholder (i.e., the Japanese co-worker). The questionnaire results 
provide a general understanding of the participants themselves, their evaluations and perceptions of 
the trainees, and their communication with the trainees. The data presented in this chapter primarily 
addresses the first and second research questions (RQ1: How do Japanese co-workers perceive their 
communication with EPA nurse trainees? and RQ2: How do Japanese co-workers try to overcome 
the difficulties they encountered in their communication with the EPA nurse trainees?) The results 
will enable the identified issues to be discussed and analysed qualitatively with the interview results 
in Chapter 6, which form the main data of this study.  
As explained in Chapter 3, three hospitals (Hospitals A, B, and C) agreed to allow the 
Japanese co-workers from their institutions participate in this questionnaire. Questionnaires were 
distributed to 39 Japanese co-workers at these three hospitals and 34 were returned (8 from Hospital 
A, 13 from Hospital B, and 13 from Hospital C). The results will be presented in four sections 
focusing on: (1) background information of the Japanese co-workers; (2) evaluation and perception 
of EPA nurse trainees; (3) evaluation and perception of communication with EPA nurse trainees, 
and (4) views of other issues surrounding EPA scheme. Throughout this chapter, the items Q1 to 
Q24 refer to the numbered questions of the questionnaire. Responses to select questions will also be 
displayed in tables and figures where appropriate. All questionnaire results are provided in 
Appendix K. 
5.1 Results and Analysis 
5.1.1 Background information of the Japanese co-workers 
The background information of the Japanese co-workers includes their personal and professional 
history and experience. Q1 to Q9 relate to their occupation, gender, age group, experience of 
contact with foreigners inside and outside work hours, experience of living overseas, foreign 
language proficiency, and frequency of contact with the trainees.   
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Occupation, gender, and age group 
Table 5-1 shows the results of Q1 (occupation), Q2 (gender), and Q3 (age group). Of the 34 
participants, 25 were registered or junior nurses, 6 were nurse’s aides, 2 were medical technologists, 
and one was a care worker.40 No doctors from any of the hospitals participated in the survey, 
although the reason for this is unclear. They may have simply been too busy to take part in the 
questionnaire or may not have had daily contact with the EPA nurse trainees. Chapter 6 will discuss 
this in more detail. The majority of the participants were registered nurses. As explained in Chapter 
4, although all the EPA nurse trainees are registered nurses in their home countries, they are only 
permitted to work as nurse’s aides in Japan prior to passing the national nursing exam. Therefore, 
despite being equally qualified and skilled, the trainees are of lower status than the Japanese 
registered nurses in terms of the work they are allowed to do. The Japanese co-worker’s level of 
qualification could be one of the factors that affects their perception of the trainees and their 
communication with them. The questionnaire participants’ occupations and their relationships with 
the trainees at work have been taken into account in examining the questionnaire results in this 
chapter and the interview results in Chapter 6.  
Most of the questionnaire participants were female. If limited to nurses (registered and 
assistant), the breakdown is 4 males and 21 females, which is equivalent to 16% and 84%, 
respectively. Although the percentage of male nurses who participated in the questionnaire is 
higher than the overall percentage of male nurses in Japan (6.49% in 2014), it is obvious that 
nurses in Japanese medical workplaces are still predominantly female.41 Nothing further can be 
inferred regarding gender balance due to the small sample number; interestingly, however, the 
gender ratio of the questionnaire participants correlates with the gender preferences of the EPA 
nurse trainees at each of the three hospitals, which will be discussed in Chapter 6.  
The age group distribution of the questionnaire participants also varied among the three 
hospitals (Q3). As shown in Table 5-1, participants from Hospital C were predominantly under 40 
years of age. By contrast, half of the participants from Hospital B were over 50 and most of the 
participants from Hospital A were aged between 30 and 50. The difference in age group distribution 
seemed to be related to the hospital type. According to the All Japan Medical Association (n.d.), 
hospitals can be classified by medical function into three categories; acute hospitals, convalescent 
                                               
40 In the Japanese medical industry, the term “技師 [literally, technician]” is commonly used to refer to people who 
engage in various occupation. According to the Japan Institute for Labour Policy and Training (2011), they are “医療技
術者 [literally, medical technologists]” and include radiologists, clinical technologists, occupational therapists, and 
physiotherapists.  
41 According to the Japanese Nursing Association Publishing Company, the number of male nurses (registered and 
assistant) employed at the end of 2014 was 97,781 of a total of 1,506,380, which makes the gender balance of male 
nurses and female nurses 6.49% to 93.51%. 
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hospitals, and chronic hospitals. Patients receive acute care for urgent illness, injury or deterioration 
of disease, which often requires surgery or operation, at an acute hospital and then move to 
rehabilitation at a convalescent hospital. On the other hand, patients with chronic disease such as 
diabetes and hyper tension which requires long term medical treatment receive care at a chronic 
hospital. Table 5-2 shows the differences between acute hospitals (Type X) and chronic hospitals 
(Type Y) in terms of hospital characteristics and nurse’s work.  
 
Table 5-1: Results of Q1 (occupation), Q2 (gender), and Q3 (age group) 
 Hospital A Hospital B Hospital C Total 
Total valid number of returned 
questionnaires 
8 13 13*1 34 
Q1: Occupation Registered nurse*2 5 4 11 20 
Junior nurse 0 4 0 4 
Nurse’s aide 1 5 0 6 
Medical technologist 2 0 0 2 
Other 0 0 1*3 1 
Q2: Gender Male 3 3 0 6 
Female 5 10 13 28 
Q3: Age group 21-30 1 3 4 8 
31- 40 4 2 6 12 
41-50 2 1 2 5 
51- 1 7 1 9 
*1 One of the participants from Hospital C listed her occupation as “nurse” only, so it cannot be categorised as either 
registered or junior nurse. As a result, the total number (13) and the additional number of questionnaire participants 
from Hospital C (12) do not match in this table. 
*2 Classification of registered nurse, junior nurse, and nurse’s aide in the Japanese medical system is explained in Table 
4-1.  
*3 Care worker 
 
In this study, Hospitals A and B are Type Y (chronic) and Hospital C is Type X (acute). 
They are different in terms of a number of aspects, including what is shown in Table 5-1. Moreover, 
the hospital type affected the communication between Japanese co-workers and EPA nurse trainees, 
which will be discussed in Chapter 6.  
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Table 5-2: Differences between acute hospital and chronic hospital*1 
 Acute hospital (Type X) Chronic hospital (Type Y) 
Hospital 
characteristics 
・Conducts professional and 
advanced medical care 
・Patients with severe condition 
・Patients with wide range of age 
groups including 20s and 30s 
・Emergent and short term 
administration 
・Conducts continuous treatment 
after acute care 
・Patients with stable condition 
・Majority are aged patients  
・Planned and long term 
administration 
Nurse’s work ・Many unexpected jobs other than 
routine work 
・Very busy due to a number of work 
nurses have to do including urgent 
treatment, dripping, and management 
of medical equipment 
・Frequent overtime work 
・Can acquire high-leveled nursing 
knowledge and skills 
・Mostly routine work 
・Not so busy as patients are in stable 
conditions and administrations are 
planned 
・Can provide care each patient 
according to the patients 
・Difficult to skill up as nurse 
 *1 Referred from Nurse recruitment at acute hospitals (http://急性期看護師.jpn.org/mannseikichigai). 
Experience of working with foreigners, contact with foreigners in daily life, experience of living 
overseas, and foreign language proficiency 
The results of Q4, Q5, Q6, and Q7 revealed the significant relationship and personal history of the 
participants. Thirty-one (91.2%) of the 34 participants had no experience of working with foreigner 
as a colleague in the past besides the EPA nurse trainees (Q4).42 As for frequency of contact with 
foreigners in daily life other than in the workplace, 31 out of 34 responded “rarely” or “none” (Q5). 
Although one participant answered “always” and two participants answered “sometimes”, the type 
of contact this is cannot be inferred from the questionnaire responses. Only one participant had 
                                               
42 As explained in Chapter 3, the term “外国人 [foreigner]” was used throughout the questionnaire whenever referring 
to a NNSJ for the sake of clarity. The term “外国人” literally means “outside country people” and is translated as 
“foreigner[s]”. I acknowledge that foreigners are not necessarily NNSJs and vice versa, but in a country like Japan in 
which most Japanese people are NSJs and most people who come from overseas are NNSJs, it is the assumed language 
identity of most Japanese people that foreigners completely overlap with NNSJs. Therefore, the use of “外国人” was 
chosen for the questionnaire as it is a commonly used term in Japanese society especially by language laypersons--and 
“foreigner[s]” is used as a translation.     
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experience of living overseas for more than one month (Q6).43 The same result was obtained from 
the question about foreign language proficiency—namely, 33 of the 34 participants said that they 
did not speak languages other than Japanese (Q7). Questions Q4 to Q7 were originally included to 
determine if the language skills and background of Japanese co-workers influence their perceptions 
of the trainees and their communication with the trainees, as previously found by Fairbrother (2015) 
It was revealed that for most of the participants in this study working with EPA nurse trainees was 
their first experience of working and communicating with foreigners. Thus, it is now valuable to 
examine Japanese co-workers from the perspective of those who have not had any experience of 
communicating with foreigners. 
 
Table 5-3: Results of Q4 (experience of working with foreigners), Q5 (contact frequency with 
foreigners in daily life), Q6 (experience of living overseas), and Q7 (foreign language proficiency) 
Q4: Have you worked with any foreign colleagues other than EPA nurse trainees before? 
Yes No No answer 
2 (5.9%) 31 (91.2%) 1 (2.9%) 
Q5: Do you have regular contact with foreigners in your daily life other than in the workplace? 
Always Often Sometimes Rarely None No answer 
1 (2.9%) 0 (0%) 2 (5.9%) 7 (20.6%) 24 (70%) 0 (0%) 
Q6: Have you lived overseas for more than one month? 
Yes No No answer 
1 (2.9%) 33 (97.1%) 0 (0%) 
Q7: Do you speak any languages other than Japanese? 
Yes No No answer 
1 (2.9%) 33 (97.1%) 0 (0%) 
 
Contact frequency with EPA nurse trainees 
As seen in Table 5-4, Hospitals A and B show a clear contrast to Hospital C in terms of the number 
of the trainees their questionnaire participants have regular contact with. All of the Japanese co-
workers from Hospitals A and B have regular contact with two or more trainees, while most from 
Hospital C have regular contact with only one trainee (Q8). This, in conjunction with the contact 
frequency with the trainees (Q9), seems to be caused by policy and management differences 
between the hospitals regarding their employment of the EPA nurse trainees. Japanese co-workers 
                                               
43 This participant was interviewed and will appear in Chapter 6 as C3. 
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who have contact with two or more trainees can make comparisons between the trainees, which 
may subsequently affect their perceptions of them. This point will be revisited in Chapter 6.  
 
Table 5-4: Results of Q8 (the number of trainees the participants have regular contact with) and Q9 
(frequency of contact with the trainees) 
Q8: How many trainees do you have regular contact with in the workplace at the moment? 
 One More than two No answer 
Hospital A 0 8 0 
Hospital B 0 13 0 
Hospital C 10 3 0 
Q9: How often do you have contact with the trainees? 
 Everyday Almost 
every day 
2-3 times / 
week 
Once / 
week 
Few times / 
week 
No answer 
Hospital A 3 5 0 0 0 0 
Hospital B 0 6 6 1 0 0 
Hospital C 1 8 3 1 0 0 
 
On the one hand, the background information of Japanese co-workers highlighted 
commonalities between the host hospitals. No doctors participated in the questionnaire. Those who 
did participate had no experience of living overseas or contact with foreigners, and no foreign 
language ability. In other words, the participants of the questionnaire are Japanese co-workers 
(excluding doctors), who only speak Japanese and for whom working with EPA nurse trainees is 
their first contact with foreigners. On the other hand, it became obvious that occupation, gender 
balance, age distribution, and contact with trainees differ across the three hospitals. These are 
influenced by factors such as the hospital type and the hospital’s management policy regarding the 
employment of the EPA nurse trainees. The highlighted points thus far will be revisited in Chapter 
6 with consideration given to how these factors affect the Japanese co-workers’ perceptions of the 
trainees and their communication with the trainees. The next section discusses the questionnaire 
results related to the Japanese co-workers’ evaluation of the trainees’ Japanese language 
proficiency and perception of the trainees as nurse’s aides.     
 
5.1.2 Evaluation and perception of EPA nurse trainees 
This section explores how the Japanese co-workers evaluate the trainee’s Japanese language 
proficiency (Q10 and Q11), the trainees as nurse’s aides (Q12), and what they see as key issues 
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when working with the trainees (Q13). The relevant questions are Q10 to Q13 and the results and 
discussion of this section provide some answers to RQ1 (How do Japanese co-workers perceive 
their communication with the EPA nurse trainees?). 
Overall results 
Q10 inquired about the participants’ evaluation of the Japanese language proficiency of EPA nurse 
trainees in four language skills – speaking, listening, reading, and writing. As indicated in Figure 5-
1, speaking and listening show similar results, as do reading and writing. In the figure, “very good” 
and “good” responses are shown in light green as positive responses, “not very good” and “not good 
at all” are shown in dark green as negative responses, and “not good or bad/cannot tell” and “no 
answer” are shown in blue. Twenty-four (70.6%) participants rated the trainees as being “very 
good” or “good” both in speaking and listening. The reading and writing evaluations were lower 
than those of speaking and listening, yet 12 (35.3%) participants for listening and 10 (29.4%) 
participants for writing responses were “very good” or “good”. Overall, the Japanese co-workers 
evaluations of the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency were relatively positive, especially for 
speaking and listening, which corresponds to the results of Q12.  
 
Figure 5-1: Q10: How do you evaluate the Japanese language proficiency of the trainee? (Overall 
results) 
 
 
Q12 asked how the Japanese co-workers evaluate the EPA nurse trainees as nurse’s aides. 
As mentioned in Chapter 4, in the EPA scheme, trainees are only allowed to work as nurse’s aides 
in Japan until they pass the national nursing exam despite holding nursing qualifications in their 
home countries. Figure 5-2 indicates that 21 (61.8%) of the Japanese co-workers evaluated the 
trainees as being “very good” or “good” nurse’s aides (shown in light green). Although there are 
10 (29.4%) “not good or bad/not sure” responses as well as two (5.9%) instances of “no answer” 
(shown in blue), only one (who gave a “not very good” response) evaluated the trainees negatively 
as nurse’s aides (shown in dark green). The overall trend of positive responses is striking. This 
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positive evaluation of the trainees as nurse’s aides is similar to the result of Q10, which relates to 
the evaluation of the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency (shown in Figure 5-1); however, the 
actual percentage of positive responses in Q12 is even higher than that of Q10. Some of the 
Japanese co-workers evaluated the trainees’ Japanese proficiency as not being very good, yet rated 
them as being good nurse’s aides. It is clear that the EPA nurse trainees are recognised as effective 
workers by their Japanese co-workers, irrespective of their Japanese language proficiency.  
 
Figure 5-2: Q12: How do you evaluate the trainees as nurse’s aides? (Overall results) 
 
 
Interestingly however, more than 60% of the participants (21 participants, 61.8%) indicated 
that the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency still needs improvement (Q11) as shown in dark 
green in Figure 5-3. The percentage is as high as 85% (29 participants, 85.3%) if the “not sure” 
and “no answer(s)” (shown in blue) are included. No one responded, “not at all”. This does not 
seem to reflect the participants’ relatively positive evaluation of the trainees’ Japanese proficiency 
in Q10 or of the trainees as nurse’s aides in Q12. It is obvious that the positive and negative 
responses (marked in light green and dark green, respectively) clearly contrast between Figures 5-
2 and 5-3. If Japanese the co-workers consider the trainee’s Japanese to be relatively good (as per 
Q10) and view the trainees as good nurse’s aides (as per Q12), what prompted them to respond 
that their Japanese proficiency required further improvement? While the current questionnaire 
cannot provide any further information, the results and analysis of the interviews in Chapter 6 do, 
however, provide further insight into this issue.  
 
Figure 5-3: Q11: Do you think the Japanese proficiency of the trainees needs further improvement? 
(Overall results) 
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What do the Japanese co-workers see as being the key issues that impact on their work 
with the EPA nurse trainees? Table 5-5 indicates that 20 (58.8%) of the participants consider the 
EPA nurse trainees’ Japanese language proficiency to be an issue in the workplace. This is 
followed by differences in culture, customs, and religion with 13 (38.2%) responses, 12 (35.3%), 
and 10 (29.4%) responses, respectively. Japanese language proficiency clearly stands apart from 
the other responses, which explains that the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency is clearly 
considered to be fairly important in comparison to the other factors in the workplace. I would like 
to make two points regarding this result.  
Firstly, a discrepancy exists between the results of Q13 and Q10, the latter revealing a 
positive evaluation of the trainees’ Japanese proficiency by most participants (especially in 
speaking and listening). Some of the participants see the trainee’s Japanese proficiency as being an 
issue when working with them, even if they have evaluated the trainee’s speaking and listening 
positively. This indicates that the Japanese co-workers consider reading and writing skills (in 
Japanese) to be important in the workplace. Furthermore, it may suggest that the Japanese co-
workers failed to evaluate the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency in terms of language levels 
used in the (medical) workplace (as in Q10) since the question deliberately did not clearly state the 
evaluation criteria. This discrepancy between the results of Q10 and Q13 suggests that the 
Japanese co-workers’ may consider the trainees’ Japanese proficiency to be appropriate for daily 
communication but inadequate for the medical workplace. This finding relates to the summary of 
Q10 to Q12 which revealed that the Japanese co-workers thought the trainees’ Japanese required 
improvement, despite the positive evaluation. The interview results will examine the Japanese co-
workers’ evaluation and perception of the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency in this regard in 
Chapter 6.  
Secondly, the results of Q13 also indicate either possible gaps between the government’s 
and individual Japanese co-workers’ view of the scheme, or the potential outcome of the training 
for Japanese staff conducted by each hospital. As explained in Chapter 4, it is compulsory for each 
host hospital to conduct pre-acceptance training for Japanese staff before the trainees’ arrival. The 
government clearly views the trainees’ cultural, custom, and religious differences as potential 
workplace issues as these topics are included in the sample training material provided to host 
hospitals by JICWELS. Therefore, the results of Q13 can be interpreted as showing that cultural, 
customs, and religious differences are not identified as an issue by many Japanese co-workers in 
spite of or thanks to the government’s focus on those differences in pre-acceptance training for 
Japanese staff. It is impossible to determine the correct interpretation of the questionnaire results. 
The way these differences are perceived by individual Japanese co-workers will be examined in 
the interview results in Chapter 6.  
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Table 5-5: Q13: What do you consider to be the issues when working with the trainees? (Overall 
results) 
Issue Participants (N=34) 
Japanese language proficiency of the trainee 58.8% (20) 
Cultural difference 38.2% (13) 
Difference in customs 35.3% (12) 
Religious difference 29.4% (10) 
Lack of support 26.4% (9) 
Specialist knowledge difference 17.6% (6) 
Value difference 14.7% (5) 
Specialist knowledge deficiency of the trainee 8.8% (3) 
Trainees’ lack of nursing experience 5.9% (2) 
Total entry (80) 
 
From Q10 to Q13, some participants answered “not good” or “bad/not sure” in Q10 and 
Q12, and “not sure” in Q11. Specifically, the percentage values of these responses in the 
evaluation of trainees’ reading and writing skills in Q10, and in the evaluation of trainees as 
nurse’s aides in Q12 was as high as 30% (11 responses/32.4% for reading skill in Q10, 10 
responses/29.4% for writing skill in Q10, and 10 responses/29.4% for Q12, respectively). Newman 
(2014) suggests that respondents who make the “nonattitude (middle or no opinion) choice” 
(Newman, 2014, p. 334) do not have an opinion so need to be identified and separated from those 
who do. However, the percentage of middle choice responses is too significant to ignore in this 
questionnaire and it would be too hasty to suggest/conclude that these respondents do not have any 
opinion. Therefore, I would like to follow up on the reason behind the middle choice response and 
examine what it means in terms of the interview results in Chapter 6. The next section discusses 
the impact of qualification and hospital differences observed in the results of Q10 to Q13.  
Qualification difference 
Figure 5-4 shows the evaluation of the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency across four skill 
areas by participants’ qualifications – registered nurse (N=20) and others (N=13). In each skill from 
speaking to writing listed in Figure 5-4, positive responses (“very good” and “good”) are shown in 
light green, negative responses (“not very good” and “not good at all”) in dark green, and other 
responses (“not good or bad/cannot tell” and no answer) in blue, along with the actual response 
number. I acknowledge that I cannot generalise from this data as the number of participants in each 
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category differs, and the total number of responses is relatively small. And yet, in all four skills, the 
number of negative responses (in red) from registered nurses is striking. Five (25%) registered 
nurses evaluated the speaking skills of the trainees negatively, four (20%) registered nurses 
evaluated the trainees’ listening skills negatively, seven (35%) registered nurses evaluated the 
trainees’ reading skills negatively, and nine (45%) registered nurses evaluated the trainees’ writing 
skills negatively. In contrast, only two (15.4%) other participants evaluated the writing skills of 
trainees negatively in all four skills. So almost all of the negative evaluations of the trainee’s 
Japanese proficiency are from registered nurses in Q10; therefore, when compared with other 
participants, the registered nurses were far stricter in their evaluation of the trainees’ Japanese 
language proficiency. This could be explained by the fact that registered nurses have higher 
expectations in terms of the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency due to their own professional 
backgrounds and qualifications. It would follow that the higher their expectations, the stricter their 
evaluation would be, especially if they are looking at the trainees as potential future colleagues and 
registered nurses (in Japan). The results from the interviews with the registered nurses will be 
discussed further regarding this point in Chapter 6.  
 
Figure 5-4: Q10: How do you evaluate the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency? (Qualification 
difference) 
 
 
The responses to Q13 regarding what the Japanese co-workers see as being potential issues 
also indicate the potential influence of their differing qualification levels. As mentioned above, 20 
registered nurses and 13 others participated in this study. Table 5-6 shows the percentage and 
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number of responses for potential issues by registered nurses and others. A total of 57 items were 
identified by 20 registered nurses as being workplace issues. On the other hand, a total of 21 issues 
were identified by 13 other participants. The average number of items identified as potential issues 
in Q13 (which allowed participants to tick all that were applicable) were: 2.85 (by registered 
nurses) and 1.62 (by other participants). This means that registered nurses see more issues in the 
workplace compared to other participants.  
As shown in Table 5-6, the issues chosen by the registered nurses and the other participants 
share similar distributions overall, but there are also some clear differences between them. 
Although I acknowledge that a simple comparison should be avoided due to the small sample 
number, I would like to raise two points. Firstly, compared to other participants, three issues were 
identified more often by registered nurses – Japanese language proficiency of the trainees, 
specialist knowledge difference, and lack of support (shaded in the Registered Nurses column in 
Table 5-6). The Japanese registered nurses consider the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency to 
be an important issue in the workplace. This is directly related to the results of Q10. The registered 
nurses evaluated the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency more strictly compared to the others 
in Q10, which explains why they identified the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency as an 
issue. Because of their qualifications, the registered nurses may be more aware of differences in 
specialised knowledge than the other participants. It can also be inferred that the registered nurses 
view the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency as a more significant issue compared to the other 
participants; and, consequently, they may feel that more support is required. Secondly, and 
conversely, a difference in customs was the only issue identified by a larger percentage of the 
other participants than the registered nurses (shaded in the Others column). The implications of 
this result will be followed up in the interviews in Chapter 6. 
 
Table 5-6: Q13: What do you consider to be the issues when working with trainees? 
 Registered Nurses 
(20) 
Others (13) 
Trainees’ Japanese language proficiency 75% (15) 30.8% (4) 
Cultural differences 45% (9) 30.8% (4) 
Difference in customs 30% (6) 46.2% (6) 
Religious difference 35% (7) 23.1% (3) 
Lack of support 35% (7) 7.7% (1) 
Difference in specialist knowledge 25% (5) 0% (0) 
Differing values 20% (4) 7.7% (1) 
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Trainees’ lack of specialist knowledge 10% (2) 7.7% (1) 
Trainees’ lack of nursing experience 10% (2) 0% (0) 
Other 0% (0) 7.7% (1) 
Total entry (57) (21) 
 
Hospital difference 
The Japanese co-workers’ evaluation of the trainee’s Japanese proficiency differed not only 
according to qualification but also by hospital. As mentioned earlier, eight Japanese co-workers 
from Hospital A and 13 Japanese co-workers from both Hospitals B and C participated in this 
study. Table 5-7 presents a comparison of the three hospitals regarding evaluation of the trainee’s 
four Japanese language skill areas. The evaluation responses are classified into three categories – 
positive (“very good” and “good”), negative (“not very good” and “not good at all”), neutral/no 
answer (“not good or bad/cannot tell” and “no answer”). Table 5-7 shows the number of those 
responses by hospital. The most notable result is the positive evaluation given by participants from 
Hospital B. As indicated by the shaded areas in Table 5-7, the evaluations given by the Japanese co-
workers from Hospital B are the most positive in all four skill areas of the three hospitals. It is 
striking that no participants from Hospital B evaluated the trainee’s speaking, listening, or reading 
negatively. In contrast, at Hospital A, the number of Japanese co-workers who evaluated the 
trainee’s Japanese proficiency positively is very small – two for speaking, three for listening, one 
for reading, and one for writing, out of eight participants. As a result, more of the participants from 
Hospital A evaluated the trainee’s Japanese negatively than positively in terms of speaking, reading, 
and writing skills.  
The questionnaire results do not reveal much more as to the cause of these differences 
among the hospitals. It can be seen that their overall evaluation by Hospital C was stricter than that 
of Hospital B as most of the participants from Hospital C are registered nurses who, as outlined in 
the previous section, were found to have higher expectations than other participants. It may also be 
the case that the Japanese proficiency of the trainees at Hospital B was simply higher than those of 
their counterparts at Hospitals A and C. However, considering the fact that there have been several 
trainees at each of the hospitals since the commencement of the EPA scheme in 2008, it is probably 
more logical to assume that such differences are derived from other factors, such as the hospital’s 
policy regarding the employment of EPA nurse trainees, the support system for trainees and 
Japanese staff, or workplace management. The results of Q13, below, do offer some hints that may 
reveal what the Japanese co-workers at each hospital viewed as workplace issues.  
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Table 5-7: Q10: How do you evaluate the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency? (Difference 
between hospitals) 
  “very good” 
“good” 
“not very good” 
“not good at all” 
“not good or bad/ 
cannot tell” 
no answer 
Speaking Hospital A (8) 2 3 3 
Hospital B (13) 12 0 1 
Hospital C (13) 10 2 1 
Listening Hospital A 3 1 4 
Hospital B 12 0 1 
Hospital C 9 3 1 
Reading Hospital A 1 3 4 
Hospital B 6 0 7 
Hospital C 5 5 3 
Writing Hospital A 1 4 3 
Hospital B 5 2 6 
Hospital C 4 6 3 
 
Table 5-8 compares the results of Q13 by hospital. Issues identified by more than half of the 
participants at each hospital are shaded. The results reveal that “the trainees’ Japanese language 
proficiency” was not chosen as a key issue by many of the participants at Hospital B. This result 
directly relates to the differences among the hospitals in responses to Q10. Since the majority of the 
Japanese co-workers from Hospital B evaluated the trainees’ Japanese proficiency positively, they 
did not therefore consider that to be an issue when working with them. Another characteristic of 
Hospital B’s result for Q13 is that the key issues were limited to cultural difference, religious 
difference, differing values, and difference in customs. None of the other issues, such as the 
trainees’ lack of specialist knowledge or lack of support, were identified by the participants from 
Hospital B. This is a possible indication of better support and management at Hospital B compared 
to Hospitals A and C, which may also have influenced the participants’ evaluation of the trainees’ 
Japanese proficiency in Q10. This will be discussed further in Chapter 6 in conjunction with 
detailing the support available to the trainees at each hospital.  
Furthermore, it should be mentioned that twelve of the thirteen (92.3%) participants from 
Hospital C identified “the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency” as being an issue. This was the 
only issue identified by more than half of the participants at Hospital C; and the number is 
significantly higher than the numbers recorded for the same issue at the other hospitals and the 
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numbers for other issues chosen at Hospital C. This indicates the presence of other possible factors 
influencing the perceptions of the Japanese co-workers from Hospital C. Although these weren’t 
identified in the questionnaire, they will be followed up in the discussion of the interview results. 
 
Table 5-8: Q13: What do you consider to be the issues when working with the trainees? 
(Differences between hospitals) 
Issue Description Hospital A 
(8) 
Hospital B 
(13) 
Hospital C 
(13) 
 Trainees’ Japanese language proficiency 5 3 12 
Cultural difference 2 7 4 
Religious difference  0 4 6 
Differing values 3 1 1 
Difference in customs  0 7 5 
Difference in specialist knowledge 2 0 4 
Trainees’ lack of specialist knowledge 3 0 0 
Lack of support 4 0 5 
Trainees’ lack of nursing experience  2 0 0 
Other 1 0 0 
Total entry 22 22 37 
 
To summarise, I have looked at the Japanese co-workers’ evaluation of the trainees, both in 
terms of their Japanese language proficiency and their ability as nurse’s aides, and any issues they 
identified when working with the trainees. The majority of the participants submitted positive 
evaluations about the trainees’ performance in both areas. Nevertheless, the majority of the 
participants also considered the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency to be a key issue for 
improvement in the workplace. Moreover, the results of Q10 and Q13 revealed differences related 
to hospital types and the Japanese nurses’ qualifications. The registered nurses were stricter than the 
other participants in their evaluation of the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency and identified 
more issues when working with the trainees, again predominantly related to their Japanese language 
proficiency. This finding indicates that the Japanese co-workers’ qualifications had an impact on the 
way they viewed their communication with the trainees (due to their higher level of expectation). In 
comparison to Hospitals A and C, Hospital B’s participants provided a far more positive evaluation 
of the trainees’ Japanese proficiency and identified fewer issues related to working with trainees. 
This finding suggests potential differences between the hospitals in terms of support systems in 
place for both the trainees and Japanese co-workers, as well as the management policy for 
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employing EPA nurse trainees. The next section moves on to the evaluation and perception of their 
communication with the EPA nurse trainees.  
 
5.1.3 Evaluation and perception of communication with EPA nurse trainees 
This section explores how the Japanese co-workers regard their communication with the EPA nurse 
trainees. The relevant questions are Q14 to Q17. The results and discussion of this section provide 
some answers to RQ1 (How do Japanese co-workers perceive their communication with EPA nurse 
trainee?) and RQ2 (How do Japanese co-workers try to overcome the difficulties they encountered 
in their communication with the EPA nurse trainees?). 
Overall results  
First of all, as a result of Q14, five (15.2%) participants were “very much” and 15 (44.1%) 
participants were “somewhat” satisfied with their communication with EPA nurse trainees as 
indicated in light green in Figure 5-5. This brings the total of positive responses to 59.3%. Seven 
(21.2%) participants were “not really” satisfied with their communication with the trainees, five 
(15.2%) said that they were “not sure”, and two failed to respond. In the interviews, I seek to 
discover which factors satisfied the Japanese co-workers regarding their communication with the 
trainees. The trainees’ Japanese language proficiency is likely to be one factor; however, the gap 
between the results of Q10 and Q14 suggests that there are additional factors involved. Namely, 24 
(70.6%) participants evaluated the trainees’ Japanese speaking and listening proficiency as being 
“very good” and “good” (indicated in light green in Figure 5-1). Considering the fact that most of 
the communication that occurs between the Japanese co-workers and the trainees in the hospitals is 
oral (i.e., by speaking and listening), the gap between the results of Q14 and Q10 in speaking and 
listening is noteworthy. The interview results will identify some of these other possible factors, 
such as the Japanese co-workers’ capability to accommodate the trainees’ Japanese proficiency, as 
reasons for the participants’ dissatisfaction with the communication with the trainees despite their 
positive evaluation of their Japanese.  
 
Figure 5-5: Q14: Are you satisfied with your communication with the trainees? 
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While Q14 explored the Japanese co-workers’ satisfaction level regarding their own 
communication with the trainees, Q15 asked them to evaluate the communication between the 
trainees and patients/family, from the perspective of a third party. While the results of Q15 (see 
Figure 5-6) show similar results to Q14 (see Figure 5-5), a non-committal response was given 
almost twice as frequently in Q15. Five (15.2%) participants responded, “not sure” when asked 
how satisfied they were with their communication with the trainees in Q14 (shown in dark blue in 
Figure 5-5) while nine (27.3%) responded “not good or bad/cannot tell” in their evaluation of the 
communication between the trainees and patients/family in Q15 (shown in dark blue in Figure 5-
6). This may be due to several reasons. For example, EPA nurse trainees may have limited 
opportunities to communicate directly with patients/family due to the limited tasks they are 
allowed to engage in. Alternatively, the Japanese co-workers may not have had many opportunities 
to observe the communication between the trainees and patients/family. The communication 
between the trainees and patients mentioned in Q15 involves different aspects to the 
communication between the trainees and Japanese co-workers in Q14, such as the use of dialects, 
polite expressions for patients, and vocabularies in daily conversation (non-specialist/non-medical 
vocabularies). This issue will be followed up and discussed with the results of the interviews in 
Chapter 6. 
 
Figure 5-6: Q15: How do you evaluate the communication between the trainee and patients/family? 
 
 
Regardless of whether or not the Japanese co-workers were satisfied with their 
communication with the trainees, it is useful to examine what they are aware of and how they 
perceive their own language activity when communicating with the trainees. The results of Q16 
and Q17 reveal the Japanese co-workers’ own language attitudes and accommodation strategies. 
Firstly, the main language accommodations used by Japanese co-workers were to “talk slowly” 
(70.6%), “use non-verbal communication” (57.6%), “use easy Japanese vocabulary” (47.1%), and 
“repeat words” (36.4%) according to the results of Q16. Despite the fact that many English words 
and loanwords are used in the Japanese medical workplace, Q16 reveals that English is not 
currently one of the options for communication between trainees and their Japanese co-workers. 
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Using English or their native languages, such as Tagalog or Indonesian, is out of the question for 
the trainees. Secondly, 21 (61.8%) participants responded that they “sometimes” correct Japanese 
mistakes made by the trainees. Only three (8.8%) participants chose “often” and none chose 
“always”. Conversely, six (17.6%) participants reported that they “rarely” correct mistakes, 
followed by three (8.8%) who “never” correct. This result does not appear to reflect the rigidity of 
the Japanese language observed in Japanese society, especially for NNSJs as discussed in Chapter 
2. Whether or not this is the evidence of NSJs’ tolerance towards NNSJs will be confirmed in the 
interview analysis.  
In summary, most of the participants were satisfied with their communication with the 
trainees (Q14) and evaluated the trainees’ communication with patients/family positively (Q15). 
The reason for the Japanese co-workers’ dissatisfaction with their communication with the trainees 
will be determined in the interview analysis. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the Japanese co-
workers are aware of and able to identify their own language activities in their questionnaire 
responses to Q16 and Q17 although these responses only represent their self-reported language 
activity and attitude towards their Japanese co-workers, and not the actual language forms used in 
communication. Few of the participants regularly correct the trainees’ Japanese mistakes, which 
was found to be a gap from the literature. The interview analysis will further reveal why the 
Japanese co-workers chose certain accommodation strategies or corrected mistakes, and how these 
reflect the Japanese co-workers’ perception of their communication with the trainees. The next 
section moves on to the last part of the questionnaire: views on other issues surrounding the EPA 
scheme.  
5.1.4 Views on other issues surrounding the EPA scheme 
Q18 to Q24 in the last part of the questionnaire include questions regarding yasashii nihongo, the 
national nursing exam, and the increase of foreign labour. As discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, the 
employment of EPA nurse trainees is associated with a number of issues, events, and trends in 
contemporary Japanese society. Thus, it is important to reveal the Japanese co-workers’ views on 
other issues surrounding the EPA scheme, as it may help explain their responses, namely in terms of 
their evaluation and perception of the trainees and their communication with the trainees.  
As mentioned in Chapter 2, yasashii nihongo had been proposed to help NSJs learn how to 
speak and write in order to better communicate with NNSJs; therefore, it is useful to examine how 
the NSJs in this study perceive yasashii nihongo. The results of Q19 reveal that the word “yasashii” 
appears to convey various meanings, as it aims not only to improve the NNSs’ language skills but 
also to be simple to learn and kind to all users. However, only seven (20.6%) participants were 
familiar with the term “yasashii nihongo” (Q18) and some participants interpreted it as “Japanese at 
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a primary school level” (Q19) or associated the term with “Japanese of children” (Q20). Although 
the yasashii nihongo concept is easy and accessible for all users, which of course includes children, 
caution should be exercised as it can easily lead to the exclusion and marginalisation of NNSJs. 
How the participants perceive the term will be discussed in Chapter 6.  
Most of the participants supported modification of the Japanese national nursing exam that 
the Japanese government adopted (Q21). From the results of Q10 and Q13, in which the registered 
nurses are much stricter and serious about the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency, it can be 
hypothesised that registered nurses also have stricter views towards exam modification. However, 
any differences for Q21 related to the participant’s qualification levels are not clear from the 
questionnaire results. The interviews revealed subtler individual opinions and feelings behind the 
responses and these will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
The final three questions in the questionnaire, but particularly Q23 and Q24, seemed to pose 
as a challenge to the participants, reflected by a certain percentage of “not sure” responses. Firstly, 
in Q22, 18 (52.9%) participants suggested that their view towards foreigners has “very much” or 
“somewhat” changed after commencing work with the trainees. This is not surprising as most of the 
participants had never worked with NNSJs prior to this experience. But the reason behind four 
(11.8%) participants choosing “not really” and one (2.9%) choosing “not at all” is much more 
interesting. Eight (23.5%) participants were “not sure” if their view towards the foreigners had 
changed. Could the reason for this simply be indifference on the part of the participants? This will 
be followed up in the interview analysis along with how their views have changed. Secondly, in 
Q23 and Q24, 14 (41.2%) and 13 (38.2%) participants were “not sure” about further employment of 
EPA nurse trainees at their hospitals (Q23) and foreign labour in Japan in general (Q24). Although 
it is unlikely to affect hospital policy in terms of the employment of EPA nurse trainees, it is useful 
to note the individual employees’ views of the scheme considering the fact that they communicate 
and work closely with the trainees on a daily basis. The results of Q23 and Q24 clearly demonstrate 
mixed feelings on behalf of the participants, who have rather positive feelings regarding their 
current situation working with the trainees (see Q10, Q12, and Q14), but are not sure or confident 
enough about further employment and continuity of the situation. It is crucial to examine the mixed 
feelings expressed by the participants during the interviews, which will be able to provide some of 
answers for RQ1 (How do Japanese co-workers perceive their communication with the EPA nurse 
trainees?) and RQ2 (How do Japanese co-workers try to overcome the difficulties they encounter in 
their communication with the EPA nurse trainees?).  
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5.2 Conclusion 
This chapter has discussed the questionnaire results. Details of the participants’ backgrounds 
revealed that the 34 Japanese co-workers who participated in this study were almost all 
novices/inexperienced in interacting with foreigners. For example, they have had little contact with 
foreigners, not much experience living overseas, and limited foreign language proficiency. The co-
worker’s occupation indicated the possible workplace communications they would engage in with 
the trainees under the scheme. In the second part of the questionnaire, the Japanese co-workers 
evaluated trainees’ Japanese language proficiency relatively positive, especially in terms of their 
speaking and listening ability. And their evaluations of the trainees as nurse’s aides were even 
better. However, the majority of the participants felt that the trainees’ Japanese proficiency required 
improvement and trainees’ Japanese proficiency in the workplace was the most identified issues. 
The reason for this contradiction and the high percentage of non-committal responses in this part 
will be explored further. In the third part, trainees’ communication with Japanese colleagues was 
perceived as satisfactory by most of the participants, although the evaluation for this aspect was not 
as positive as that of the speaking and listening proficiency in Q10. This difference in results 
indicated that there are other possible factors that lead to satisfactory communication to be explored 
in the interviews. The Japanese co-workers are clearly aware of their own language activities and 
accommodation strategies in communication with the trainees. They answered that they apply a 
variety of accommodation strategies and correct Japanese mistakes made by the trainees, although 
few reported that they corrected the trainees’ mistakes often. The results will be followed up in the 
interview analysis in relation to NSJs’ intolerant attitudes towards NNSJs’ Japanese proficiency, as 
discussed in Chapter 2. The final part of the questionnaire reveals the participants’ uncertainty; 
many are unsure about future employment of EPA nurse trainees in their hospitals, foreign labour in 
general, and whether their employment situation would continue.  
In addition to these overall results, both the participants’ qualification levels and the 
differences among the hospitals influenced the questionnaire results. The registered nurses’ higher 
expectations seemed to influence their evaluation and perception of the trainees; they were far 
stricter in their assessment of the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency and felt that more support 
was required. The Japanese co-workers in all three hospitals also showed differences in their 
evaluation of the trainees’ Japanese proficiency and in terms of what they viewed as being issues in 
the workplace. Hospital B’s evaluation was the most positive, and the trainees’ Japanese 
proficiency was not seen as being a significant issue in that workplace. In contrast, almost all the 
participants from Hospital C reported that the trainees’ Japanese proficiency was an issue. The 
reasons behind these differences revealed by analysis of the interview results. 
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This concludes the analysis of the questionnaire results. The questionnaire results provided a 
general understanding of the Japanese co-workers, who are the focus of this study. The results 
revealed the co-workers’ evaluations and perceptions of the trainees and their communication with 
the trainees. As the chapter demonstrated, however, the findings left some unanswered questions, 
and the discussion and analysis require further investigation. Chapter 6 will attend to these 
questions by qualitatively exploring and analysing the interview results of seven Japanese co-
workers.   
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Chapter 6: Interviews 
This chapter presents the interview results. As explained in Chapter 3, seven Japanese co-workers 
were interviewed for this study. In addition, hospital managers, supervisors of the trainees, Japanese 
teachers of the trainees, and EPA nurse trainees were also interviewed where available. This chapter 
firstly presents profiles of the seven Japanese co-workers and brief synopses of the interviews. The 
results will be presented according to three themes: (1) EPA nurse trainees as nurse’s aides, (2) 
Japanese native-speakerism, and (3) dynamics of the participants’ perceptions of and language 
attitudes towards the EPA nurse trainees. The results of other interviews will be presented in the 
second half of the chapter. Although these results are treated as supplementary data in this study, 
they provide valuable information especially regarding each hospital’s employment policy, support 
system, workplace management, and the trainees’ views regarding Japanese language and 
communication in the scheme. The results of the interviews in this chapter go some way towards 
attending to some of the unanswered questions and contradictions identified in the analysis of the 
questionnaire results in Chapter 5.  
6.1 Profiles of the Japanese co-workers 
The following are profiles of the seven Japanese co-workers interviewed (B1, B2, C1, C2, C3, C4, 
and C5), who are the primary participants in this study. Each profile is a snapshot of them at the 
time of the interviews. The profiles provide some background information, including occupation, 
gender, age, contact frequency with foreigners, overseas experiences, and foreign language 
proficiency, as well as their status at the hospital and relationship with the trainees. The background 
information is drawn from the answers provided in the first part of the questionnaire (Q1-9) with 
some clarification, changes, and extra information added in the interviews.44  
B1 (Dental hygienist, nurse’s aide / 50s / female) 
B1 is a dental hygienist as well as a nurse’s aide at Hospital B. At the time of the interview, two 
EPA nurse trainees, both from Indonesia, were working at Hospital B. B1 works with both of them 
every day when she engages in work as a nurse’s aide herself. In the questionnaire, she reported 
having no prior experience working or regular contact with foreigners. In the interview, however, 
B1 recalled having had daily contact with her daughter’s English teacher, who is an NNSJ. B1 
explained that the people she has met through the English teacher arrived in Japan with the ability 
to speak fluent Japanese so she does not have to communicate with them in English. It appears that 
she does not treat them as foreigners and views them differently from the trainees who do not speak 
                                               
44 See Appendix L for these seven Japanese co-workers’ answers to the first part of the questionnaire. 
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fluent Japanese. B1 seems to associate foreignness with people’s Japanese language proficiency. 
Working with the trainees has been her first experience of regular contact with foreigners. 
During the one-hour interview, B1 gave the impression that she really enjoys working with 
the trainees and views the way they meet their work challenges in a positive light. In a sense, B1 is 
more like a mother than a colleague to the trainees. She thinks that the trainees were very brave to 
come to Japan. B1 compares the trainees to her younger self, who would not have dreamed of going 
overseas. Furthermore, the trainees rely on and communicate well with B1 judging from episodes 
with the trainees that she recounted. Coincidentally, for instance, B1 and one of the trainees (TB1) 
told me about the same episode related to TB1’s Japanese accent.4546 Obviously, both B1 and TB1 
remember the incident clearly and share positive memories and feelings about it.  
B2 (Registered nurse / 20s / female) 
In the joint interview with B1, B2 appeared to be a little stricter towards and more realistic about 
the trainees compared to B1. B2 has a similar background to B1 – no contact with foreigners in 
daily life, no overseas experience, and no fluency in a language other than Japanese. B1 and B2 
differ in age and occupations. B2 is a registered nurse. In her three years working at Hospital B, B2 
has also had experience working with all six of the EPA nurse trainees that Hospital B has 
employed, including the two current trainees. In fact, B2 is the only participant in this study who 
has worked with more than two trainees from different EPA intakes. Furthermore, B2 teaches the 
trainees in one of the preparation classes for the national nursing exam at Hospital B. Therefore, B2 
has played the role of both colleague and teacher for the trainees. 
B2 is aware that various factors are involved in the employment of EPA nurse trainees and 
believes that the EPA scheme is working well at hospital B. It is understandable that for B2, who 
had never been in regular contact with foreigners, it was not easy to answer the last question – 
whether or not her perception of foreigners had changed after working with the trainees. After a 
long pause, B2 responded that because this had been her first time working with foreigners, she was 
forming her initial opinion right then, rather than changing a pre-existing perception. She confessed 
that she now wonders if this is how foreigners are. Similar comments have also been made in other 
interviews.  
 
                                               
45 Profiles of the interviewed trainees at Hospital B (TB1 and TB2 here) are in 6.3.2. 
46 When one of the trainees asked B1 “ryokō suki desu ka [Do you like travelling]?”, B1 was not able to understand 
what she meant because her pronunciation of “ryokō [travel]” was unclear. B1 replied “Doko no ryōko-san [Which 
Ryōko (Japanese lady’s name)?]” So the trainee started explaining “ryokō” by saying, “Yasumi ni Shingapōru ni 
ikimasu [I’m going to Singapore during the holidays]”. 
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C1 (Registered nurse / 40s / female) 
C1 works as the chief nurse in the surgery ward at Hospital C. In her position as chief nurse, C1 has 
regular contact with the trainee, supervising and teaching her two to three times a week at work. 
C1’s status or position may affect her perception of the trainee, but her answers appear to be 
relatively strict compared to other Japanese co-workers. At the time of their arrival, she regarded 
the trainee as barely being able to speak in Japanese. Prior to commencing her supervision of the 
trainee, C1 had never had any regular contact or experience working with foreigners. C1 has not 
been overseas for longer than one month and claims to have no language proficiency other than 
Japanese.  
During the interview, C1 was always very serious when talking about herself as well as the 
trainee. Her seriousness reveals her strict evaluation of the trainee’s Japanese language proficiency, 
passive attitude to the EPA scheme, and negative self-reflection in terms of working with the 
trainee. However, not everything she said in the interview was negative. C1 told me of her trial 
period studying Indonesian prior to the trainee’s arrival.  C1 also said that after having worked with 
the trainee, she and her other Japanese colleagues often commented among themselves that the 
trainee could seem more Japanese than “real” Japanese people. According to C1, the trainee was 
extremely modest, always caring for and responding nicely to people. As a nurse, the trainee was an 
example to others and greatly inspired C1 and her colleagues. Nevertheless, C1’s Indonesian study 
did not last long and she remains cautious about employing more trainees.47 As medical 
professionals deal with the lives of human beings, C1 believes that the trainees’ Japanese language 
proficiency needs to be of a high standard. It is her opinion that if trainees arrive in Japan with low 
Japanese proficiency, the burden on the host hospital is increased, which may subsequently hinder 
the fundamental hospital operations. This situation will produce increased stress and pressure on 
both the trainees and hospital. 
C2 (Registered nurse / 30s / female) 
C2 also works in the role of chief nurse and supervised the trainee at Hospital C. Although her 
questionnaire response indicated that she has not had any regular contact or experience working 
with foreigners and that she does not speak any languages other than Japanese, what C2 told me 
during the interview was different. Saying that she was unsure when answering the questionnaire, 
C2 confessed that she speaks a modest degree of English (at a general conversation level) owing to 
the fact that she often travels overseas and has a few foreign friends. In fact, C2 told me that she 
used English words when she had difficulty communicating with the trainee in Japanese.  
                                               
47 See 6.2.3 for details. 
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C2’s interview progressed in a similar fashion to C1’s. Whether or not their status as chief 
nurses influenced the interview is unclear, but C2 also appeared to be strict when evaluating the 
trainee’s Japanese language proficiency and recalled negative memories, especially of the trainee’s 
arrival at the hospital. This reflects the pressure and burden that C2 shouldered as a supervisor of 
the trainee when the trainee’s Japanese language proficiency was too low to even communicate. C2 
reiterated the fact that she hadn’t predicted how difficult it would be to support the trainee or how 
limited their Japanese language proficiency would be. Unlike other Japanese co-workers, C2 did not 
hesitate to offer a negative evaluation of the trainee’s communication skills, using words such as 
“全くダメ [not at all (good)]” “無理 [impossible (to communicate)]” “負担 [burden (for the 
hospital)]”. Her position was always clear and she consistently claimed that the trainee’s Japanese 
language proficiency was too limited to work when they arrived. C2 also remarked that new, 
Japanese-born graduates of Japanese nursing schools are superior owing to the fact that they 
transition more smoothly into the workplace. 
C3 (Registered nurse / 30s / female) 
C3 is the only participant in this study who has experienced living overseas and has proficiency in a 
language other than Japanese (English). After graduating from a nursing school and working for 
three years as a nurse in Japan, she lived in Canada during a one-year working holiday in 2003. Her 
long-time interest in multiculturalism and foreign cultures, partly influenced by her older sister’s 
homestay experience in the United States, reinforced her decision to go overseas. In Canada, C3 
gained experience in jobs such as waitressing at a Japanese restaurant, where she worked with 
foreigners. However, they communicated solely in English and not Japanese. During the year she 
lived in Canada she made a few trips to the United States and Mexico, followed by a month of 
travelling throughout Europe before returning to Japan in 2004. Although she has not been in 
regular contact with foreigners or foreign cultures due to work commitments, C3 has travelled 
overseas every year since. Therefore, we can assert that C3 is the participant with the most 
experience of adapting to foreign cultures and languages in this study. 
C3 talked about the trainee by reflecting on the experiences of one of her Japanese friends 
who works as a nurse in Canada. Despite having attended nursing school and having many years of 
work experience as a nurse in Canada, the friend told C3 how difficult it still is to understand the 
subtle nuances of English conversation and cultural differences. Listening to her story and knowing 
what the friend has been through, C3 was not surprised that the trainee’s Japanese language 
proficiency was only good enough to be a nurse’s aide. This evaluation is also based on the pride 
C3 takes in being a professional nurse. C3 explained that nurses need to use all of their five senses 
in caring for patients. It is important for nurses to understand as well as express subtle nuances in 
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language too. Nursing is a profession that requires special skills and high levels of language 
proficiency.  For the same reason, C3 is not sure about the proposed modification of the national 
nursing exam. C3 is worried that modification might result in special treatment of the trainees, and 
produce less capable nurses.  
The interview with C3 very much reflected her experience of living as a non-native speaker 
of English in Canada. Her remarks were often related to not only the trainee but also her own past. 
She showed a deep understanding of the enormous stress the trainee may have been put through by 
coming into a foreign culture on her own. C3 also mentioned that she respected the trainee for 
deciding to come to Japan on her own; however, she maintained that nurses require a high level of 
Japanese proficiency. It is interesting that C3 connected her pride in being a nurse to her reasons for 
not working as a nurse in Canada. The truth of the matter is that C3 thought she doubted her ability 
to effectively work as a nurse as a non-native speaker and that is also exactly how she views the 
trainee’s situation. Although C3 listed her reasons for not having worked as a nurse in Canada at the 
beginning of the interview, at the conclusion of the interview, she confessed that she now thought 
that she should have at least tried, after her experience of working with the trainee. C3 wondered if 
she might have been able to take some step towards working as a nurse overseas if she had been 
offered sufficient support. This comment indicates the considerable support the EPA nurse trainees 
receive from the hospital, and the support and effort C3 puts in as a colleague herself. 
C4 (Registered nurse / 30s / female) 
C4 is a chief nurse who looked after the trainee in a supervisory capacity. C4’s background is 
similar to most of the other Japanese co-workers. She had no previous experience having regular 
contact or having worked with foreigners, and she does not speak any languages besides Japanese. 
Although she is in the same position as C1 and C2, C4’s situation appeared to differ from that of C1 
and C2. 
C4’s interview was conducted over three sessions due to her work schedule and time 
restrictions. Nevertheless, she was welcoming and cooperative every time she was interviewed. She 
always looked relaxed and laughed a lot during the interviews. Her evaluation of the trainee’s 
Japanese language proficiency was not as rigid as those of C1 and C2 in their questionnaire 
responses. Interestingly, however, C4’s overall perception of and attitude towards the trainee and 
the scheme were similar to those of C1 and C2. C4 conveyed her comments in a positive way and 
never used negative words, unlike C2. She made positive remarks about the trainee and I am sure 
that the trainee benefited from her feedback. However, this may have resulted from her approach of 
treating the trainee as a guest rather than a colleague. Furthermore, there were indications of 
indifference in the interview, which will be detailed later in Self and Other in 6.2.2. 
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C5 (Care worker / 30s / female) 
C5 is the only care worker amongst all of the participants in this study. According to C5, a care 
worker’s work overlaps with that of a nurse’s aide, so she and the trainee used to work together as a 
pair. C5 herself has had no previous experience of working with foreigners and has no foreign 
language proficiency. However, she mentioned her daughter’s homestay experiences in Australia 
and the fact that she had contact with her daughter’s English teacher. Of all the participants, C5 
definitely worked most closely with the EPA nurse trainee. C5 regards herself as having been a 
mother or big sister to the trainee, teaching her Japanese customs, including the need for 
punctuality. They also spent time together outside work and it was C5 who accompanied the trainee 
on a hospital visit when she had gynecological issues or suffered serious insomnia due to stress. At 
the time of the interview, seven months after the trainee left to go home, C5 remained in touch with 
her privately through LINE in Indonesia. 48  
Her close relationship with the trainee did not result solely from the work setting, but also 
seemed to stem from C5’s conscious effort. C5 reported that she tries to talk as much as possible 
when working with the trainee, even if the work does not require any conversation, such as when 
they are simply changing workplaces or tidying up around the patients. When conversing with the 
trainee, C5 often deliberately asks her how something is said in Indonesian and records the 
information in her notebook. C5 did not do this because she was particularly interested in 
Indonesian but because she believed that it was a good way to build a relationship and communicate 
with the trainee.  
C5 felt respect and admiration for the trainee as a result of the trainee’s dedication to 
Japanese language learning and work. C5 uttered the word “すごい [wow]” a few times in the 
interview when referring to the trainee, which is similar to the comments made by B1. For example, 
C5 said “すごい” in relation to the trainee working and studying at the same time. She also thought 
that it was “すごい” that foreign people (the trainee) left home and came to Japan alone to work 
under so much pressure. She thought that the trainee spoke Japanese so well that she said she had 
almost forgotten Indonesian, and that the trainee knew and understood work and patients better than 
C5. Interestingly enough, this admiration for the trainee was almost always followed by a comment 
about the poor English proficiency of Japanese people and the English education system in Japan, 
though they were the cause of any communication problems. C5 concluded the interview by 
repeating how lucky she was to have had an opportunity to work with the trainee. C5 believed that 
                                               
48 LINE is a proprietary application for instant communications on electronic devices commonly used in Asia. 
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she had a chance to work with the trainee because she worked at Hospital C, which is a relatively 
large acute care hospital in the area.  
This concludes the profiles of the seven Japanese co-workers. The next section provides the 
results and analysis of the seven interviews.    
6.2 Results and analysis 
6.2.1 EPA nurse trainees as nurse’s aides 
As explained in Chapter 4, the government’s view of the EPA scheme is that EPA nurse trainees 
must undertake appropriate training and study aimed at passing the national nursing exam, after 
being allocated to Japanese hospitals. During this training period, trainees are only allowed to work 
as nurse’s aides despite the fact that they are all qualified nurses in their home countries. Although 
there is no clear definition in law, the Japanese Nursing Association (2013) characterises the work 
of nurse’s aides as: 1) work that does not require professional judgement, and 2) work that does not 
require a medical-related licence. The document then lists such tasks as making beds, transferring 
patients, and helping patients to eat meals as examples. In the results of the questionnaire and 
interviews, the trainees’ status of ‘nurse’s aides’ emerged as a key theme in the communication 
between the trainees and their Japanese co-workers. This section, therefore, discusses how the status 
of ‘nurse’s aides’ affects communication between the trainees and Japanese co-workers from two 
standpoints: communication partners and communication contents. 
As discussed in Chapter 5, the Q1 results indicate that the trainees may not have many 
opportunities to communicate with doctors in the workplace as no doctors participated in the 
questionnaire. This was confirmed in several of the interviews and further clarified by the limited 
nature of nurse’s aides’ tasks, such as making beds and transferring patients. Very few opportunities 
exist for doctors and trainees to engage in communication in the workplace. As a result, doctors 
were not included in the potential participants of the questionnaire by the hospitals. This was the 
case for all three participating hospitals. It is clear that working as nurse’s aides in the EPA scheme 
limits the range of trainees’ communication partners.  
The results of Q12 and Q11 highlight the contradiction in Chapter 5 that although the 
majority of Japanese co-workers evaluate the trainees as being effective workers (result of Q12), 
more than 60 % of them think that the trainees’ Japanese proficiency requires improvement (result 
of Q11). The reasons for this apparent contradiction became clearer during some of the interviews 
and also explain the results in Q10, in which the trainees’ reading and writing skills were evaluated 
fairly poorly compared to their speaking and listening. As nurse’s aides, the trainees are not 
engaged in complicated work that requires reading and writing Japanese. In her interview, B2 
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commented that the trainees’ Japanese is sufficient now as they are used to their work and the work 
only requires repetitive Japanese language use every day. Likewise, most of the Japanese co-
workers evaluated the trainees as good nurse’s aides, and trainees’ Japanese language proficiency as 
satisfactory for working as a nurse’s aide. This evaluation is reflected in some phrases and 
expressions used by some of the Japanese co-workers in the interviews. B1 said that she was 
satisfied with her communication with trainees “今の業務だったら [only if in relation to current 
duties]”. B2 also remarked that the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency is not a problem “(今
の) 業務の中では [only in terms of (current) duties]” but the situation is different when it comes to 
the exam study (from the perspective of teaching the students in preparation for the exam). B2 also 
added that trainees are ok “今の時点では [at this point]”. When it comes to C3, she repeated the 
word “助手 [assistant]” as in “助手としては問題ない、助手としてであれば、問題ない [(a 
trainee is) has no problems in terms of working as an assistant]”.  
In all cases, the Japanese co-workers initially evaluated the trainees’ Japanese language 
proficiency and communication skills relatively positively without making negative comments. 
However, qualifications always emerge after the initial positive evaluation. The Japanese particle 
“は”, which expresses contrast, was commonly used in the comments. That is, the Japanese co-
workers evaluated the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency as “good” now when working as 
nurse’s aides by using the particle “は”. Whether they mean “now” in contrast to “in the future” or 
“nurse’s aide” in contrast to “registered nurse”, is not apparent in most cases. It may be because 
what they are trying to contrast with is obvious and Japanese people tend to avoid saying what is 
psychologically difficult to express. Consequently, in the interviews, these comments emphasise the 
Japanese co-workers’ evaluation of the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency as not being 
sufficient for their work as registered nurses.  
Thus far, I have looked at how the trainee’s status as nurse’s aides influences their 
communication partners and content, and the Japanese co-worker’s evaluation of the trainee’s 
Japanese language proficiency. Regarding the trainee’s status as nurse’s aides, the interviews also 
brought up how trainees are not given exactly the same tasks as Japanese nurse’s aides. C1 reported 
that she could not ask the trainee to transfer patients alone by expressing “できるだけほかに人が
いる環境のもとで（仕事を頼んだ）[(I asked a trainee to do something) in someone else’s 
presence as much as possible]”. C5 mentioned the hospital practice of not assigning trainees to a 
patient undergoing major or serious surgery. Interestingly, C1 says this is as a result of considering 
the patient’s anxiety, explaining that “患者さんも少なからず言葉のコミュニケーション上も
含めて不安があるといけない [the patient should not have any anxiety about any aspects 
including communication]”. C5 states that “手術後は患者が）ちょっと神経質 [(After the 
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surgery, a patient is) a little nervous]”. A similar comment was made by C3 when asked about her 
evaluation of the trainee’s Japanese language proficiency. She evaluated the trainee’s proficiency as 
not good enough for “患者さんが安心してケアを依頼する [a patient to request care without 
anxiety]”. These comments all speak from the patient’s point of view as if it is understood. 
However, it is obvious that they do not actually know the patient’s view for certain and that this is 
another way of saying that trainee’s Japanese language proficiency makes patients anxious. In fact, 
none of the three participants C1, C3, and C5, evaluated the trainee’s communication with patients 
negatively in Q15 – C3 and C5 as “very good” or “good,” while C1 replied “do not know / cannot 
tell”. It is clear that there is an assumption amongst Japanese co-workers that the trainees’ Japanese 
language proficiency can potentially make patients feel anxious. It suggests that, despite their 
home-country training, the trainees are not treated as independent or fully-fledged professionals 
under the scheme. 
Furthermore, the influence of the trainees’ limited communication partners and work tasks 
was observed in the trainees’ perception of the Japanese language. As mentioned in 6.3.2, in the 
supplementary interview with five EPA nurse trainees, everyone showed disproportionate emphasis 
on mastering the Japanese language for the national nursing exam, to the neglect of the Japanese 
language for other occasions, especially for work. A typical example of this is that none of the 
trainees mentioned having any issues at work due to their Japanese language proficiency when 
asked. This is perhaps due to their simple, limited, and repetitive work as nurse’s aides, which is 
also likely to require only limited Japanese proficiency. The detail regarding the trainees’ 
interviews, including what was mentioned above, is given in section 6.3.2. 
In summary, working as nurse’s aides in the EPA scheme does not only prevent trainees 
from using their nursing knowledge and skills, but also precludes them from a number of 
opportunities. Firstly, it limits potential trainees’ communication partners. Due to the limited 
number of tasks in which they can engage, trainees hardly have any opportunities to communicate 
with doctors in the workplace. Secondly, it limits trainees’ communication contents. As they engage 
in simple, easy, and repetitive tasks every day, they easily become accustomed to the procedures as 
well as the languages used. The Japanese co-workers appeared to be a little confused by the 
trainees’ status as nurse’s aides when evaluating their Japanese language proficiency. They 
emphasised the fact that although the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency was good, it was not 
sufficient to become registered nurses in the future. There is also an assumption that the trainees’ 
Japanese language proficiency creates anxiety in their patients, so trainees are not treated as 
independent nurse’s aides, at least not in the case of Hospital C.  
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6.2.2 Japanese native-speakerism 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the literature review, Japanese native-speakerism has not been the focus 
of research in the field of Japanese language education, in the same way that it has been for English 
language teaching. However, this does not mean that Japanese native-speakerism does not exist in 
Japanese society. This section reveals examples of Japanese native-speakerism practice at an 
individual level by Japanese co-workers, with the discussion divided into two practices: language 
ownership and “Self and Other”. Language ownership is discussed in terms of the ownership of the 
Japanese language, ownership of the communication setting, and victimising NNSJs. In the case of 
“Othering”, I will use the examples of accepting trainees as guests and the use of Japanese 
honorifics in the interviews.   
Language ownership 
The ownership of the Japanese language is reflected in the utterances of Japanese co-workers. There 
seems to be a consensus amongst the seven Japanese co-workers who participated in the interview 
that Japanese is a difficult language [for foreigners to learn]. Not only the word “難しい [difficult]” 
itself, but also there are other words, phrases and expressions that imply that Japanese is difficult for 
foreigners to learn. C3 agreed that the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency needs to improve 
more and shows the trainees sympathy by superficially using the word “ニュアンス [nuance]” 
frequently in the interview. It is important for nurses to understand and feel the nuances of the 
language; it is even difficult for C3 and many other NSJ, according to C3. In contrast to C3, B1 
thinks that the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency does not need to improve more. However, 
despite their contrasting answers, B1 and C3’s comments on why this was the case were similar. B1 
said that “日本人でも難しい言葉はあるから [there are words that are difficult even for Japanese 
(NSJ)]”. The comments of B1 and C3 above imply that it is understandable that the trainees’ 
Japanese level is not good enough as nurses or does not need to improve anymore as they are not 
NSJ. The trainees would not understand the nuances of the language or improve their language 
level, as they are NNSJ. In the comments of B1 and C3, Japanese is clearly owned only by NSJ, on 
the assumption that only NSJ can acquire the subtle nuances required for a professional level of 
Japanese. This assumption and the practice of native-speakerism is much more distinctive in 
Japanese compared to English. This highlights the strong ownership of the Japanese language and 
NSJ’s subconscious desire to distinguish themselves as NSJ from NNSJ. 
A sense of ownership was not only found in relation to the Japanese co-workers’ evaluation 
of the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency but also their perceptions of the language use in a 
communication setting. B2 stated that she was surprised when she heard the trainees use their “地元
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の [local]” language in front of her since she could not understand it at all. She went on to say that it 
was one of the incidents that made her realise that they are “different” from Japanese, although she 
did not identify any other incidents. There are several points that B2 implies here, but most 
importantly, she maintains that the trainees should not speak in their native language in front of her, 
even between themselves, as she cannot understand them. This shows B2’s ownership of the 
communication setting in which B2 believes that Japanese should be used because the trainees are 
in Japan studying Japanese, and because she does not understand languages other than Japanese. If 
there is a choice of language among parties, the language used in a communication setting is 
influenced by various factors, such as the type of setting, relationship and language proficiency of 
the parties, conversation topic and so on. Speakers choose a language and code-switch between 
languages depending on the circumstances. However, in Japan, this is not the case as the Japanese 
language is extraordinarily dominant and people are surrounded by the aforementioned superficial 
monolingualism described in Chapter 2. This results in Japanese becoming the norm as a 
communication tool in the conversation and intolerance for the use of other languages. B2’s attitude 
here is a typical example of this phenomenon. 
Victimising of trainees’ Japanese language proficiency was also observed in the interviews. 
In Chapter 5, the results of Q13 highlight the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency as being the 
most recognised issue by Japanese co-workers when working with the trainee. This is not 
surprising. For example, C1 explained that the reason for her choice of “do not know/cannot tell” 
for the evaluation of the trainees’ Japanese proficiency in Q10 was that the trainee’s Japanese was 
too poor to evaluate. C2 asserted that the trainee’s Japanese was the only issue. However, it should 
also be noted that in their interviews, some of the participants insisted that they could not even 
identify any other issues listed in Q13 solely due to the trainee’s low Japanese language level. For 
example, C2 could not determine if “knowledge difference as a nurse” or “knowledge deficiency as 
a nurse” were issues or not as “コミュニケーションの壁が大きすぎてですね、なかなかそこ
まで・・・（判断できなかった） [Because the communication gap was too big, (I could not 
judge) that far]”. C3 talked about “religious difference” besides “Japanese proficiency of the 
trainees” as an issue. But she was not sure if she was right as “彼女とそこまでマジで（日本語
で）お話ができたとかではない [(I) could not talk with the trainee (in Japanese) seriously]” “彼
女の本心は（日本語で）言えないと思う [(I think) she could not express her real intentions (in 
Japanese)]”. Moreover, C4 insinuated that cultural differences would not be an issue if the trainee’s 
Japanese was better. In these cases, it was observed that the participants’ attitude was to attribute 
the trainees’ shortcomings olely to their Japanese language proficiency, without having given due 
consideration to the other aspects involved in the communicative situation.  
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In native-speakerism, there is a feature that makes the non-native speaker a single victim 
(Rivers, 2013), which generally highlights binary comparison of native speakers and non-native 
speakers. The discourse in this binary is that native speakers victimise non-native speakers, without 
considering other possible factors when communication failures with non-native speakers occur. 
The examples above from C2, C3, and C4 do not perfectly fit these binary comparisons – between 
native speakers and non-native speakers. However, the examples undoubtedly feature another form 
of victimisation of non-native speaker’s language proficiency. Other possible reasons that non-
native speakers may cite, such as “knowledge difference as a nurse” or “religious difference”, are 
pertinent in this case. A noteworthy fact is that these cases are still based on a presupposition that 
the non-native speaker is the party to be blamed and this accentuates the NSJ’s marked intolerance 
of Japanese used by NNSJs. The responses to Q13 provide us with further discussion points below. 
Self and Other 
Although none of the participants reported differing customs or cultural or religious differences as 
being serious issues in the interviews compared to the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency, the 
expressions and the context that the participants described in the interview conveyed tacit 
expressions of difference towards the trainee – regarding the trainee as a guest.49 For example, C4 
explained “勉強会をしていただいたので・・・大丈夫だったです [There was a study 
meeting… it was OK]” for “religious difference” as a potential issue. B1 noticed that the trainees 
once mentioned that “私たちは看護婦じゃない・・・看護婦さんなんだけど、ここでの仕事
は看護婦じゃない [We are not (registered) nurses … we are (registered) nurses but the work here 
is not work that (registered) nurses (do)]”, then continued that “でもEPAは補助看さんから始ま
るんでしょ [But in the EPA scheme, (trainees) start from nurse’s assistant, don’t they?]”. C3 
mentioned that “私たちっていうよりも彼女がきついんじゃないかな [I guess she may be 
having a harder time than us (in dealing with religious differences in the workplace)]” when talking 
about religious difference. The dominant logic expressed by participants here was that “I don’t 
think cultural or religious difference was an issue” because “we learned about them (in advance)” 
(stated by C4), because “they are EPA (so different from us)” (stated by B1), “it must be them who 
find it really hard to work in Japan (not us)” (stated by C3) – [italics, emphasis mine]. There is a 
clear dichotomy of “us and them (the trainees)” in their comments, in other words Self and Other, 
which is a major indicator of native-speakerism. This kind of attitude can be seen as emblematic of 
an understanding/sympathetic workplace and colleagues on the surface. Conversely, however, it is 
                                               
49 Cultural difference 38.2%, difference in customs 35.3%, religious difference 29.4% in the questionnaire. 
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evident that the participants consider the trainees as merely guests in their workplaces and not 
colleagues like other NSJ staff.  
A clear dichotomy between Self and Other was also evident in C4’s comment as follows. C4 
told of one of the episodes in which the trainee surprised her by putting too much equipment on the 
trolley. C4 wondered if that was a “cultural difference” or “customs difference” but said that the 
incident made her realise that there are few cases where words are needed for “海外の方 [people 
from overseas]” unlike “日本人 [Japanese people/person]”. In other words, C4 explained that if the 
trainee were a Japanese, “言わなくてもわかってくれる [s/he would understand even if I do not 
say so]”. In C1’s case, a specific word “特殊な [literally, unique/special/particular/peculiar]” 
appeared clearly to point trainees as follows. 
C1: うちは研修の方をよく受け入れるので・・・学生さんも同じ日に７〜８人いた
り、看護スタッフとあんまり変わらないぐらい来てたりするので、とか、よその病
院からの研修の方とかも、そういう意味の研修という受け入れ態勢としては、やっ
ている部分だったので・・・そこにちょっとまた新たに外国の方っていう特殊な部
分が入って来たかなというところで・・・ 
[C1: Our hospital often accepts training staff…7– 8 students train here some days, which are 
around the same number of nursing staff. Also, training staff from other hospitals come here 
as well, so in that sense, [our hospital] has been prepared for accepting trainees. In addition, 
there came again new unique/special/particular/peculiar parts who are foreigners].  
 
As the word “特殊な [literally, unique/special/particular/peculiar]” indicates, C1’s response 
reflects her attitudes towards the trainees in terms of recognising them as being different from other 
Japanese medical students or Japanese training staff from other hospitals. The boundary concerning 
whether or not they are “特殊な [literally, unique/special/particular/peculiar]” is drawn between 
NSJs and NNSJs, in other words, Japanese staff and the trainees. After all, this boundary overlaps 
with a dichotomy between Self and Other in native-speakerism. Examples of “Othering” were also 
observed in different levels of the EPA scheme stakeholders, that is, in other interviews especially 
by hospital managers, which will be presented in 6.3.  
In addition to the clear dichotomy of Self and Other, there is another feature in the 
interviews that shows that the Japanese co-workers view the trainees as guests. Most of the 
Japanese co-workers (in particular, C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5) used Japanese honorifics when 
referring to the trainees during the interviews. Some examples are as follows: 
B1: ⽇本語がだいたいわかってらっしゃるので・・・ 
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[B1: (The trainee) generally understands Japanese, so…]. 
 
C2: 辞書を持っていらっしゃったので、⽇本語とインドネシア語の。 
[C2: (The trainee) carried a dictionary of Japanese and Indonesian]. 
 
C3: ご⾃⾝で筆記をされたりとか、すごい勉強されてたのを知ってたので・・・ 
[C3: I knew that (the trainee) was taking notes herself and studying hard, so…]. 
 
C3: でももったいないですよね。こうやって長期で来られた方いっぱいいらっしゃ
ると思うんですけど、結局帰られてってことですもんね。 
[C3: But it is wasteful, isn’t it? I think that there are a number of trainees who came (to 
Japan) with a longer term stay in mind, but (they had to) return (home) after all].  
 
C4: （候補生がわからない時は）わからないって言われたり、うーん？っていう顔
をされたり、「はい、わかりました」って言われなかったです。うーん？っていう
顔をして、わからないときはわからない表情をされてたので、大丈夫でした。 
[C4: (When the trainee did not understand) she sometimes said that she did not understand 
and sometimes looked as if she did not understand. (She) did not say “yes, I understand”. 
(When she did not understand, she) looked puzzled and showed a confused facial 
expression, so it was OK].  
(Underlining – honorific expressions in Japanese and corresponding parts in English 
translation) 
It should be noted that this phenomenon was observed quite differently by the Japanese co-
workers in Hospitals B and C, so I cannot exclude the possibility of some factors, such as hospital 
policy, work culture, and relationship with colleagues as having an impact. Yet, no matter what the 
cause, it is true that the majority of the Japanese co-workers used Japanese honorifics, which 
reflects their social distance from the other party. The trainees are accepted and treated as guests in 
the hospitals in this regard. This phenomenon is peculiar to Japanese as English does not have a 
similar honorific system. In this case, the use of Japanese honorifics when referring to an NNSJ is 
an example of the typical practice of Japanese native-speakerism as it clearly separates NSJs and 
NNSJs by creating an invisible wall between them.  
“Othering” seems to lead to indifference on the part of the Japanese co-workers. The 
indifferent attitudes of the Japanese co-workers was striking when they were asked about patients’ 
perceptions of the trainees at each hospital. Everyone I interviewed responded that patients’ 
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perceptions of the trainees were positive so there were no issues. However, in a few cases, 
additional comments were made which highlighted the attitudes of the Japanese co-workers about 
the communication between the trainees and patients. For example, B1 commented that “インドネ
シアに帰れと言われてもめげてなかったですよ [(The trainees) were not disheartened by being 
told to go back to Indonesia]”. C5 said that sometimes there are some sensitive patients, who 
underwent difficult surgery, who do not want carers whose Japanese is not good. Then C5 added 
that “ただ大半はそんなことはなく・・・ [But the majority is not like that…]”. Moreover, 
though it is supplemental data in this study, a similar utterance appeared in the interview with the 
former head of nursing at Hospital B.50 What should not be overlooked in these cases is not only the 
fact that there were some negative perceptions of the trainees amongst patients, more likely to be 
based on prejudice and bias, but also, more importantly, that B1 and C5 both recognise that it is not 
a significant issue. The incident was acceptable to B1 as the trainee did not (seem to) care about it, 
and also to C5 as only a few patients commented. This example clearly demonstrates their 
indifference: neither B1 nor C5 acknowledged the gravity of the incident. Remaining indifferent 
means that they do not need to take responsibility for the problem, so this is another example of 
“Othering” after all. 
6.2.3 Dynamics of the participants’ perceptions of and language attitudes 
As introduced in Chapter 2, Angouri (2013) finds that perceptions of and attitudes towards language 
policy are dynamic between groups of employees. The interviews in this study confirmed Angouri’s 
findings, that is, the results of the interviews showed dynamics amongst individual Japanese co-
workers, the group of employees, and the three hospitals.  
One of the typical examples is that several Japanese co-workers evaluated the same trainee 
very differently. It became evident in the interviews that C1, C2, and C5 worked with the same 
trainee but had different perceptions and evaluations of them. As for the evaluation of trainees’ 
Japanese language proficiency in Q10, the answers provided by C1, C2, and C5 show almost a 
complete contrast (see Table 6-1 below). C1 was strict as she only ticked “do not know/cannot tell” 
or “not good (at all)” for the trainees’ daily conversation level, not the level required to work as a 
nurse’s aide, at the time of the interview. She claimed that the trainees’ Japanese proficiency was 
far below the level of “お話できる [able to talk]” on their arrival at Hospital C. C1’s observation 
was that the trainees’ Japanese level was still not at a sufficient level to work as a nurse’s aide at the 
time of interview. C2’s response was similar to C1, as C2 recalled that the trainees could not 
                                               
50 The head of nursing at Hospital B said that there were some patients who told her not to send “帽子かぶった人 
[people who wear hats]” but as they talked to each other, patients became accustomed to the trainees.  
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communicate in Japanese at all on arrival. The trainees’ Japanese level was much lower than C2’s 
expectations. As for Q10, C2 limited her evaluation to the trainees’ Japanese proficiency in daily 
conversation only. In contrast to C1 and C2, C5 evaluated the trainees’ Japanese language 
proficiency fairly positively – “very good” or “good” for speaking, listening, and reading. C5’s 
comments regarding the trainee’s Japanese proficiency in the interview were also entirely positive. 
However, the reasons for C5’s evaluation are noteworthy. C5 evaluated the trainee’s listening as 
“very good” as the trainee was able to respond to what C5 said. Also, despite giving an answer of 
“not good” in the questionnaire, C5 evaluated the trainee’s writing as “good” in the interview as the 
trainee was practising writing patients’ names in kanji. What C1, C2, and C5 observed in the use of 
trainee’s Japanese language were similar. Nevertheless, how C1, C2, and C5 perceived them was 
significantly different. For C1 and C2, the trainee could do no more than respond to what they said. 
By contrast, C5 thought it was impressive that the trainee was able to respond to her instructions. I 
should note here that C1 and C2 are registered nurses and act as supervisors of the trainees, not just 
as colleagues, while C5 is a care worker and works with the trainees in pairs. Obviously, their 
expectation levels, based on their profession and role at work, affected their evaluation. This 
confirms that, as stated in Chapter 2, there may be conflicting norms and interests among 
employees depending on their status, language skills, and backgrounds (Fairbrother, 2015). 
Moreover, it is clear that both C1 and C2 show their strong sense of legitimacy and “authoritative 
positions” (Higgins, 2003, p. 640) in their workplace from which they judge the trainees’ Japanese.  
 
Table 6-1: C1, C2, and C5’s answers to Q10 (How do you evaluate the Japanese language 
proficiency of the trainee?)  
 Speaking Listening Reading Writing 
C1 Do not know / cannot tell Do not know / cannot tell Not good Not good at all 
C2 Not good Not good Not good Not good 
C5 Good Very good Good Not good* 
*Note that C5 contradicted this response in the interview that “上手でした [(the trainee’s writing) was good]” as 
having seen the trainee writing patients’ name in kanji. 
 
In addition to the seven Japanese co-workers, the three hospitals also showed diverse 
perceptions of the EPA nurse trainees. The purpose, circumstances of the trainees’ employment, and 
their way of treating the trainees, differed among the three hospitals, though some similarities were 
occasionally found. As observed by Angouri (2013) and Fairbrother (2015), it is not surprising that 
each participant (hospital) showed various perceptions, especially as they are situated on the micro-
level of the EPA scheme. However, it should be noted that each hospital’s perception of the scheme 
seems to largely affect the support system that they provide for both the trainees and Japanese staff. 
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In fact, Asato (2010) points out that polarisation of the support system of host hospitals in the EPA 
scheme is advancing. That is, some hospitals provide warm support while others do not. The results 
of interviews in this study support Asato’s assertion and demonstrate the importance of examining 
the differences amongs the hospitals and the relationship between the perception of the trainees and 
the support system. Further discussion regarding this issue will be presented in Chapter 7. 
I have thus far presented and analysed the interview results of the Japanese co-workers who 
are the focus of this study. Besides the interviews with these seven Japanese co-workers, I 
conducted interviews with other EPA scheme stakeholders in order to provide supporting data. The 
next section outlines the results of these interviews.   
6.3 Other interviews 
Besides the Japanese co-workers, I interviewed a total of 14 personnel at the three hospitals: the 
deputy administration manager, one Japanese language teaching staff member, and three nurse 
trainees (one Filipino and two Indonesian trainees) at Hospital A; the EPA manager, two heads of 
nursing, one Japanese language teaching staff member and two Indonesian nurse trainees at 
Hospital B; and the head of nursing and two section chief nurses at Hospital C. Although the 
interviews with these 14 participants provide supplementary data in this study, they also contribute 
further detail and insight into the perceptions and experiences of the Japanese co-workers, who are 
the focus of this study. In particular, the interviews with the hospital/EPA managers reveal the 
hospitals’ policies regarding employment of the EPA nurse trainees, management of the workplace 
with the trainees, language management of the workplace, and support systems for both the trainees 
and Japanese staff. The interviews with the EPA nurse trainees provide a glimpse of the 
communication between the Japanese co-workers and the trainees from a different viewpoint – that 
of the trainees. This part is divided into two sections – the persons concerned with the hospitals 
(i.e., the deputy administration manager, Japanese language teaching staff member, EPA manager, 
heads of nursing, section chief nurses) and EPA nurse trainees – to present the results of 14 
interviews. Both sections are organised according to topics that emerged during the interviews.  
6.3.1 Other hospital personnel 
The interview results of persons concerned with the hospitals are organised into three topics: 
purpose and circumstances of the trainees’ employment, support system and workplace 
management with the trainees, and intention of employing further trainees. 
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Purpose and circumstances of the trainees’ employment 
The circumstances of the trainees’ employment interestingly demonstrate a similarity among the 
three hospitals despite the existence of various differences, such as the hospital type and origins. 
Hospital A began employing EPA nurse trainees because of a decision made by the chairman of the 
medical corporation, under which Hospital A is run as a subsidiary. The chairman was a board 
member of several medical-related associations, from which he proposed the employment of the 
EPA nurse trainees. Hospital B also began to participate as a response to the chairman’s 
encouragement. The chairman was a board member of a nationwide hospital association, which 
prompted him decide to employ the EPA nurse trainees. The chairman consulted with the EPA 
manager and the head of nursing of Hospital B about employing the EPA nurse trainees only after 
he had made the initial decision. As mentioned in Chapter 3, Hospital C operates under the umbrella 
of a social welfare organisation, which originally became involved with the employment of the EPA 
nurse trainees as an entire organisation.51 The headquarters of the organisation therefore firstly 
asked all subordinate hospitals for a show of hands to indicate their intention to employ EPA nurse 
trainees. Hospital C did not make a bid in the first round but was directly entreated to do so later 
from higher up in the organisation. The point in common among the three hospitals is that the 
chairman in each hospital (who is likely to be connected to Japanese government bodies) has 
rigorously worked for each hospital’s decision to employ EPA nurse trainees. The hospitals 
themselves originally held relatively passive attitudes regarding the trainees’ employment. 
Irrespective of the chairman’s decision to employ the EPA nurse trainees, all three hospitals 
viewed their employment as a contribution to society. The chairman of Hospital B explicitly 
instructed the EPA manager to manage the trainees with this aim as well as to promote international 
goodwill, not to make up for labour shortages. Hospital C’s reason was to contribute to international 
society and international exchange. The head of nursing explained that hospital would be unable to 
make a substantial social contribution without being involved in a scheme such as the EPA. So far, 
this demonstrates the reach of the MHLW’s objectives for the EPA scheme among all three 
hospitals - the scheme is not promoted as a response to labour shortages in the medical field. 
However, all three hospitals did mention their views and strategies regarding labour shortages and 
its relationship to the employment of the EPA nurse trainees. 
Hospitals A and B are already facing a labour shortage and always have job vacancies. 
Therefore, Hospitals A and B hope that trainees will stay and work if they pass the national nursing 
exam, even though the initial employment of the trainees was not a means of supplementing the 
                                               
51 The social welfare organisation to which Hospital C is subordinate includes around 100 medical institutions 
throughout Japan. 
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labour shortage. Both hospitals foresee further serious labour shortages in the near future partly 
because of their small size as a hospital. This makes the employment of foreigners a realistic option. 
That is, the similar circumstances and situation of labour shortages for both Hospitals A and B led 
them to commence employment of the trainees. Moreover, the employment of the trainees is clearly 
a test case for the future employment of foreign nurses for both Hospital A and B.52 Hospital C, in 
contrast, has not yet been confronted with a labour shortage. Notwithstanding this, the hospital also 
anticipates a future labour shortage in the medical field, generally, and the need for the employment 
of foreign nurses. In fact, as will be mentioned later, Hospital C sets one of the goals for the 
employment of the trainees as being the return of the trainees when the labour shortage becomes 
more critical in future. Thus, no matter what the hospitals’ circumstances or situations, and even if 
the hospitals hold up social contribution as their reason to employ the trainees, it is certain that the 
EPA scheme more or less plays a role as a test case for future foreign labour employment in all 
three hospitals.   
Despite the hospitals’ similar circumstances and situations when commencing the trainees’ 
employment, one significant difference was their operating and managing of the employment 
(especially between Hospitals A and B). The most obvious observable difference related to the 
support systems put in place for the trainees. This difference seems to originate from how the 
individual hospitals generally treated the trainees. Hospital A constantly emphasised its expectation 
that the trainees pass the exam and become nurses. In contrast, Hospital B went further in terms of 
offering the trainees support. Hospital B treats trainees like family, is interested in their having 
better futures through their improved Japanese abilities; and the hospital has become a good bridge 
between Japan and the trainees’ home countries. Hospital A simply emphasises the EPA scheme 
where the objectives are for the trainees to pass the exam, whereas Hospital B emphasises the 
trainees, their careers, and their lives. Hospital C takes a similar stance to that of Hospital B in 
terms of its treatment of the trainees. Hospital C’s ultimate aim when employing trainees is that 
they go home with a good impression of Japan. The hospital hopes that the trainees will return to 
Japan when the labour shortage becomes more critical in future, and therefore sees it as vital that 
they have positive memories of being well looked after in Japan. They farewell their trainees as 
though they are sending their own children away. Thus, despite having similar reasons for initially 
employing the trainees, the way the hospitals later treat their trainees can differ significantly. These 
differences also seem to substantially affect the support system for the trainees, which will be 
explained later in this section.   
                                               
52 The chairman of Hospital B ordered the EPA manager to investigate other routes of employment for foreign nurses.  
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As demonstrated in Chapter 4, the matching process is one of the features of the EPA 
scheme. The scheme allows hospitals to nominate their preferred trainees and each hospital has 
their own selection policy. Hospital A has predominantly hired male trainees. Thirteen of their 
trainees were male and only two were female, even though the hospital denied any gender 
preference. Hospital C requested young female trainees. When asked, the head of nursing responded 
that this was “because the hospital is where we look after the patients, we cannot imagine the nurses 
being male.” Hospital B has also always requested female trainees due to the chairman’s preference, 
also stipulating that it seeks unmarried trainees only. The EPA manager could not explain the 
chairman’s preference for female trainees; however, the manager told me that the hospital now 
requests unmarried female trainees only as there is a higher chance that the trainees will quit work 
and go home if they have family in their home country, a trend Hospital B has observed in the past. 
Thus, it is evident that each hospital requests trainees based on their beliefs, experience, and 
situation. In most cases, the reasons for their particular requests are not justifiable. Vogt (2018) also 
points out the difficulties of matching male trainees with Japanese employers in the predominantly 
female nursing sector in Japan. As discussed in Chapter 4, JICWELS clearly states that gender 
discrimination is prohibited when hospitals are requesting trainees during the matching process. 
However, none of the hospitals seem to consider this restriction, which makes it policy in writing 
only. Chapter 4 also indicated the unfairness of the matching process from the hospital’s standpoint. 
However, another point of unfairness emerged as an issue in the interviews: unfairness towards 
small, rural, or regional hospitals – something of particular concern to Hospital B.  
Support system and workplace management with the trainees 
The support systems for and workplace management of the trainees were completely different 
amongst the three hospitals. In Hospital A, support for the trainees is entirely dependent on one 
Japanese staff member. She seems to do everything for the trainees by herself, including Japanese 
language teaching, daily life support, and mediation with the trainees and supervisors. She 
explained that she was appointed to the position by the head of nursing when Hospital A began 
employing the trainees, as she cannot perform fully as a registered nurse due to a physical disability. 
My impression from the interview was that Hospital A almost imposed the position on her and that 
she accepted it reluctantly. She seemed to have unlimited complaints about the trainees and the 
scheme. Hospital A provides the least support for the trainees in terms of Japanese language 
support. Six trainees, who were working at the time of the interviews, are divided into two groups 
and these groups study with the teacher on alternate days for around 50 mins after work. That is, a 
trainee works for eight hours every day and is given a Japanese language lesson every second day, 
giving the trainees two to three hours of Japanese language study at Hospital A per week.  
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At Hospital B, the EPA manager takes charge of everything concerning the trainees. The 
manager is a registered nurse, but after being appointed EPA manager by the chairman, he has 
focused on this role. A point of difference at Hospital A is that the manager involves a number of 
other Japanese staff in the support program for the trainees. For example, the trainees work in the 
morning and are allocated study time from 13:30 each day. The trainees study independently until 
15:00 and a teacher assists them between 15:00 and 17:00. The teachers are different almost every 
day in Hospital B. One Japanese teacher was appointed from the hospital’s Japanese staff. This 
person has some English ability and works as care worker in Hospital B’s affiliated nursing home. 
Besides this Japanese teacher, who teaches conversational Japanese, approximately 20 other 
Japanese staff teach more specialised Japanese for the national nursing exam. B2 was one of these 
staff members. Hospital B also employs a woman whose husband is from Indonesia, and this family 
has been a huge help especially in providing for the trainees’ everyday life and mental support. 
Hospital C advertised for a Japanese teacher for the trainees when employment commenced 
and hired a local person who had lived in Indonesia to help with the trainees’ Japanese study. In 
addition, four Japanese nursing staff, who are also qualified school nurses, were chosen to teach the 
trainees as preparation for the national nursing exam. While the trainees study for the exam with 
these Japanese staff members, this Japanese teacher occasionally visits Hospital C and helps by 
explaining and translating some words and phrases. This system of employing a Japanese teacher 
and four exam teachers was only implemented in the second year of the trainees’ employment 
because the trainees had not coped well without organised support during the first year. In addition 
to studying at the hospital, the trainees from Hospital C also voluntarily attend Japanese language 
lessons provided free of charge by the local municipal international centre. In summary, the amount 
of time the trainees are given to study Japanese at hospitals and the support systems therein are 
completely different among the three hospitals. However, one commonality is that none of the 
hospitals employ professional Japanese teachers for their trainees. Hospital staff at Hospitals A and 
B, and a local Japanese person who can speak Indonesian, play the role of Japanese language 
teacher.  
With regard to the support for Japanese staff, all of the hospitals conduct study meetings 
prior to the trainees’ arrival. This study meeting for Japanese staff is compulsory for hospitals 
participating in the scheme. The meeting covers general information about the trainees’ home 
country, native language, religion, customs, and so on. The study meetings that were carried out in 
the three hospitals seemed to be very similar and were only conducted in one session.  
A potential issue in terms of the Japanese staff’s perception of the trainees has been a sense 
of unfairness as the trainees do not work as long as Japanese staff owing to their study 
commitments; yet their salaries are equal to or may even be higher than theirs. All of the managers 
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answered that there is no sense of unfairness amongst the Japanese staff about the trainees. This is 
because the trainees are here to study (originally stated in Japanese by Hospital A), Japanese staff 
know that they are trainees in the EPA scheme (originally stated in Japanese by Hospital B), and 
Japanese staff recognise the trainees are exception (originally stated in Japanese by Hospital C). 
Interestingly, the practice of “Othering” by managers is much more direct and distinctive compared 
to that of the Japanese co-workers I interviewed. That is, the managers’ view is that there is no 
sense of unfairness amongst Japanese staff in the hospital as the Japanese staff all recognise that the 
EPA nurse trainees are different and exceptions.  
Opinion about the EPA scheme and to employ future trainees 
It is the unanimous opinion of the host hospitals that they have been overburdened by the EPA 
scheme. The host hospitals endure financial burden, are overloaded in terms of providing office 
work and providing life support for the trainees, their work training and Japanese language training, 
with almost no support from JICWELS. Needless to say, all three hospitals were disgruntled and 
critical regarding this situation. The word “負担 [burden]” was repeated a number of times during 
the interviews with other hospital personnel.  
Moreover, the managers of Hospitals A and B suggested the same new idea for the EPA 
scheme: to set a minimum number of years for the trainees to stay and work in their allocated host 
hospital after passing the exam. Hospitals dedicate so much time to the trainees for three years that 
they do not want the trainees to leave the hospital straight after passing the exam, which is 
technically allowed in the current scheme. Despite their support of this suggestion for the EPA 
scheme, the managers of Hospitals A and B told me something contradictory after the interviews. 
The manager of Hospital A said that they do not need to look after the trainees any once they have 
passed the exam as they then become independent nurses. This is technically true in the current 
scheme. However, it also became more than obvious during the interviews with the Japanese co-
workers that the trainees’ Japanese proficiency is not sufficient for the role of registered nurse and 
that they would still require considerable support even after passing the exam. Hospital B was 
unique among the host hospitals in that it has already prepared a support system for the time when 
the trainees work as registered nurses. I should note here that at the time of the interviews in 2013 
this was not a much recognised issue. However, as the number of trainees who have passed the 
exam has increased, the quality of EPA nurses and lack of hospital support have gradually attracted 
public attention. In fact, the difficulties that trainees face staying in Japan and the many recent 
returnees mentioned in Chapter 1 could be discussed in relation to this issue – (i.e., the lack of 
hospital support for the EPA nurses after exam success). 
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I also asked the managers about their intentions regarding future employment of the EPA 
nurse trainees. On the one hand, Hospitals A and B intend to continue employing trainees each year. 
Hospital B had applied to employ its first intake of Vietnamese trainees for the following year. 
However, the manager was not optimistic and suggested that Hospital B would have no chance to 
get Vietnamese trainees by JICWELS matching due to the limited number of available Vietnamese 
trainees and the small size and location of the hospital.53 On the other hand, Hospital C does not 
intend to employ any more EPA nurse trainees. The hospital employed two Indonesian trainees in 
the first year of the EPA scheme but has not employed any since. The manager of Hospital C added 
that they will employ more trainees if required, but the remark sounded as though it was prompted 
by a sense of obligation.  
This section has summarised the results of interviews with other hospital personnel. I 
examined the purpose and circumstances surrounding the trainees’ employment, the support 
systems and workplace management, and intentions regarding future employment of trainees. The 
following section moves on to interviews with a few EPA nurse trainees. 
6.3.2 EPA nurse trainees 
Three trainees were interviewed at Hospital A (hereafter TA1, TA2, and TA3). As introduced in 
Chapter 3, Hospital A began to employ EPA nurse trainees in 2008 and has employed trainees 
every year since then. There were six trainees at the hospital at the time of the interviews – four 
from Indonesia and two from the Philippines. The total number of trainees the hospital has 
employed is 13, but none of these has passed the national nursing exam. Because they were unable 
to pass the exam within the government-mandated period, seven trainees had already returned home 
at the time of the interviews. Hospital B also began to employ EPA nurse trainees in 2008, and has 
had trainees every year since. Two Indonesian and two Filipino trainees at this hospital have already 
returned home, including one who passed the Japanese national nursing exam. Two Indonesian 
trainees at the hospital at the time of the interviews were interviewed (hereafter TB1 and TB2). This 
section explores the results of interviews with the trainees according to two topics: reasons for 
coming to Japan and EPA nurse trainees’ perception of the Japanese language. It was clearly that 
there were Japan-related reasons and non-Japan-related reasons for coming to Japan. The trainees 
viewed their Japanese study in terms of Japanese for the national nursing exam versus Japanese for 
other occasions; and textbook Japanese as opposed to practical Japanese. This section reveals the 
interview results and discussions in relation to these themes. 
                                               
53 In the first intake in 2014, 21 Vietnamese trainees arrived in Japan.  
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Reasons for coming to Japan  
The trainees were asked why they had applied for the EPA scheme and why they had come to 
Japan. The answers are briefly classified into two categories – Japan-related reasons and non-Japan-
related reasons.  
TA1 and TA3 provided Japan-related reasons: TA1 had always been interested in Japanese 
culture and technology, and TA3 chose to apply for the EPA scheme because unlike programs in 
other countries, it provided training before the commencement of work, such as Japanese language 
training. TA3 particularly emphasised the pre-work study/training, by repeating the word “勉強 
(study)” several times. These Japan-related factors suggest that Japanese culture and technology, in 
TA1’s case, contributed to their reasons for coming to Japan. In fact, like TA1, many nurse trainees 
have applied for the EPA scheme because of their interest in Japan and other Japan-related factors 
(see Hamzali 2011; Matsukawa & Morimoto, 2016). Furthermore, TA3’s response also suggests 
that Japanese language study was one reason he came to Japan. Hamzali (2011) also finds that 9% 
of 45 questionnaire respondents, who were all EPA nurse trainees and care workers, were motivated 
by a desire to practise Japanese language and increase their proficiency. Hamzali’s (2011) results 
and TA3’s response both confirm that the desire for Japanese language learning is an important 
factor in the trainees’ participation in the EPA scheme.  
TB1 and TB2’s responses were simple and clear. Although the peer effect of group 
interviews must be considered here, TB1 and TB2 both stated that they had come to Japan to secure 
a good income and gain experience. Achieving a good income is classified as a Japan-related reason 
here because it specifically refers to income that can be achieved in Japan. Experience, on the other 
hand, is classified as a non-Japan-related reason, so it is considered that TB1 and TB2 had both 
Japan-related and non-Japan-related reasons for applying for the EPA scheme. TA2 also cited 
experience as a reason for applying for the scheme. In the cases of TB1 and TB2, experience refers 
to the experience of working as a nurse (i.e., to further their careers). Even though this is a non-
Japan-related reason, for TB1 and TB2 it was accompanied by another reason – a good income – 
which is a Japan-related factor that prompted them to choose Japan over other countries. However, 
TA2’s case was different. The sole reason given by TA2 was to gain new experience, and he clearly 
stated that there was no reason he chose Japan in particular. Thus, the target country did not matter 
to TA2 as long as he could gain new experience. 
In summary, four of the five nurse trainees gave at least one Japan-related reason (i.e., a 
reason for choosing Japan in particular) for coming to work in Japan. These answers indicate the 
influence and effect of Japan-related factors on the EPA scheme, and suggest the potential of 
Japanese language as an important one of the factors. However, it should be noted that Japan is 
merely one of many work options for nurse trainees. Some may find Japan appealing because of 
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Japan-related factors but their needs could easily be satisfied by other options. In fact, TA1 already 
had experience working in Saudi Arabia before coming to Japan, TB1 talked about her plans to 
work in Germany after four or five years of working in Japan, and TB2 aspired to work in Saudi 
Arabia after her time in Japan. Obviously, Japan is a transit point for these trainees. This means that 
the effect of Japan-related factors is limited within the EPA scheme, especially in the long run, even 
though it was one of the reasons several of the nurse trainees came to Japan. Given that a number of 
the trainees left Japan even after gaining their nursing qualifications, the scheme has not been a 
success in terms of providing trainees with options and opportunities for staying in Japan.  
Japanese language for the national nursing exam vs other occasions 
Throughout the interviews, the trainees showed that they perceived Japanese language in binary 
terms, in two senses. The first binary was Japanese language for the national nursing exam and 
Japanese language for other occasions, including work. The second was textbook Japanese and 
practical Japanese. This section explores these two binaries and discusses how the trainees perceive 
the Japanese language and how these perceptions reflect the characteristics of the EPA scheme.  
In the binary comparison between Japanese language for the national nursing exam and 
Japanese for other occasions, the trainees’ disproportionate emphasis on Japanese language for the 
exam was most striking. All of the five trainees I interviewed showed almost the same attitude in 
this regard. Their disproportionate emphasis on Japanese for the exam was evident in a number of 
their responses. Firstly, it was obvious that some trainees saw the Japanese language used in the 
exam as the sole reason for their inability to pass the exam. At the time of interview, TA2 and TA3 
had taken the exam twice while TA1, TB1, and TB2 had taken it once. TA3 declared that the exam 
was not difficult in itself, but that because it was all in Japanese he did not understand the questions 
despite having the requisite nursing knowledge. TB1 also stated that Japanese language was the 
aspect that made the exam difficult. These examples highlight the trainees’ strong belief that they 
were unable to pass the exam because it is in Japanese and that they simply do not understand the 
language well enough. In other words, they believe that they would be able to pass the exam if it 
was not in Japanese. In fact, TA3 confidently asserted that he would have no problem passing the 
exam if it was in English or his own language. TB1 and TB2 concurred that if the exam was not in 
Japanese they would have been able to complete most of it based on the knowledge and experience 
they had obtained in Indonesia. While Japanese language may well be one of the factors responsible 
for the trainees’ low pass rate, there is room for further discussion regarding whether Japanese is in 
fact the major or only reason for the low pass rate.  
Kawaguchi et al. (2012) conducted an English version of the 98th national nursing exam, 
which was taken in February 2009 by 38 Filipino nurse trainees; only nine of them (23.7%) 
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achieved a pass mark. This result indicates that the low pass rate for the EPA nurse trainees is not a 
result of their Japanese proficiency level alone. The trainees’ perception of the Japanese used in the 
exam is therefore rather intriguing, and based heavily on assumptions. This strongly reflects the 
Japanese government’s perception of and stance towards the EPA scheme, which focuses heavily 
on the exam. As explained in Chapter 4, when none of the trainees passed the national nursing exam 
in 2009 at their first attempt, the Japanese government formed a team of experts in 2010 to conduct 
a review of the exam. Based on the results of this investigation, the Japanese government made 
some modifications to the 2010 national nursing exam, such as the inclusion of furigana for 
difficult kanji and English translations for disease names. A further review of the exam was 
conducted in 2012. As a result, furigana is now included for all kanji, not just the difficult ones, and 
the trainees are given more time than other candidates to complete the exam. The trainees 
interviewed were aware of these modifications and special provisions introduced by the Japanese 
government. However, TA1 and TB1 commented that “furigana provides the reading but not the 
meaning”, and this seems to be a common view among the trainees. In fact, the modifications to the 
exam have not significantly affected the pass rate. Nevertheless, no further action has been taken by 
the government since 2012, even though the initial modifications are still widely advertised as a 
sign of the government’s commitment to the scheme. Despite the rhetoric, this example clearly 
illustrates the government’s reluctance to accommodate the trainees’ needs.  
The trainees’ disproportionate emphasis on Japanese language for the exam also, 
conversely, results in their neglect of Japanese language for other occasions, especially work. This 
is illustrated by the fact that, when asked, none of the trainees mentioned any issues at work due to 
their Japanese language proficiency. It is possible that the trainees do not actually experience any 
language-related issues at work, especially as the scheme only allows them to work as nurses’ aides, 
who usually engage in more straightforward tasks than registered nurses. However, the contrast 
between the trainees’ perception of the Japanese used in the exam and at work is still significant – 
very difficult for the exam and no issues for work. This is difficult to believe since both relate to the 
medical field, so it is reasonable to assume that they use similar language. This contrast indicates 
the inappropriate nature of the national nursing exam, inappropriate workplace settings, or both. In 
other words, it suggests a need to investigate whether the exam accurately measures the ability to 
work as a registered nurse in Japan, and whether working as nurses’ aides at the beginning of the 
scheme provides appropriate training for the trainees, who are already qualified nurses in their 
home countries.  
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Textbook Japanese vs practical Japanese 
Another binary perceived by the trainees in relation to Japanese language is between textbook 
Japanese and practical Japanese. In the interview with TA1, TA2, and TA3, they talked about the 
contrast between the Japanese they learned before starting work and the Japanese they currently 
used at work. TB1 and TB2, on the other hand, told me about their two Japanese language classes, 
one of which was for the national nursing exam (hereafter textbook Japanese) and the other for 
daily Japanese (hereafter practical Japanese). The focus in this section is on the trainees’ perception 
of the Japanese used in their daily lives, including work.  
First of all, the trainees perceive the two types of Japanese very differently. TA2 expressed 
the view that they were different because the Japanese language he learned in training was “普通の
日本語 (normal Japanese)”. TB2 asserted that the two types of Japanese were “全然違います 
(totally different)” because the Japanese learned for the exam was “専門の言葉 (special/technical 
words)” and the Japanese for daily use was “方言がたくさん (a lot of dialects)”. Dialects seem to 
play a major part in trainees’ lives, especially at work. TA3 found it difficult to communicate with 
patients because many of them speak dialects. TA1 reported that some Japanese colleagues were 
easy to understand but others were not, depending on the frequency of their dialect use. TB1 joked 
that she had forgotten “普通の日本語 (normal Japanese)” because she always uses dialect at work. 
It is interesting that at Hospital B, which provides separate Japanese language classes for the exam 
and daily use, the Japanese used at work is seen to fall into the latter category, at least according to 
TB1 and TB2, even though the exam and trainees’ work are in the same field. This is another 
finding that calls into question the validity of the national nursing exam, as in this case it raises the 
question of whether or not the exam is a practical test of ability to work in the medical field.  
The second point here relates to the trainees’ positive attitude to dialects. Although the 
trainees were slightly confused at first by the clear differences between the Japanese they learned in 
training and regional dialects, this did not directly lead to a negative perception of dialects. In 
giving their response, quoted above, TB1 smiled and laughed frequently when discussing dialects. 
TB1 and TB2 even happily demonstrated some dialect phrases, which sounded fairly convincing, in 
terms of accent and intonation, even to me as someone who grew up with that dialect. This example 
demonstrates a positive aspect of the EPA scheme. These trainees started to learn Japanese from 
scratch under the scheme, and are now working in a local community in Japan and fluently using a 
Japanese regional dialect. The trainees enjoy their ability to communicate with colleagues and 
patients in dialect, after being given the opportunity to learn Japanese and work in a local 
community through the EPA scheme. Nevertheless, the scheme does not allow these trainees to stay 
and work in Japan if they do not pass the national nursing exam. In the near future, Japan is still 
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likely to need such trainees, who happily adapt to and accommodate Japanese society and offer their 
skills to local communities. However, the Japanese government persists with the requirement that 
trainees must pass the exam within three years. This lack of a long-term vision by the government 
means that the scheme misses a number of opportunities and wastes its considerable potential to be 
of benefit, not only to both countries, but also to individual trainees and the Japanese people. 
At the end of the interview at Hospital B, I asked one final question: what do you think 
about the new EPA scheme (that employs trainees from Vietnam, and requires an N3 level of JLPT 
before arrival)?  TB1 and TB2 both emphatically responded: “いいと思います (I think it is good)” 
(as it will make the national nursing exam easier for the Vietnamese trainees to pass). TB2 only 
half-jokingly added a particularly memorable comment. She observed that the Vietnamese would 
become good “seniors” and that they (the current trainees) would become “juniors” in the 
workplace (because she assumed the Vietnamese trainees’ Japanese would be superior to theirs). 
She concluded by saying that she can speak dialect while the Vietnamese trainees cannot. The pride 
TB2 takes in this achievement may be subtle, but it represents the benefit TB2 gained from the EPA 
scheme, which shows its great potential. What the Japanese government needs to do for these 
trainees is not place more pressure on them to pass the exam, but rather provide them with a wider 
range of future opportunities. 
6.4 Conclusion 
This chapter has presented the interview results along with an analysis and discussion. The 
interview results were organised into two parts: interviews with Japanese co-workers, and 
interviews with others. The interview results of the Japanese co-workers, which is the focus of this 
study, were discussed according to three themes: (1) EPA nurse trainees as nurse’s aides, (2) 
Japanese native-speakerism, and (3) dynamics of the participants’ perceptions of and language 
attitudes towards the communication with EPA nurse trainees. Firstly, it was revealed that working 
as nurse’s aides, as the EPA scheme requires, greatly limits trainees’ communication partners and 
contents. It also affects the Japanese co-workers’ evaluation of the trainees’ Japanese language 
proficiency. In all cases, the Japanese co-workers evaluated the trainees’ Japanese language 
proficiency as only good enough to work as nurse’s aides. In addition, supplementary interview 
data, presented in 6.3.2, revealed that working as nurse’s aides also affects the trainees’ perception 
of Japanese language.  
Secondly, the results indicated that Japanese native-speakerism is deeply rooted in an 
individual context. Japanese native-speakerism was represented in the ‘ownership’ of Japanese 
language shown by Japanese co-workers, who tended to victimise the Japanese language 
proficiency of the EPA nurse trainees in medical settings. It was evident that no matter how 
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positively or negatively the Japanese co-workers evaluated the trainees’ Japanese language 
proficiency, there still exists a strong sense of “ownership” of Japanese language. In addition, one 
of the NSJ’s comments showed their “ownership” of the communication setting – in expressing 
their belief that Japanese should be used in communication. Furthermore, unconscious Self and 
Other signals from the Japanese co-workers were observed in a number of remarks during the 
interviews. At a glance, the Japanese co-workers demonstrated a profound understanding of the 
differences in the trainees’ cultures, customs, and religions, which resulted in a clear boundary 
between Japanese co-worker Self and the trainee Other. In addition, the use of Japanese honorifics 
was noted in most of the Japanese co-workers’ interviews when referring to the trainees. This 
showed the existence of an unconscious boundary between the Japanese co-workers and the 
trainees, which overlaps with the boundary between Self and Other. Consequently, the embedded 
Japanese native-speakerism was clearly observed by Japanese co-workers who are not Japanese 
language teachers. This indicates that Japanese native-speakerism is deeply filtered into the 
subconscious of Japanese people, especially language lay-persons.  
Thirdly, the results of interviews with seven Japanese co-workers showed a range of 
dynamics in terms of perception of and language attitudes towards their communication with the 
trainees. This highlights the importance of investigating at the individual level, and supports other 
studies, such as those conducted by Angouri (2013) and Fairbrother (2015).   
The interview results of other hospital personnel involved in the EPA scheme were treated 
as supplementary data in this study. The interview results showed both similarities and differences 
among the three hospitals in terms of purpose and the circumstances of the trainees’ employment, 
the support systems and workplace management of trainees, and opinions regarding the EPA 
scheme and intention for future employment of the trainees. This is evidence that every hosting 
hospital has different circumstances, which also confirms the dynamics observed in terms of 
Japanese co-workers in the EPA scheme.   
 Secondly, the interview results of EPA nurse trainees highlighted the trainees’ reasons for 
participating in the EPA scheme and their perceptions of Japanese language. Most of the reasons 
were Japan-related, although there were apparent indications that Japan is a transit point for these 
trainees. Obviously, there is a gap between the Japanese government’s objectives for the scheme, in 
which trainees are expected to pass the exam and remain working in Japan, and these trainees’ 
intentions. Furthermore, the interview results showed that the trainees focus disproportionately on 
the exam and neglect the Japanese language they need at work. The trainees seem to perceive the 
Japanese language used at work as being easy and tend to neglect it when compared to Japanese 
used in the national nursing exam. This is another negative effect of the fact that the trainees begin 
working as nurse’s aides in the scheme, in addition to limiting trainees’ communication partners 
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and contents, as mentioned earlier. The Japanese government’s lack of long-term vision is also to 
blame.  
This concludes Chapter 6, which has explored the results and the analysis of the interviews. 
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by answering the research questions presented in Chapter 2.  
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 
From the perspective of LPP, this study has investigated Japanese co-workers’ view of their 
communication with foreign nurse trainees who came to working in Japan under the EPA scheme. 
Its focus, the trainees’ Japanese co-workers, are at the lowest level within the hierarchical structure 
of the EPA scheme. This study is among the first to discuss Japanese language education policy for 
EPA nurse trainees from the viewpoint of Japanese co-workers. Given the paucity of existing 
micro-level studies from the perspective of Japanese native speakers, especially in a LPP 
framework, this study contributes to understanding the importance of considering every stakeholder 
involved in the LPP. 
In contrast to existing studies into the hosting side of the EPA scheme, which have mostly 
surveyed the hospital managers, this study chose the trainees’ Japanese co-workers as its focus. The 
co-workers communicate with the trainees most often at work so have a significant impact on, and 
are in turn also affected by, the trainees’ work training and Japanese language learning. For this 
reason, the interviews with other hospital personnel, such as hospital managers, heads of nursing, 
and Japanese language teachers, were differentiated from the interviews with Japanese co-workers 
and used as supplementary data. With the Japanese co-workers as its focus, this study also 
examined the Japanese government’s documents related to the EPA scheme. As a result, this study 
includes a comparative discussion of the government’s intent and actual implementation of the EPA 
scheme.  
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 analysed the results of three different sets of data collected for this 
study. Chapter 4 examined how the objectives of the EPA scheme are represented in the official 
documents and highlighted the associated issues in order to uncover the Japanese government’s 
view of the scheme. Chapters 5 and 6 presented the results of the questionnaires completed by 34 
Japanese co-workers and follow-up interviews with seven of them, and analysed the results to 
reveal the implementation of the scheme from individual stakeholders’ perspectives. This chapter 
brings together these findings to answer the research questions. The limitations of the study are then 
discussed. The chapter concludes with a discussion of future perspectives of Japanese language 
education policy and planning for EPA nurse trainees and NNSJs in general as well as 
recommendations for future research.  
7.1 Answers to the research questions 
In this thesis, I posed three research questions: 
RQ1: How do Japanese co-workers perceive their communication with EPA nurse 
trainees? 
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RQ2: How do Japanese co-workers try to overcome the difficulties they encounter in their 
communication with the EPA nurse trainees?  
RQ3: How do the Japanese co-workers’ perceptions of their communication with the 
trainees reflect the government’s view of the EPA scheme? 
7.1.1 Research question 1 
How do the Japanese co-workers perceive their communication with EPA nurse trainees? 
 
The questionnaire results showed that the majority of the Japanese co-workers surveyed perceive 
their communication with the trainees as satisfactory (“very much satisfied” or “somewhat 
satisfied”). This result is similar to the results of Q10 on the speaking and listening ability of the 
trainees which was evaluated as “very good” or “good” by 70.6% of the Japanese co-workers. 
However, these results do not mean that there were no issues with the trainees’ Japanese language 
proficiency. The majority of the Japanese co-workers think that the trainees still need to improve 
their Japanese and the trainees’ Japanese language proficiency was the most frequently identified 
key issue at work. The interview results found that the reason for this contradiction was related to 
the fact that the trainees work as nurse’s aides. As explained in Chapter 4, until they pass the 
national nursing exam, the trainees are only permitted to work as nurse’s aides, despite being 
registered nurses in their home countries. The interview results revealed that the Japanese co-
workers were satisfied with their communication with the trainees as nurse’s aides, and evaluated 
their Japanese language proficiency (speaking and listening) as good, but they did not consider the 
trainees’ Japanese to be of a suitable standard for them to work as registered nurses in the future.   
Moreover, it was clear from the interviews that the Japanese co-workers view the EPA nurse 
trainees as temporary guests rather than colleagues. While Vogt (2018) also similarly argues that 
the EPA trainees “are treated as guest workers rather than welcomed as new members of society” 
(p. 51) by analysing the EPA scheme from the perspective of policy design, this study has come to 
the same conclusion from the finding of grounded Japanese native-speakerism in Japanese co-
workers, which was discussed from the view point of two practices: Japanese language ownership 
and “Othering”. Firstly, discourse analysis of the interview results showed that no matter how 
positively the Japanese co-workers evaluated the trainees’ Japanese, there still exists a strong sense 
of ownership of Japanese language. For example, B1 responded that the trainees’ Japanese did not 
need to improve further as there are words that are difficult even for NSJs. This comment implies 
assumption that NSJs alone can acquire a professional level of Japanese, so the trainees, who are 
NNSJs, do not need or will not be able to acquire this level. In this comment, the Japanese language 
is clearly owned only by NSJs. Secondly, there was a clear dichotomy between the Japanese co-
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workers and the trainees in terms of the Japanese co-workers’ comments regarding the trainees and 
surrounding issues in the interviews. Expressions such as “I don’t think cultural difference was an 
issue because we learned about them (in advance)” (C4), “they are the EPA nurse trainees (so 
different from us)” (B1), and “it must be them who find it really hard to work in Japan (not us)” 
(C3) show a clear dichotomy between Self and Other: the Japanese co-workers and the trainees. In 
addition, distinctive use of Japanese honorifics was picked up in the interviews when Japanese co-
workers talked about the trainees, which I argued are signs of Japanese co-workers treating the 
trainees as guests. 
As such, the Japanese co-workers’ perceptions of their communication with the EPA nurse 
trainees are closely related to the trainees’ status, both as nurse’s aides and as NNSJs. The Japanese 
co-workers perceive their communication with the trainees as relatively positive because the 
trainees are nurse’s aides who do not engage in complicated tasks which require a high level of 
Japanese, and because the trainees are NNSJs, whom Japanese co-workers assume will not acquire 
a high level of Japanese. Put another way, the Japanese co-workers do not think the trainees are able 
to work as registered nurses with their current Japanese language proficiency. Furthermore, even if 
the trainees pass the national nursing exam, they would not be readily accepted as colleagues by 
their Japanese co-workers because the trainees are NNSJs, who are categorised as others and 
differentiated from NSJ colleagues by the Japanese co-workers. Thus, the Japanese co-workers’ 
positive perception of their communication with the trainees is an indicator that they regard the 
trainees as temporary guests. In fact, the host hospitals are the same in the sense that they can 
manage employing the trainees only because of the short-term nature of their stay. The head of 
nursing at Hospital C clearly stated that they could manage to look after the trainees because “they 
were here [Hospital C] for three years”. 
Despite these factors, there are two signs of improved communication between the Japanese 
co-workers and trainees in the future. Firstly, from the results of the questionnaire, I hypothesised 
that there may be some additional factors at play because some Japanese co-workers remained 
dissatisfied with their communication with the trainees despite having evaluated the trainees’ 
Japanese as very good. The analysis of the interview results in Chapter 6 could not aid in 
identifying these factors, but it is noteworthy that during the interviews, some Japanese co-workers 
reflected on their communication with the trainees with a sense of regret. They expressed their 
feelings about their past communication with the trainees in terms of what they should or could 
have done in terms of communication strategies. For example, they indicated that they could have 
asked if the trainees were ok more frequently. It is noteworthy that the Japanese co-workers are 
aware that they can and ought to contribute to effective communication as much as the trainees.  
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Secondly, in Chapter 2, I discussed that one type of Japanese native-speakerist practice is 
seen in the rigid correctness of the Japanese language observed in Japanese society. Thus, when I 
found that the majority of Japanese co-workers only sometimes corrected the trainees’ Japanese 
mistakes from the questionnaire results, it was not initially clear whether it is because of co-
workers’ indifference towards the trainees (by treating them as guests) or tolerance towards the 
trainees’ Japanese mistakes. The questionnaire results revealed that most of the Japanese co-
workers only occasionally corrected the trainees’ Japanese mistakes. The interview results found 
that none of the interviewees were concerned about the trainees’ Japanese mistakes as long as they 
did not significantly affect the overall meaning. Some of the Japanese co-workers explained that 
they correct the trainees’ Japanese mistakes only when miscommunication could be life-threatening 
for patients. It should be noted that communication between Japanese co-workers and trainees 
occurs not in a Japanese language classroom but in the workplace, where people are usually busy. 
This workplace situation may affect the frequency of correcting Japanese mistakes; in other words, 
the Japanese co-workers may have been too busy to correct every mistake made by the trainees. 
And yet, perhaps unconsciously, the Japanese co-workers’ acceptance of Japanese language 
proficiency of the NNSJs has increased thanks to their experience of working with the trainees in 
medical settings. This type of first but very rich experience of working and communicating with 
foreigners for Japanese co-workers is an example of the hidden benefits that Japanese society 
derives from the EPA scheme through the Japanese co-workers. 
7.1.2 Research question 2 
How do Japanese co-workers try to overcome the difficulties they encounter in their communication 
with the EPA nurse trainees?  
 
According to the questionnaire results, on the one hand, the Japanese co-workers employ a variety 
of strategies to communicate with the EPA nurse trainees, such as talking slowly, using non-verbal 
communication, using easy vocabulary, and repeating words. The interview results further 
confirmed that the Japanese co-workers are acutely aware of their own strategies. On the other 
hand, the difficulties that the Japanese co-workers encounter in their communication with the 
trainees are not always able to be solved by these kinds of above-mentioned strategies. For 
example, C1 related an episode of the trainee not understanding “襷 [a cord used to tuck up the 
sleeves of a kimono]” that is usually used for postoperative care in Japan. C1 had no idea how to 
explain the concept because she was not sure if the trainee’s misunderstanding was limited to the 
Japanese word “襷”, or whether they were confused about its application as a loose belt for 
postoperative care in Japanese medical practice. C2 also expressed her distress about her 
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communication with the trainees regarding the fact that she was not informed about the trainee’s 
Japanese language proficiency in advance—namely, how limited the trainee’s Japanese language 
proficiency would be when they arrived at the hospital. C2 repeatedly criticised the lack of advance 
information regarding the trainees.    
As such, it is clear from the survey that the Japanese co-workers apply a variety of strategies 
in their communication with the trainees but there are a number of difficulties that cannot be 
managed with these communication strategies alone. As a result, the Japanese co-workers have 
found it difficult to be being positive and confident about their communication with the trainees. 
Namely, they often worry if their communication with the trainees is of a satisfactory standard. One 
of the reasons for this concern was the Japanese co-workers’ limited experience of communicating 
with NNSJs. The questionnaire participants’ background information revealed that the majority of 
the Japanese co-workers had no experience of communicating with NNSJs in any form. As a result, 
the Japanese co-workers did not have personal experiences to rely on in order to gauge if their 
communication with the trainees was of an appropriate standard. The other reason for the Japanese 
co-workers’ low confidence about their communication with the trainees is the lack of formal 
governmental and institutional support. As discussed in Chapter 4 and the interviews with hospital 
managers in Chapter 6, host hospitals have to organise a pre-employment meeting for Japanese 
staff, focusing on the cultures and religions of the trainees’ countries. This meeting is usually 
conducted as a one-off meeting based on the topics that JICWELS provides, as was the case of all 
three hospitals in this study. As a result, newer Japanese staff at host hospitals, who for example 
started working after the trainees’ employment, would not have had a chance to attend the meeting. 
The meeting does not cover such information regarding communication with trainees which could 
help or support the Japanese co-workers to communicate with the trainees. Thus, the Japanese co-
workers, who communicate with the trainees on a daily basis, fall victim to the lack of institutional 
support, which is also rooted in the lack of governmental support. This is a glimpse of the 
hierarchical problem of the EPA scheme and the lack of governmental support for the hosting side.  
With regard to the hierarchical problems of the scheme, the interview results highlighted 
two cases for discussion. Firstly, C1 (a Japanese co-worker) and some of her colleagues started to 
study the trainees’ first language (Indonesian in this case) before the trainees’ arrival. This is a good 
example of individual “pre-interaction language management” introduced by Nekvapil and 
Sherman (2009). Secondly, C5 explained her communication strategy of trying to ask the 
corresponding Indonesian words and utilising written communication with a prepared notebook 
when she communicates with the trainees. What is noteworthy in these two cases is not whether 
these strategies were successful, but that C1 and C5 actively tried to apply their own 
communication strategies rather than relying solely on the trainees’ Japanese language 
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improvement. These kinds of practices by Japanese co-workers should be encouraged and 
supported by the hospitals. However, I note that neither of them could continue their practices. C1 
and her colleagues gave up their Indonesian study upon realising it would be too difficult for them 
to become fluent. C5 no longer has any opportunity to utilise these strategies as she no longer works 
with the trainees due to a change in hospital policy to stop employing further EPA nurse trainees. I 
argue that these are the unfortunate results indicating the lack of institutional support in the EPA 
scheme. C1could have continued her Indonesian study if she had received support or 
encouragement from the hospital, such as an organised Indonesian study group; and C5 would not 
have lost the chance to work with the trainees if the hospital had a long-term strategy in place 
regarding the employment of the trainees. Furthermore, this type of institutional support for 
Japanese co-workers could have been realised much more easily if host hospitals received more 
support from the government through JICWELS. Thus, C1 and C5’s cases reveal the lack of 
synergistic effects of government, institutions, and individuals due to the hierarchical problem of 
support lacking in the EPA scheme. 
7.1.3 Research question 3 
How does the Japanese co-workers’ perceptions of their communication with the trainees reflect 
the government’s view of the EPA scheme? 
 
The Japanese co-workers’ perceptions of their communication with the trainees, which were 
discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, do reflect the government’s view of the EPA scheme, which was 
examined in Chapter 4. I would like to discuss how these are related to each other in three aspects in 
this section.  
Firstly, as discussed in Chapter 6 and the answers to the RQ1 and RQ2, one of the most 
striking findings of this study is the deep-rooted Japanese native-speakerism of the Japanese co-
workers. The Japanese native-speakerism of the Japanese co-workers was found in ownership of the 
Japanese language and “Othering” practice. With these Japanese native-speakerist practices, the 
Japanese co-workers treat trainees as temporary guests rather than colleagues. In examining the 
government’s view of the scheme in Chapter 4, I discovered similar practices. One example is the 
presentation of the scheme objectives in the MHLW resources. Both resources I examined – the 
MHLW Notice and the MHLW website, clearly state that the EPA scheme is an exception to other 
Japanese foreign labour policy. Another example is the government’s special consideration, such as 
adding furigana or giving extra time only to the EPA nurse trainees and not other foreign workers or 
NNSJs, as in the case of the national nursing exam. The Japanese government’s intention with the 
exceptional and special treatment of the scheme is to differentiate the scheme from other 
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immigration policies in Japan, emphasising that the scheme is not a response to labour shortages. 
And yet treating the scheme as an exception reflects the Japanese co-workers’ perception of the 
trainees (i.e., viewing them as guests). I argue that treating the scheme as an exception at the 
government level and treating the trainees as guests at an individual level limit the potential of the 
EPA scheme to serve as a test case of future immigration policy for Japan, as its applicability is 
extremely narrow.   
Secondly, the Japanese co-workers’ perception of the trainees, as guests rather than 
colleagues, reflects another aspect of the Japanese government’s view of the scheme – lack of long-
term vision. The Japanese co-workers perceive their communication with the trainees relatively 
positively only because the trainees work as nurse’s aides, which most likely means a stay in Japan 
of no longer than three years. The Japanese government’s lack of long-term vision was highlighted 
in Chapter 4 by examples such as frequent policy changes to the Japanese language training in the 
scheme and ineffective modifications to the national nursing exam, which only aimed at increasing 
the pass rate of the exam. 
Thirdly, as explained in Chapter 4, multiple Japanese ministries – namely, METI, MOFA, 
and MHLW, are involved in the EPA scheme. From the document analysis of three resources 
regarding the scheme – Annex 10 (original treaty document of the EPA scheme), the MHLW 
Notice published by the MHLW (which addressed the heads of local government and the local 
directors of health, labour, and welfare in relation to the operational aspects of the guidelines), and 
the MHLW website (which provides overview of the scheme to future host hospitals), I discovered 
that the scheme objectives are presented differently in each resource. The general objectives of the 
EPA scheme are simple and clear in Annex 10: the scheme is designed for trainees to pass the 
national nursing exam in Japan and obtain a qualification. In contrast, the MHLW Notice and 
website published by the MHLW, which works most closely with the host hospitals that are the 
operational providers of the scheme, clearly state, as a part of the scheme’s objectives, that the 
scheme is an exception to Japanese foreign labour policy and not a response to labour shortages in 
the Japanese medical field. I have argued that this is because each ministry, which is situated a level 
lower than the macro-level government level, has different concerns, needs, and agendas according 
to their positions and role within the scheme. In fact, Chapter 4 also mentioned that the specialised 
fields of each ministry affect not only their interpretations of the scheme objectives but also their 
non-unified opinion of the scheme. Even prior to the scheme’s commencement, METI has been in 
support of the scheme, believing in its benefits to the Japanese economy. MOFA and the MHLW, 
however, have not supported the scheme due to their concerns regarding its consistency with other 
foreigners in accordance with the Japanese government’s foreign labour policy and its negative 
impact on Japanese nurses and hospitals.  
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As such, the ministries that are involved in the EPA scheme have their own views about the 
scheme, and consequently, host hospitals often receive contradictory messages from each ministry. 
During the interviews, the head of nursing at Hospital C indicated that she was unsure if the hospital 
should focus on training and teaching the trainees for the exam, which is the scheme’s general 
objectives, or if it should simply provide the trainees with a good experience during their time in 
Japan. In this case, the head of nursing at Hospital C obviously did not receive a clear message from 
the government regarding how host hospitals are expected to employ trainees in the EPA scheme. 
This kind of confusion would only enhance hospitals’ negative view of employing the trainees. 
Furthermore, as answered in RQ2, the Japanese co-workers experience a lack of confidence in their 
communication with the trainees and often doubt if it is to a satisfactory standard. I have argued that 
this is partly due to the lack of institutional support, which is also rooted in the lack of 
governmental support. I further argue here that the lack of governmental support for the host 
hospitals stems from the Japanese government’s unclear standpoint, which subordinates multiple 
ministries which in turn hold different views towards the scheme. Because there are no clear unified 
messages from the government as to why the trainees are in Japan, what they are supposed to do at 
Japanese hospitals, and what the hospitals and Japanese co-workers should expect of them, the 
Japanese co-workers are forced to rely on their own instincts and experiences when communicating 
with trainees. As a result, the Japanese co-workers lose confidence and begin to question their 
communication with the trainees.  
This study has focused on the Japanese co-workers of the EPA nurse trainees and, by 
including supplementary data, also examined other stakeholders in the scheme, such as ministries of 
the Japanese government and hospital personnel, including managers, trainees’ supervisors, 
Japanese language teachers, and the trainees themselves. The scheme does not appear to be 
functioning well despite its great potential and there are few promising signs for the future in the 
sense that the scheme fails to satisfy the needs of any of its stakeholders. The trainees’ low pass rate 
and the number of returnees who have actually passed the exam do not meet the Japanese 
government’s expectations. Hospital managers are in a dilemma created by the hospital chairmen 
who make the decisions related to employing the trainees and other hospital workers. Similarly, the 
trainees’ supervisors, who are usually senior nurses, are caught in a complex relationship with the 
hospital managers (bosses), Japanese co-workers (subordinates), and the trainees. This pressured 
position makes the supervisors feel that the employment of the EPA nurse trainees is a burden as it 
creates more work for them. The trainees’ Japanese language teachers are appointed randomly from 
personnel inside and outside of the hospital according to each hospital’s circumstances. Since the 
Japanese language education of the trainees is left to each host hospital, this yields amateur 
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Japanese language teachers who are typically anxious about their roles.54 The trainees are, needless 
to say, under huge pressure to pass the exam in a limited time while enduring the underrated work 
they are allowed to engage in. 
Despite its great potential, the scheme has fallen into the vicious spiral of depriving the 
stakeholders of a number of opportunities. First of all, due to the bureaucratic constraints of the 
traineeship, which gives trainees three years to pass the exam and only allows them to work as 
nurse’s aides until they pass, the scheme is extremely constrained for the trainees. It limits trainees’ 
communication partners and content in the workplace, depriving them of opportunities to learn a 
more professional level of Japanese, and not allowing them to improve their skills as nurses or to 
build rapport with all types of Japanese co-workers. The scheme also encourages Japanese co-
workers to see the trainees as guests. The host hospitals and Japanese co-workers can employ, 
accept, and manage the trainees only because their stay is usually temporary (in reality, not many 
pass the exam). It should be noted again that the government’s objectives for the scheme, which are 
for the trainees to pass the exam rather than simply allowing them to work in Japanese hospitals, 
clearly sends the message that the trainees are special and different from other foreign workers; and 
this also affects the Japanese co-workers’ perceptions. As such, the hospitals and Japanese co-
workers lose an opportunity to acquire experience working with NNSJs by being committed to 
work as colleagues. Furthermore, the scheme extinguishes any desire on the part of the trainees to 
study or work in Japan beyond the allocated three years. Given that the trainees who were 
interviewed in this study view Japanese regional dialects positively and successfully identify 
themselves as local community members by communicating in these dialects, automatically sending 
them home after three years results in a major loss for Japan. Japan misses out on an opportunity to 
create a future labour force and is unable to take advantage of the EPA scheme by making 
preparatory steps to structure Japanese language teaching policy for future foreign labour.  
7.2 Limitations of the study 
Some anticipated and unanticipated outcomes of the data collection have brought out this study’s 
limitations. Firstly, the number of participant hospitals and Japanese co-workers involved was 
limited. I made the conscious decision to conduct the surveys only in the Kyushu area of Japan due 
to time and financial restrictions, which resulted in 34 completed questionnaires being returned 
                                               
54 As mentioned in Chapter 6, Hospital A appointed one of the Japanese nurses with a disability as the trainees’ 
Japanese language teacher, since she cannot perform fully as a registered nurse due to her disability. Hospital B 
appointed one of its Japanese caregiving staff members, who was working in its subordinate caregiving facility, since 
she has lived in the United States and has English proficiency. Hospital B also assigned a Japanese nurse to each trainee 
to teach all subjects of the national nursing exam. Hospital C chose four Japanese nurses who held nursing teaching 
degrees to oversee the trainees’ exam preparation. Hospital C also hired a local Japanese person who has lived in 
Indonesia to take care of the trainees’ daily needs, including language support.  
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from three hospitals. While the sample size of the questionnaire was sufficient to grasp a general 
understanding of the Japanese co-workers prior to the interviews (the main data of the study) a 
larger sample from more host hospitals would potentially yield a more detailed understanding. 
Furthermore, all of the participant hospitals were located in one area in Japan. Labour shortages in 
medical fields, Japanese co-workers’ contact frequency with foreigners, history of education, 
experience of living overseas, and proficiency in foreign languages may differ depending on their 
location, which is, in turn, likely to affect the results of the study. The findings of this study, 
therefore, cannot simply be generalised to the settings of other EPA host hospitals. However, it is a 
crucial finding of the thesis that each one of the Japanese co-workers in each hospital in each region 
has different perceptions and views of their communication with the trainees in the EPA scheme. 
Another limitation of the study was the hospital and gender imbalance among the seven 
interviewees. Of the seven Japanese co-workers who were interviewed, none was from Hospital A 
and all seven were female. I was unable to control these factors as I relied on the survey 
participants’ expressions of interest for interview participation and Japanese medical workplaces are 
dominated by females. And yet, the study would have been more balanced if I had been able to 
interview Japanese co-workers from all three hospitals including male participants. 
7.3 Implications and suggestions for future research 
This thesis has implications for Japanese language education policy and planning in the EPA 
scheme, as well as future Japanese foreign labour policy in general. 
First, I contend that the requirement for the trainees to work as nurse’s aides needs to be 
reviewed. The EPA scheme has already been criticised for accepting cheap labour, regardless of the 
government’s persistent denial, as registered nurses in the sending countries serve as nurse’s aides 
in Japan. This study further found that the trainees’ position as nurse’s aides also affects the scheme 
in a number of ways, including the Japanese language co-workers’ perception of the trainees and 
their communication with the trainees. The effectiveness and need for the trainees to work as 
nurse’s aides needs to be re-examined. 
With regard to the trainees’ Japanese language training, some modifications and changes are 
required in the scheme. To begin with, JLPT should not be used to measure trainees’ Japanese 
language proficiency due to its lack of speaking and writing assessment. Furthermore, other studies 
have criticised the scheme for placing too much emphasis on the trainees passing the national 
nursing exam. Their disproportionate focus on exam study creates significant stress for the trainees, 
which affects their work performance, relationships with their Japanese co-workers, and potentially 
Japanese language improvement due to the neglect of Japanese used at work (i.e., not for the exam). 
The findings of this study indicate that even if the trainees pass the exam after great effort, they can 
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only obtain accreditation and a visa but not necessarily their Japanese co-workers’ recognition as 
registered nurses and colleagues. This raises the question of the validity of the national nursing 
exam in general. An oral exam which focuses on communicative skills reflecting the required 
Japanese proficiency at workplaces, might be useful to augment JLPT and the national nursing 
exam.  
Moreover, the government’s support should be extended to the hosting side of the EPA 
scheme as well as to the trainees. As mentioned in the introduction, one of the significant aspects of 
the EPA scheme is that the Japanese government takes responsibility for the Japanese language 
training for the trainees. However, the government’s support, including a number of modifications 
and revisions that have been made since the commencement of the scheme, only considers the 
trainees. This study found that a number of other stakeholders of the scheme, especially Japanese 
co-workers who communicate with the trainees every day, play an important role. Given that many 
of the Japanese co-workers struggle to find better ways to communicate with the trainees due to 
their lack of experience with NNSJs, providing such opportunities or training for Japanese co-
workers would enhance the scheme. In other host countries, such as Australia, the concept of 
transcultural nursing is advanced and many nursing courses offer subjects on it, against the 
backdrop of an increased number of patients and colleagues with multicultural backgrounds (see 
Sagar, 2014).55 Education or training like this would also work towards tackling Japanese native-
speakerism, which was found to persist among Japanese co-workers. Furthermore, the support for 
the receiver side needs to be well linked to the hierarchy (i.e., hospital managers, heads of nursing, 
trainee supervisors, registered nurses, and nurse’s aides). The government needs to provide support 
with a longer-term vision for the scheme so that it yields a synergetic effect to reach out to all 
stakeholders on the hosting side.  
For future research, further studies should be carried out from individual stakeholders’ 
perspectives of the EPA scheme. As this study is among the first to investigate Japanese co-workers 
in the EPA scheme and highlight them as important stakeholders (especially in relation to the 
trainees’ Japanese language learning), future studies can build on this study by expanding the 
number of participants, or by controlling factors such as hospital size, hospital type, and/or 
participants’ gender balance. Kawaguchi et al. (2008) found that medium or large Japanese 
hospitals show different attitudes regarding the employment of foreign nurses. The qualitative 
approach of this study explored the dynamic perceptions of the communication with the trainees 
amongst individual Japanese co-workers as well as each host hospital. At present, since the scheme 
                                               
55 Takashima and Matsuo (2017) conducted an education program for Japanese nurses to improve Japanese nurses’ 
ability to take care of foreign patients. The study demonstrated that the program had positive effects on nurses’ 
understanding of and communication with foreign patients as well as the alleviation of nurse’s anxiety. 
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does not provide constructive support to host hospitals, the individual differences between host 
hospitals yield an unfair work and training environment for the trainees. A qualitative study, 
therefore, needs to be conducted continuously to gain a fuller picture of how each host hospital 
employs trainees depending on circumstances. These studies will enable the identification of certain 
commonalities among host hospitals in the scheme, while at the same time identifying individual 
issues in each host hospital. This will make it possible to provide more insights regarding the 
scheme, especially in terms of what sort of support the hospitals require.  
Moreover, other stakeholders in the scheme also need to be the focus of future studies. 
Although this study examined some of the scheme’s stakeholders, with a focus on Japanese co-
workers, the scheme involves many stakeholders and institutions at different levels, such as 
Japanese language teaching institutions that are chosen by tender, the Japan medical association, the 
Japanese nursing association, local municipalities, patients, and the patients’ families. The results of 
this study suggest that government policy needs to be sensitive to all stakeholders to function 
effectively. Therefore, all stakeholders ideally need to be researched to better understand the EPA 
scheme, and this approach can apply to Japanese language education policy for foreigners in 
Japanese immigration policy in general. Namely, it is as important to investigate the hosting side 
(Japanese people in Japanese society) to ensure the success of Japanese language education policy 
for foreigners. 
Other possible future studies may wish to compare the perceptions of the communication 
from both sides – Japanese co-workers and the trainees. As indicated in Chapter 6, there is certainly 
a gap between how the Japanese co-workers and the trainees perceive their communications from 
each side. I was unable to investigate the trainees’ side further in this study as the focus was 
Japanese co-workers, so a comparative approach would highlight different issues in the EPA 
scheme. If ethically allowed, patients’ and families’ perceptions of the communication with the 
trainees can be included in these comparisons too, as they are also parties with whom the trainees 
communicate frequently at workplaces. Furthermore, it would be useful to examine the natural 
conversation that occurs among Japanese co-workers, the trainees, and the patients in the 
workplace. I imagine that it may not be easy to obtain ethical clearance and the participants’ ready 
cooperation. Such data, which was not used in this study, would offer valuable insight by 
comparing how the participants describe their communication practices and what they actually do in 
the communication, regardless of their consciousness.  
It would be interesting to conduct similar research to this current study in the context of 
employing care worker trainees in the EPA scheme. EPA care worker trainees seem to have more 
success compared to nurse trainees, especially in terms of the pass rate of the exam (see MHLW, 
2017). Although nurse trainees and care worker trainees are both employed under the EPA scheme, 
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they are different in a number of aspects in terms of trainees’ qualifications, duration of stay, 
national exams, levels of required Japanese, and so on. If the research is conducted with 
consideration of these differences, the findings may be useful in obtaining better outcomes for nurse 
trainee employment.  
Based on the findings of the EPA research including the current study, I believe that steps 
can be taken to improve the EPA scheme, especially in terms of Japanese language training, so that 
it can serve as a successful test case for future foreign labour policy in Japan. So far, the success of 
the scheme has only been discussed from the viewpoint of trainees’ pass rate of the national nursing 
exam. However, I argue that the EPA scheme can only be successful when its beneficial impact on 
all the stakeholders of the scheme, and Japanese people and society as a whole, is maximised. In 
fact, some examples of Japanese co-workers’ reformation of their perceptions of the communication 
with NNSJs were presented in this study. In addition, one of the hospitals I visited is now 
promoting that they are certified by “the accreditation system for medical institutions accepting 
international patients” so they are able to provide multi-lingual services by foreign staff, whom I 
assume are or who at least include EPA nurses and trainees.56 Likewise, benefits to various 
stakeholders in the EPA scheme such as individual Japanese co-workers and host hospitals have 
gradually started to become apparent. Substantial and adequate government support is essential for 
these beneficial impacts to extend to other stakeholders.  
In 2005, the paragraph below appeared in the magazine, The Economist, to explain why 
Japan is advanced in robotic technology fields through a comparison with a then imaginary 
situation. 
Her name is Marie, and her impressive set of skills comes in handy in a nursing home. 
MARIE can walk around under her own power. She can distinguish among similar-looking 
objects, such as different bottles of medicine, and has a delicate enough touch to work with 
frail patients. Marie can interpret a range of facial expressions and gestures, and respond in 
ways that suggest compassion. Although her language skills are not ideal, she can recognise 
speech and respond clearly. Above all, she is inexpensive. Unfortunately for Marie, 
however, she has one glaring trait that makes it hard for Japanese patients to accept her: she 
is a flesh-and-blood human being from the Philippines. If only she were a robot instead. 
(Japan’s humanoid robots, 2005) 
Who would have thought that this once imaginary scenario involving foreign nurses or care 
workers would be realised by the EPA scheme a decade later in Japan? As the article stated, the 
                                               
56 English name provided in the English website (http://jmip.jme.or.jp/index.php?l=eng). Japanese original is 外国人患
者受け入れ医療機関認証制度. 
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trainees are not robots so they cannot be unilaterally programmed. That is why there is always real 
two-way interaction between Japanese co-workers and trainees in the workplace, which is the 
reason for this research. It is hoped that this study will encourage Japan to offer appropriate 
language support to foreigners by opening the door to both better policy at a governmental level and 
broader acceptance by co-workers at the individual level.  
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Appendices 
Appendix A Pass rate of the national nursing exam from 2009 to 2017 
 
  2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 
Indonesia Trainees 82 195 285 257 173 151 174 203 218 
Numbers 
passed 
0 2 15 34 20 16 11 11 21 
Pass rate 0% 1% 5.3% 13.2% 11.6% 10.6% 6.3%   
Philippines Trainees - 59 113 158 138 150 163 192 192 
Numbers 
passed 
- 1 1 13 10 16 14 22 29 
Pass rate - 1.7% 0.9% 8.2% 7.2% 10.7% 8.6%   
Vietnam Trainees - - - - - - 20 34 37 
Numbers 
passed 
- - - - - - 1 14 15 
Pass rate - - - - - - 5%   
Total Trainees 82 
(50,906) 
254 
(52,883) 
398 
(54,138) 
415 
(53,702) 
311 
(56,546) 
301 
(59,725) 
357 
(60,947) 
429 
(62,154) 
447 
(62,534) 
Numbers 
passed 
0 
(45,784) 
3 
(47,340) 
16 
(49,688) 
47 
(48,400) 
30 
(50,232) 
32 
(53,495) 
26 
(54,871) 
47 
(55,585) 
65 
(55,367) 
Pass rate 0% 
(89.9%) 
1.2% 
(89.5%) 
4% 
(91.8%) 
11.3% 
(90.1%) 
9.6% 
(88.8%) 
10.6% 
(89.6%) 
7.3% 
(90%) 
11% 
(89.4%) 
14.5% 
(88.5%) 
*Source:  経済連携協定に基づく受入れの枠組 [Framework of employment based on 
Economic Partnership Agreement] (MHLW, 2017d) 
*The numbers in the brackets ( ) shows the total number of candidates, successful candidates, and 
pass rate respectively for all candidates including Japanese candidates.  
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Appendix B Summary of linguistic competence required for each JLPT level 
 
N1:  The ability to understand Japanese used in a variety of circumstances. 
N2:  The ability to understand Japanese used in everyday situations, and in a variety of 
circumstances to a certain degree. 
N3:  The ability to understand Japanese used in everyday situations to a certain degree. 
N4:  The ability to understand basic Japanese. 
N5:  The ability to understand some basic Japanese. 
 
*Source:  Japanese Language Proficiency Test. N1-N5: Summary of linguistic competence 
required for each level. (The Japan Foundation and Japan Educational Exchanges 
and Services, 2012).  
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Appendix C Questionnaire [Japanese original] [English translation] 
 
アンケート 
 
【回答者の方について】 
1. 職種：☐ 医師  （ 所属科：           ）  
☐ 看護師 → （ ☐ 看護助手  ☐ 准看護師 ☐ 正看護師 ）  
☐ 薬剤師  
☐ 技師  
☐ その他（           ） 
2. 性別： ☐ 男性 ☐ 女性 
3. 年齢： ☐ −20 歳 ☐ 21 歳−30 歳 ☐ 31 歳−40 歳 ☐ 41 歳−50 歳 ☐ 51 歳− 
4. EPA 看護師候補生（以下、候補生）以外に、外国人と働いた経験がありますか（職場・職種を
問わず）。 
☐ ある ☐ ない 
5. 職場以外の日常生活において、外国人との交流がありますか。 
☐ 常にある ☐ よくある ☐ 時々ある ☐ あまりない ☐ ない  
6. これまでに海外に長期滞在（１ヶ月以上）した経験がありますか。 
☐ ある ☐ ない 
例（   2000 年      10 ヶ月間      オーストラリア        出張  ） 
 （                                 ） 
 （                                 ） 
7. 日本語以外の言葉を話しますか。  
☐ はい（       語       語       語 ）   
☐ いいえ 
8. 現在、何人の候補生と職場で定期的に接しますか。 
☐ 1 人だけ  ☐ 2 人以上 
9. どのくらいの頻度で候補生と職場で接しますか。 
☐ 毎日 ☐ 大体毎日 ☐ 週に２〜３回程度 ☐ 週に１回程度 ☐ 月に数回程度  
 
以下 10-17 は、最もよく接している候補生 1 人について答えてください。 
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【候補生について】 
10. 候補生の日本語能力について、どう評価しますか。  
a. 話す力 
☐よくできる ☐できる ☐どちらとも言えない ☐あまりできない ☐できない  
b. 聞く力  
☐よくできる ☐できる ☐どちらとも言えない ☐あまりできない ☐できない  
c. 読む力  
☐よくできる ☐できる ☐どちらとも言えない ☐あまりできない ☐できない 
d. 書く力 
☐よくできる ☐できる ☐どちらとも言えない ☐あまりできない ☐できない  
11. 候補生の日本語は、さらに上達する必要があると思いますか。 
☐強くそう思う ☐そう思う ☐どちらとも言えない ☐あまり思わない ☐思わない  
12. 候補生を看護助手として、どう評価しますか。 
☐とても優れている☐優れている☐どちらとも言えない☐少し問題がある☐問題がある 
13. 候補生と働く上で、どのようなことが問題になりますか。複数選択可。 
☐日本語能力 ☐文化の違い ☐宗教の違い ☐考え方の違い ☐生活習慣の違い  
☐専門知識の違い ☐専門知識の不足 ☐周りのサポート不足  
☐看護師としての経験不足 ☐その他（                 ） 
 
【候補生とのコミュニケーションについて】 
14. 候補生とのコミュニケーションについて、満足していますか。 
☐とても満足 ☐満足 ☐どちらとも言えない ☐あまり満足していない ☐満足していない  
15. 候補生と患者・患者の家族とのコミュニケーションについて、どう評価しますか。 
☐よくできている☐できている☐どちらとも言えない☐あまりできていない☐できていない 
16. 候補生とコミュニケーションがうまく取れないと思った時、どのような手段を取りますか。複数
選択可。 
☐英語を使う ☐候補生の母語を使う ☐ゆっくり話す ☐繰り返し話す  
☐大きい声で話す ☐書いて見せる ☐標準語で話す ☐ジェスチャーを使う  
☐簡単な日本語の言葉を使う ☐簡単な日本語の文法を使う  
☐その他（                    ） 
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17. 候補生の日本語のまちがいを 訂正しますか。 
☐いつもする ☐よくする ☐時々する ☐あまりしない ☐しない  
 
【その他】 
18. 「やさしい日本語」という言葉を聞いたことがありますか。 
☐ ある ☐ ない 
19. 「やさしい日本語」はどのような日本語だと思いますか。複数選択可。 
☐簡単な日本語 ☐外国人が話す日本語 ☐小学生程度の日本語 ☐変な日本語  
☐完全ではない日本語  ☐誰にでもわかりやすい日本語 
☐外国人とコミュニケーションをする時に、日本人が使う日本語 
☐緊急時（災害など）に外国人に連絡をする時に使う日本語 
☐その他（                            ） 
20. 「やさしい日本語」と聞いて、イメージすることは何ですか。複数選択可。 
☐日本人 ☐外国人 ☐高齢者 ☐障害者 ☐子ども ☐簡単 ☐やさしさ ☐差別  
☐その他（                         ） 
21. 看護師国家試験において、候補生のためになされているふりがな付記や英語併記などの
配慮について、どう思いますか。 
☐強く支持する☐支持する☐どちらとも言えない☐あまり支持しない☐支持しない 
22. 候補生と一緒に働いて、外国人に対する認識・考え方が変わりましたか。 
☐とても変わった ☐変わった ☐どちらとも言えない ☐あまり変わらない ☐変わらない 
23. 今後も、候補生をさらに受け入れたほうがいいと思いますか。 
☐強くそう思う ☐そう思う ☐どちらとも言えない ☐あまり思わない ☐思わない  
24. 日本社会全体として、外国人労働者が増加することについてどう思いますか。 
☐強く支持する ☐ 支持する ☐ どちらとも言えない ☐ あまり支持しない  
☐支持しない 
 
ご協力ありがとうございました。 
このアンケートに関するご質問・ご意見は、楠木理香（r.kusunoki@uq.edu.au）までお願
いします。 
 
このアンケートの回答に関して、30 分程度のインタビューにぜひご協力ください。 
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ご協力いただける方は、以下にお名前と連絡先のご記入をお願いいたします。アンケート回収
後、楠木より直接ご連絡をさしあげます。インタビューの日時、場所はご希望にそえるように致し
ます。ご記入いただいた個人情報やインタビューの情報は、全て匿名処理され、研究以外には
決して利用されません。 
 
お名前  （                      ） 
お電話  （                  職場／携帯  ） 
メールアドレス （                   PC／携帯 ） 
＊携帯メールへの連絡をご希望の場合は、r.kusunoki@uq.edu.au の迷惑メール設定解除をお
願いします。 
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Questionnaire 
 
【Background information】 
1. Occupation： ☐ Doctor   （ Department：	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ）	  
☐ Nurse →（ ☐Nurse’s aide ☐Junior nurse ☐Registered nurse ）	  
☐ Pharmacist	  
☐ Special technician	  
☐ Other（	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ） 
2. Gender： ☐ Male	 ☐ Female 
3. Age： ☐ −20	 ☐ 21−30	 ☐ 31−40	 ☐ 41−50	 ☐ 51− 
4. Have you worked with any foreign colleagues other than EPA nurse trainees (hereafter, 
trainees) before? 
☐ Yes  ☐ No 
5. Do you have regular contact with foreigners in your daily life other than the workplace? 
☐ Always	 ☐ Very often	 ☐ Sometimes	 ☐ Rarely	 ☐ None	  
6. Have you lived overseas for more than one month? 
☐ Yes  ☐ No 
e.g.（	   2000  	   10 months  	   Australia        Business  	 ） 
      （	 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	 	    	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  ） 
      （	 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 	 	    	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  ） 
7. Do you speak languages other than Japanese? 
☐ Yes（	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ）   
☐ No 
8. How many trainees do you have regular contact with in the workplace at the moment? 
☐ One ☐ Two or more 
9. How often do you have contact with the trainees? 
☐ Everyday   ☐ Almost everyday   ☐ 2–3 times/week   ☐ Once a week    
☐ Few times/month	  
 
＊Please answer questions 10 to 17 considering the trainee with whom you have the most 
contact. * 
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【About EPA nurse trainees】 
10. How do you evaluate Japanese language proficiency of the trainee?  
a. Speaking	  ☐ Very good	 ☐ Good	 ☐ Neutral	 ☐ Not good	 ☐ Not good at all	  
b. Listening ☐ Very good	 ☐ Good	 ☐ Neutral	 ☐ Not good	 ☐ Not good at all	  
c. Reading ☐ Very good	 ☐ Good	 ☐ Neutral	 ☐ Not good	 ☐ Not good at all	  
d. Writing ☐ Very good	 ☐ Good	 ☐ Neutral	 ☐ Not good	 ☐ Not good at all	  
11. Do you think the Japanese proficiency of the trainee need to be increased? 
☐ Very much   ☐ Somewhat   ☐ Neutral   ☐ Not really   ☐ Not at all	  	  
12. How do you evaluate the trainee as a nurse’s aide? 
☐ Very good	 ☐ Good	 ☐ Neutral	 ☐ Not very good	 ☐ Not good at all 
13. What do you think are the issues when working with the trainee? Tick all that apply. 
☐ Japanese language proficiency of the trainee	 ☐ Cultural difference	  
☐ Religious difference	 ☐ Values difference	 ☐ Customs difference	  
☐ Specialist knowledge difference ☐ Specialist knowledge deficiency of the trainee	  
☐ Lack of support	 ☐ Lack of nursing experience of the trainee	  
☐ Other（	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ） 
 
【About communication with EPA nurse trainees】 
14. Are you satisfied with communication with the trainee? 
☐ Very much   ☐ Somewhat   ☐ Neutral   ☐ Not really   ☐ Not at all	  	  
15. How do you evaluate the communication between the trainee and patients / family? 
☐ Very good	 ☐ Good	 ☐ Neutral	 ☐ Not very good	 ☐ Not good at all	  
16. When you think communication with the trainee is not going well, what do you do? Tick all 
that apply. 
☐ Use English words	 ☐ Use trainee’s first language	 ☐ Talk slowly	  
☐ Repeat words	 ☐ Talk loudly	 ☐ Write	 ☐ Use standard Japanese	  
☐ Use non-verbal communication	 ☐ Use easy Japanese vocabulary	  
☐ Use easy Japanese grammar	  
☐ Other（	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ） 
17. Do you correct Japanese mistakes made by the trainee? 
☐ Always	 ☐ Often	 ☐ Sometimes	 ☐ Rarely	 ☐ Never	  
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【Others】 
18. Have you heard of the term “Yasashii nihongo (easy Japanese)”? 
☐ Yes  ☐ No 
19. What do you think “Yasashii nihongo (easy Japanese)” is? Tick all that apply. 
☐ Simple Japanese	 ☐ Japanese that foreigners use	  
☐ Japanese at primary school level	 ☐ Strange Japanese	 ☐ Imperfect Japanese	  
☐ Japanese which is easy to understand for everyone 
☐ Japanese that Japanese native speakers use when communicating with foreigners 
☐ Japanese for emergency to contact foreigners	   
☐ Other（	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	       	 	 	 	 ） 
20. What do you associate with the term “yasashii nihongo (easy Japanese)”? Tick all that apply. 
☐ Japanese people	 ☐ Foreign people	 ☐ Elderly	 ☐ Disabled	 ☐ Children	  
☐ Simple	 ☐ Kindness	 ☐ Discrimination	  
☐ Other （	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ） 
21. The Japanese national exam for nurses has been modified for trainees, such as providing 
furigana (reading for Chinese characters) and English words in the exam questions. Do you 
support such changes? 
☐ Very much	 ☐ Somewhat	 ☐ Neutral	 ☐ Not really	 ☐ Not at all 
22. Has your perception/view towards foreigners changed after starting to work with the trainee? 
☐ Very much	 ☐ Somewhat	 ☐ Neutral	 ☐ Not really	 ☐ Not at all 
23. Do you think your hospital should accept more trainees in the future?  
☐ Very much	 ☐ Somewhat	 ☐ Neutral	 ☐ Not really	 ☐ Not at all 
24. What do you think about increase of foreign labour in Japanese society as a whole? 
☐ Strongly agree	 ☐ Agree	 ☐ Neutral	 ☐ Disagree	 ☐ Strongly disagree 
 
Thank you very much for your cooperation. 
Please contact Rika Kusunoki (r.kusunoki@uq.edu.au) if you have any questions and comments. 
 
Please participate in a follow-up interview which takes approximately 30 minutes on the 
responses to this questionnaire. Please fill in your name and contact number below to do so. The 
researcher will contact you after the collection of the questionnaire. The time and venue of the 
interview will be at your convenience. All the personal information and the data from the 
interview will be anonymous and will not be used for anything other than the research purpose.  
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Name  （	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  	 	 	 ） 
Phone number （	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Work/Mobile） 
Email             （	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 PC/Mobile） 
＊Please add r.kusunoki@uq.edu.au to your safe senders list if you want to receive email 
messages on your mobile phone.  
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Appendix D Information Sheet for Participants [Japanese original] [English translation] 
 
研究調査についてのご案内 
 
研究課題: 外国人看護師候補生とのコミュニケーションに対する日本人医療従事者の言語
態度と認識 
 
日本における日本人医療従事者と、経済連携協定（Economic Partnership Agreement）による
看護師候補生のコミュニケーションに関する調査へのご協力をお願いします。私はオーストラリ
アのブリスベンにある、クイーンズランド大学で博士課程に在籍しています。この調査は、博士
号取得のための調査の一部をなしています。 
 
研究の目的：この研究の目的は、職場における日本語母語話者の、日本語非母語話者とのコミ
ュニケーションに対する言語態度と認識を明らかにすることです。この研究では、経済連携協定
による看護師候補生と共に働く日本人医療従事者へのアンケートとインタビュー（任意）を行い
ます。研究の焦点は参加者の態度と認識を明らかにすることで、看護師候補生と共に働く人々
を評価するものではありません。 
 
参加及び参加取りやめについて 
 
1. アンケート：参加者候補者には、24 項目からなるアンケート（回答にかかる時間およそ
15 分）が配布されます。アンケート用紙は、（ゲートキーパーの名前）により配布、回収さ
れます。アンケートの最後に、アンケートの回答内容に関する半構造化インタビュー（約
30 分）にも参加する意志があるかどうか、お知らせください。 
 
2. 参加者がインタビュー参加の意志を示さなかった場合、調査者はアンケート回収以降、
その参加者に連絡を取ることはありません。しかし、調査者に対して意見や感想を述べ
たい場合には、参加者は後にいつでも、口頭でも書式でも述べることができます。 
 
3. インタビュー：参加者がインタビューにも参加する意志を示した場合、調査者は（ゲートキ
ーパーの名前）によるアンケート回収、調査者への引き渡しの後、それぞれの参加者に
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電話あるいはメールでご連絡します。インタビューの日時や場所は、参加者のご希望に
添えるようにします。インタビューは病院内あるいは図書館などの公共の場所で、日本語
で行われ、録音されます。 
 
4. 参加者は、いつでも理由なしに参加を取りやめることができます。 
 
リスクについて：この調査は、参加者が参加をいつでも取りやめることができるので、予想される
リスクはありません。国が定めるところの人間対象研究の倫理規定によると、この調査で生じるリ
スクは皆無に近いものです。アンケートに回答したり、30 分の個人インタビューを受けたりするこ
とによって、参加者が不便を感じることはあっても、害や不快感をもたらすことはありません。 
 
特典：参加者には、外国人同僚とのコミュニケーションに対する、自身の認識や言語態度につ
いて意見を述べたり内省する機会が与えられます。参加者は後に、自分以外の日本人同僚、
看護師候補生、病院の責任者によるアンケート・インタビューの結果を知ることができます。これ
により、参加者は経済連携協定について理解を深め、職場でのコミュニケーションのみならず、
コミュニケーションにおける母語話者としての自身の役割の重要性について、意識を高めること
ができます。 
 
秘密保持とデータ保存について： 参加者に関する全ての情報は厳正に秘密保持されます。い
かなる段階においても参加者の名前及び所属機関が公開されることはありません。参加者が調
査への参加を途中で取りやめた場合、アンケート回答用紙は破棄、録音済みインタビューのデ
ータは消去されます。アンケート回答用紙は、研究者の大学の研究室にある鍵のかかるファイリ
ングキャビネットに保管されます。インタビューのメモや録音された電子ファイルデータは、研究
者のパスワードで保護されたパソコンに保存されます。  
 
倫理問題手続きについて: この調査は、国が定めるところの人間対象研究の倫理規定に則っ
たクイーンズランド大学の倫理審査を通ったものです。この調査に関するご意見・ご質問は、調
査者の楠木理香（r.kusunoki@uq.edu.au）までお願いします。調査チーム以外の係官との連絡
をご希望の場合、クイーンズランド大学、研究革新部門、倫理問題コーディネーターにお問い
合わせください。電話＋61 7 3365 3924、E メール humanethics@research.uq.edu.au 
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詳細につきましては楠木理香（電話 +61 7 3129 2033、E メール r.kusunoki@uq.edu.au）までご
連絡ください。 
 
ご協力ありがとうございます。 
 
楠木理香 
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Participant Information Sheet 
 
Project Title: Language attitudes and perceptions of Japanese medical professionals towards 
communication with foreign nurse trainees 
 
I seek your assistance in a research project concerning communication between Japanese medical 
professionals and Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA) nurse trainees in Japan. I am a PhD 
student in School of Languages and Comparative Cultural Studies at the University of 
Queensland, Brisbane, Australia. This research is part of my PhD project.  
Purpose of study: The aim of this project is to explore language attitudes and perceptions of 
Japanese native speakers towards communication with Japanese non-native speakers in the 
workplace. The project will involve questionnaires and interviews (optional) to Japanese medical 
professionals who are working with EPA nurse trainees. The focus of the research is concerned 
with exploring people's attitudes and perceptions and not with evaluating people who are working 
with EPA nurse trainees. 
Participation and withdrawal:  
Questionnaire: Participants will be provided with a 24-item questionnaire to complete (taking 
approximately 15 minutes). The questionnaire will be distributed and collected by (NAME OF 
GATEKEEPER). In the questionnaire, participants will be asked if they are willing to participate 
in a semi-structured interview (taking approximately 30 minutes) to follow-up the questionnaire 
responses.  
 
If participants indicate that they are not willing to participate in a follow-up interview, the 
researcher will not contact them. However, if they wish, these participants are welcome to offer 
feedback to the researcher at a later date either verbally or in writing.  
 
Interview: If participants indicate that they are willing to participate in a follow-up interview, the 
researcher will contact them by phone or email after the questionnaires have been collected by 
the (NAME PF GATEKEEPER) and returned to the researcher. The time and venue of the 
interview will be arranged at the participants’ convenience. The interview will be conducted in 
meeting rooms at the hospital or other public space such as a library. The interview will be 
carried out in Japanese and audio recorded.  
 
Participants will not be disadvantaged in anyway by a refusal to participate or withdraw from the 
project anytime.  
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Risks: This survey has no foreseeable risk because participants have the option not to participate. 
In accordance with the National Statement, negligible risk is the level of risk that corresponds 
most closely with this survey as the foreseeable risk of filling out a questionnaire or participating 
in a face-to-face interview for 30 minutes is slight inconvenience rather than harm or discomfort.  
Benefits: Participants will be given an opportunity to express their opinions and look back on 
their perceptions and attitudes towards communication with foreign colleagues. Participants also 
will be able to obtain the anonymous results of the questionnaire and interviews of other Japanese 
colleagues, EPA nurse trainees and hospital managers. This will help participants better 
understand the EPA program and their important roles as native speakers in communication as 
well as increase their awareness of communication in the workplace.  
Confidentiality and access to the data: All information provided by participants will be kept 
strictly confidential. Participants’ names and affiliations will not be disclosed at any stage. If a 
participant withdraws, the hard copy of the answered questionnaire will be shredded and the 
audio-recorded data will be deleted. Hard copies of questionnaire data will be stored in a locked 
filing cabinet in the university office of the researcher. Electronic files of interview notes and 
interview audio data will be stored on the researcher’s personal computers and be password 
protected.  
Ethical clearance: This study adheres to the Guidelines of the ethical review process of The 
University of Queensland and the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research. 
Whilst you are free to discuss your participation in this study with project staff (contactable on 
r.kusunoki@uq.edu.au), if you would like to speak to an officer of the University not involved in 
the study, you may contact the Ethics Coordinator on +61 7 3365 3924. 
 
For further detail please contact Rika Kusunoki by phone +61 7 3129 2033 (H) or e-mail 
r.kusunoki@uq.edu.au 
Thank you very much for your cooperation. 
Rika Kusunoki 
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Appendix E Consent form for Japanese medical professionals [Japanese original] [English 
translation] 
同意書【医療従事者用】 
 
研究課題: 外国人看護師候補生とのコミュニケーションに対する日本人医療従事者の言語
態度と認識 
 
研究者： 楠木理香（オーストラリア、クイーンズランド大学博士課程） 
 
私は「調査に関するご案内」を読み、日本語母語話者と日本語非母語話者のコミュニケーション
に関する調査の一環として、以下に同意します。 
 
a) 24 項目のアンケートのみに回答する（約 15 分） 
                      あるいは 
b) 24 項目のアンケートに回答し（約 15 分）、及びその回答内容に関する個人イン
タビュー（約 30 分）を受ける 
 
インタビューは録音されることを承知しています。この調査に伴うリスクは皆無に近く、私個人を
特定するような情報が、いかなる形でも公表されることはないという説明を受けました。 研究者
の名前、及び連絡先も受け取りました。 
 
以上の情報を私自身が読み、質問をする機会がありました。質問に対する回答は満足のいくも
のでした。この調査に自ら進んで参加することに同意し、又、いかなる段階でも理由なしに参加
を取りやめることが出来る権利があることを理解しています。 
 
参加者名： ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 
参加者署名：＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 
日付： ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿  
 
Page 1 of 1 
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Participant Consent Form [Medical professionals] 
 
Project Title: Language attitudes and perceptions of Japanese medical professionals toward 
communication with foreign nurses 
 
Researcher: Rika Kusunoki, PhD student, The University of Queensland 
 
I have read the participant information sheet and I hereby consent to: 
a) complete a 25-item questionnaire (taking approximately 15 minutes) only  
OR 
b) complete a 25-item questionnaire (taking approximately 15 minutes) and a follow-up 
interview (optional, taking approximately 30 minutes)         
as part of the research project on communication between native and non-native speakers of 
Japanese. I am aware that the interview in which I participate will be audio recorded. I have 
been informed that the risks are negligible and none of the information that I provide will be 
described or portrayed in any way that will identify me in any report on the study. I have been 
provided with the name of the researcher who can be easily contacted using the contact details I 
was given for that person. 
I have read the above information and had the opportunity to ask questions. Any questions that I 
have asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that my participation is 
voluntary and I may refuse to answer any question and I remain free to withdraw from the study 
at any time without explanation. 
 
Print name of Participant: .............................................................  
Signature of Participant: ...............................................................  
Date: ........................................  
Page 1 of 1 
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Appendix F Consent form for other hospital personnel [Japanese original] [English translation]  
 
同意書【病院関係者用】 
 
研究課題: 外国人看護師候補生とのコミュニケーションに対する日本人医療従事者の言語
態度と認識 
 
研究者： 楠木理香（オーストラリア、クイーンズランド大学博士課程） 
 
私は「調査に関するご案内」を読み、日本語母語話者と日本語非母語話者のコミュニケーション
に関する調査の一環として、経済連携協定（Economic Partnership Agreement）による看護師候
補生の受入政策に関するインタビュー（約 30 分）を受けることに同意します。 
 
インタビューは録音されることを承知しています。この調査に伴うリスクは皆無に近く、私個人や
当院を特定するような情報が、いかなる形でも公表されることはないという説明を受けました。 
研究者の名前、及び連絡先も受け取りました。 
 
以上の情報を私自身が読み、質問をする機会がありました。質問に対する回答は満足
のいくものでした。この調査に自ら進んで参加することに同意し、又、いかなる段階でも理由なし
に参加を取りやめることが出来る権利があることを理解しています。 
 
参加者名： ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 
 
参加者署名：＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 
 
日付：  ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 
 
Page 1 of 1 
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Participant Consent Form [Other hospital personnel] 
 
 
Project Title: Language attitudes and perceptions of Japanese medical professionals toward 
communication with foreign nurses 
 
Researcher: Rika Kusunoki, PhD student, The University of Queensland 
 
I have read the participant information sheet and I hereby consent to a semi-structured interview 
about the acceptance policy for EPA nurse trainees at the hospital (taking approximately 30 
minutes) as part of the research project on communication between native and non-native 
speakers of Japanese. I am aware that the interview in which I participate will be audio 
recorded. I have been informed that the risks are negligible and none of the information that I 
provide will be described or portrayed in any way that will be identify me	 or my hospital in any 
report on the study. I have been provided with the name of the researcher who can be easily 
contacted using the contact detail I was given for that person. 
I have read the above information and had the opportunity to ask questions about it. Any 
questions that I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that my 
participation is voluntary and I may refuse to answer any question and I remain free to withdraw 
from the study at any time without explanation. 
 
Print name of Participant: .............................................................  
Signature of Participant: ...............................................................  
Date: ........................................ (day/month/year) 
Page 1 of 1 
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Appendix G Consent form for EPA nurse trainees [Japanese original] [English translation]  
 
同意書【看護師候補生用】 
 
 
研究課題: 外国人看護師候補生とのコミュニケーションに対する日本人医療従事者の言語
態度と認識 
 
研究者： 楠木理香（オーストラリア、クイーンズランド大学博士課程） 
 
私は「調査に関するご案内」を読み、日本語母語話者と日本語非母語話者のコミュニケーション
に関する調査の一環として、日本人医療従事者とのコミュニケーションに関するインタビュー（約
30 分）を受けることに同意します。 
 
インタビューは録音されることを承知しています。この調査に伴うリスクは皆無に近く、私個人を
特定するような情報が、いかなる形でも公表されることはないという説明を受けました。 研究者
の名前、及び連絡先も受け取りました。 
 
以上の情報を私自身が読み、質問をする機会がありました。質問に対する回答は満足のいくも
のでした。この調査に自ら進んで参加することに同意し、又、いかなる段階でも理由なしに参加
を取りやめることが出来る権利があることを理解しています。 
 
 
 
参加者名： ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 
 
参加者署名：＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 
 
日付： ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 
 
Page 1 of 1 
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Participant Consent Form [EPA nurse trainee] 
 
 
Project Title: Language attitudes and perceptions of Japanese medical professionals toward 
communication with foreign nurses 
 
Researcher: Rika Kusunoki, PhD student, The University of Queensland 
 
I have read the participant information sheet and I hereby consent to a semi-structured interview 
about communication with Japanese medical professionals (taking approximately 30 minutes) as 
part of the research project on communication between native and non-native speakers of 
Japanese. I am aware that the interview in which I participate will be audio recorded. I have 
been informed that the risks are negligible and none of the information that I provide will be 
described or portrayed in any way that will identify me in any report on the study. I have been 
provided with the name of the researcher who can be easily contacted using the contact details I 
was given for that person. 
I have read the above information and had the opportunity to ask questions. Any questions that I 
have asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that my participation is 
voluntary and I may refuse to answer any question and I remain free to withdraw from the study 
at any time without explanation. 
 
Print name of Participant: .............................................................  
Signature of Participant: ...............................................................  
Date: ........................................ (day/month/year) 
 
Page 1 of 1 
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Appendix H Interview questions to hospital managers 
 
Interview questions to Manager 
 
1.現在に至るまでの EPA 看護師候補生（以下、候補生）受け入れ状況について教えてくださ
い。 
いつ、何名、候補生の国籍、性別、国家試験受験結果など 
Please tell me the details of your acceptance of EPA nurse trainees (hereafter trainees) to date. 
e.g. in what year? how many? nationality, gender, results of national nursing exam etc. 
 
2.候補生を受け入れようと思われたのはなぜですか。 
Why did your hospital decide to accept trainees? 
 
3.候補生を受け入れるにあたり、どのような準備をされましたか。 
What did your hospital do in preparation for accepting trainees? 
 
4.貴院独自の候補生に対するサポート態勢があれば、教えて下さい。（例：職場でのマニュアル
作成、スタッフ同士の文化交流イベント、など） 
Do you have any particular support system for trainees? E.g. Creating manuals at work, 
organising cultural exchange events between the staff etc.   
 
5.候補生を受け入れてみて、予想外・想定外だったことがありますか。 
 Have there been any unexpected outcomes as a result of accepting trainees? 
 
6.候補生受け入れにおいて、最も大変な点は何ですか。 
What is the most difficult point of accepting trainees? 
 
7.候補生受け入れを今後も続けて行かれますか。 
Are you going to keep accepting trainees? 
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Appendix I Interview questions to EPA nurse trainees 
 
Interview questions to EPA nurse trainees 
 
1. 日本へ来る前の学歴、職歴について教えて下さい。 
Please tell me your educational background and working experiences before coming to Japan. 
 
2. EPA で日本へ来ようと思われたのはなぜですか。 
What motivated you to come to Japan through the EPA program? 
 
3. これまで看護師国家試験に何回挑戦しましたか。結果はどうでしたか。 
How many times have you taken the national nursing exam? What were your results each 
time? 
 
4. 今、仕事の中で一番大変なことは何ですか。 
What do you find the most difficult at work at the moment? 
 
5. 仕事場での同僚、患者との日本語でのコミュニケーションはうまくいっています
か。 
Do you think communication with colleagues and patients in the Japanese language at the 
workplace is going well? 
 
6. 同僚や患者と日本語でのコミュニケーションがうまくいかなかったエピソードがあ
れば、教えて下さい。 
Please provide any examples of communication with colleagues and patients in the Japanese 
language that you felt were not successful, if any. 
 
7. 看護師国家試験に合格したら、その後も日本で働き続けますか。 
Do you think you are going to continue working in Japan after you pass the exam? 
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Appendix J Examples of modifications to the national nursing exam 
 
1. Add furigana on kanji designated for common use in Japan 
脆弱	 →	 脆弱
ぜいじゃく
 
2. Add Japanese postpositional particles for long compound word 
便秘予防	 →	 便秘の予防 
3. Change the sentence structure to clear the meaning 
眼瞼と下腿の浮腫に母親が気付き来院した。→ 
母親がAちゃんの眼瞼と下腿の浮腫に気付き、来院した。 
4. Add English translation for disease names 
糖尿病	 →	 糖尿病（Diabetes mellitus） 
5. Add English abbreviation that are recognised internationally 
日常生活動作	 →	 日常生活動作（ADL） 
 
*Source:  「看護師国家試験における用語に関する有識者検討チーム」取りまとめ（平
成 22 年 8 月）概要 [Summary outline of expert study team regarding 
terminologies used in the national nursing exam (August 2010)] (MHLW, 2010) 
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Appendix K Results of questionnaire 
Below are the results of questionnaire. Q1 to Q24 refer to the question number in the questionnaire. 
The numbers in brackets refer to the actual number of the participants who answered (n=34). The 
questionnaire was conducted all in Japanese, therefore, the results below are my translation into 
English. 
 
A. Background information of participants 
Q1. Occupation 
Registered nurse* Junior nurse Nurse’s aide Medical 
technologist 
Other 
58.8% (20) 11.8% (4) 14.7% (5) 5.9% (2) 5.9% (2) 
* As explained in Table 5-1, one participant indicated occupation as a “nurse” only, so it cannot be 
categorised as a registered nurse or junior nurse. As a result, the total number of respondents of this 
question is 33, instead of 34. 
 
Q 2. Gender 
Male Female 
17.6% (6) 82.4% (28) 
 
Q 3. Age 
21-30 31-40 41-50 51- 
23.5% (8) 35.3% (12) 14.7% (5) 26.5% (9) 
 
Q 4. Have you worked with any foreign colleagues other than EPA nurse trainees (hereafter, 
trainees) before? 
Yes No No answer 
5.9% (2) 91.2% (31) 2.9% (1) 
 
Q 5. Do you have regular contact with foreigners in your daily life other than the workplace? 
Always Often Sometimes Rarely Never No answer 
2.9% (1) 0% (0) 5.9% (2) 20.6% (7) 70% (24) 0% (0) 
 
Q 6. Have you lived overseas for more than one month? 
Yes No No answer 
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2.9% (1) 97.1% (33) 0% (0) 
 
Q 7. Do you speak languages other than Japanese? 
Yes No No answer 
2.9% (1) 97.1% (33) 0% (0) 
 
Q 8. How many trainees do you have regular contact with in the workplace at the moment? 
One Two or more No answer 
29.4% (10) 70.6% (24) 0% (0) 
 
Q 9. How often do you have contact with the trainees? 
Everyday Almost 
everyday 
2-3 times / 
week 
Once a week Few times / 
month 
No answer 
11.8% (4) 55.9% (19) 26.5% (9) 5.9% (2) 0% (0) 0% (0) 
 
B. Participants’ perception of EPA nurse trainees 
Q 10. How do you evaluate the Japanese language proficiency of the trainee? 
a. Speaking 
Very good Good Not good or 
bad/not sure 
Not very 
good 
Not good at 
all 
No answer 
35.3% (12) 35.3% (12) 11.8% (4) 14.7% (5) 0% (0) 2.9% (1) 
b. Listening 
Very good Good Not good or 
bad/not sure 
Not very 
good 
Not good at 
all 
No answer 
35.3% (12) 35.3% (12) 14.7% (5) 11.8% (4) 0% (0) 2.9% (1) 
c. Reading 
Very good Good Not good or 
bad/not sure 
Not very 
good 
Not good at 
all 
No answer 
5.9% (2) 29.4% (10) 32.4% (11) 23.5% (8) 0% (0) 8.8% (3) 
b. Writing 
Very good Good Not good or 
bad/not sure 
Not very 
good 
Not good at 
all 
No answer 
0% (0) 29.4% (10) 29.4% (10) 29.4% (10) 5.9% (2) 5.9% (2) 
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Q 11. Do you think the Japanese proficiency of the trainee need to increase more? 
Very much Somewhat Not sure Not really Not at all No answer 
20.6% (7) 41.2% (14) 17.6% (6) 14.7% (5) 0% (0) 5.9% (2) 
 
Q 12. How do you evaluate the trainee as a nurse’s aide? 
Very good Good Not good or 
bad / not sure 
Not very 
good 
Not good at 
all 
No answer 
20.6% (7) 41.2% (14) 29.4% (10) 2.9% (1) 0% (0) 5.9% (2) 
 
Q 13. What do you think are the issues when working with the trainee? Tick all that apply. 
Japanese language proficiency of the trainee 58.8% (20) 
Cultural difference 38.2% (13) 
Customs difference 35.3% (12) 
Religious difference 29.4% (10) 
Lack of support 26.5% (9) 
Specialist knowledge difference 17.6% (6) 
Value difference 14.7% (5) 
Specialist knowledge deficiency of the trainee 8.8% (3) 
Lack of nursing experience of the trainee 5.9% (2) 
Other 2.9% (1) 
 
C. Participants’ perception of and attitudes towards communication with EPA nurse 
trainees 
Q 14. Are you satisfied with communication with the trainee? 
Very much Somewhat Not sure Not really Not at all No answer 
15.2% (5) 44.1% (15) 15.2% (5) 21.2% (7) 0% (0) 6.1% (2) 
 
Q 15. How do you evaluate the communication between the trainee and patients / family? 
Very good Good Do not know / 
cannot tell 
Not very 
good 
Not good at 
all 
No answer 
15.2% (5) 41.2% (14) 27.3% (9) 9.1% (3) 2.9% (1) 6.1% (2) 
 
Q 16. When you think communication with the trainee is not going well, what do you do? Tick all 
that apply. 
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Talk slowly 70.6% (24) 
Use non-verbal communication 57.6% (19) 
Use easy Japanese vocabulary 47.1% (16) 
Repeat words 36.4% (12) 
Write 12.1% (4) 
Use English words 12.1% (4) 
Use easy Japanese grammar 9.1% (3) 
Talk loudly 6.1% (2) 
Use standard Japanese  2.9% (1) 
Use trainee’s first language 0% (0) 
Other 0% (0) 
 
Q 17. Do you correct Japanese mistakes made by the trainee? 
Always Often Sometimes Rarely Never No answer 
0% (0) 8.8% (3) 61.8% (21) 17.6% (6) 8.8% (3) 2.9% (1) 
 
D. Other related issues 
Q 18. Have you heard of the term “Yasashii nihongo (easy Japanese)”? 
Yes No No answer 
20.6% (7) 73.5% (25) 5.9% (2) 
 
Q 19. What do you think “yasashii nihongo (easy Japanese)” is? Tick all that apply. 
Japanese which is easy to understand for everyone 73.5% (25) 
Simple Japanese 41.2% (14) 
Japanese at a primary school level 23.5% (8) 
Japanese that Japanese native speakers use when 
communicating with foreigners 
17.6% (6) 
Japanese that foreigners use 5.9% (2) 
Japanese for emergency to contact foreigners 2.9% (1) 
Strange Japanese 0% (0) 
Imperfect Japanese 0% (0) 
Other 0% (0) 
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Q 20. What do you associate with the term “yasashii nihongo (easy Japanese)”? Tick all that 
apply. 
Simple 47.1% (16) 
Kindness 41.2% (14) 
Foreign people 35.3% (12) 
Children 35.3% (12) 
Elderly 17.6% (6) 
Japanese people 8.8% (3) 
Disabled 5.9% (2) 
Other 2.9% (1) 
Discrimination 0% (0) 
 
Q 21. The Japanese nursing exam has been modified for trainees, such as providing furigana 
(readings of Chinese characters) and English words in the exam questions. Do you support such 
changes? 
Very much Somewhat Not sure Not really Not at all No answer 
41.2% (14) 35.3% (12) 11.8% (4) 8.8% (3) 0% (0) 2.9% (1) 
 
Q 22. Has your perception/view towards foreigners changed after starting to work with the trainee? 
Very much Somewhat Not sure Not really Not at all No answer 
11.8% (4) 41.2% (14) 23.5% (8) 11.8% (4) 2.9% (1) 9.1% (3) 
 
Q 23. Do you think your hospital should accept more trainees in the future? 
Very much Somewhat Not sure Not really Not at all No answer 
17.6% (6) 26.5% (9) 41.2% (14) 5.9% (2) 5.9% (2) 2.9% (1) 
 
Q 24. What do you think about increase of foreign labour in Japanese society as a whole? 
Strongly 
agree 
Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly 
disagree 
No answer 
8.8% (3) 38.2% (13) 38.2% (13) 8.8% (3) 2.9% (1) 2.9% (1) 
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Appendix L Background information (Questionnaire results of Q1-9) of the Japanese co-workers 
interviewed 
 
B1 B2 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 
Occupation 
Dental	
hygienist/	
Nurse’s 
aide1 
Registered 
nurse 
Registered 
nurse 
Registered 
nurse 
Registered 
nurse  
Registered 
nurse 
Care worker 
Gender 
Female Female Female Female Female Female Female 
Age 
50s 20s 40s 30s 30s 30s 30s 
Experience of working with foreigner 
None None None None Yes2 None None 
Regular contact with foreigner 
None None Rarely Sometimes Rarely None Sometimes 
Experience of living overseas 
No No No No Yes3 No No 
Foreign language proficiency 
No No No No English No No 
The number of trainees that have regular contact with 
2 2 1 1 1 1 1 
Frequency of the contact with the trainees 
Almost 
everyday 
Almost 
everyday 
2-3 times / 
week 
Almost 
everyday 
Almost 
everyday 
Almost 
everyday 
Almost 
everyday 
1. B1 works at hospital B as a dental hygienist as well as a nurse’s aide. She works with the EPA 
nurse trainees when she is working as a nurse’s aide. 
2. C3 confirmed in the interview that she has worked with foreigners at a Japanese restaurant in 
Canada while she was on a working holiday but has no experience of working with foreigners in 
Japan. 
3. C3 has experience of a working holiday for 12 months in Canada in 2003 and one-month travel 
in Europe in 2004. 
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Appendix M Questionnaire results (Q10-24) of the Japanese co-workers interviewed 
 
B1 B2 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 
Q10. How do you evaluate the Japanese language proficiency of the trainee? 
Speaking 
Good Good do not 
know / 
cannot tell 
Not good Good Good Good 
Listening 
Good Good do not 
know / 
cannot tell 
Not good Good Good Very good 
Reading 
Good do not 
know / 
cannot tell 
Not good Not good do not 
know / 
cannot tell 
Good Good 
Writing 
Good Not good Not good at 
all 
Not good Good Good Not good 
Q11. Do you think the Japanese proficiency of the trainee need to increase more? 
Not really Somewhat Very much Very much Somewhat do not 
know / 
cannot tell 
do not 
know / 
cannot tell 
Q12. How do you evaluate the trainee as a nurse’s aide? 
Very good Good do not 
know / 
cannot tell 
do not 
know / 
cannot tell 
Good Good Good 
Q13. What do you think are the issues when working with the trainee?  
Japanese proficiency of the trainees 
 ü ü ü ü ü  
Cultural difference 
   ü    
Religious difference 
  ü  ü ü  
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Values difference 
   ü    
Customs difference 
ü   ü  ü ü 
Specialist knowledge difference 
       
Specialist knowledge deficiency of the trainee 
       
Lack of support 
  ü  ü   
Lack of nursing experience of the trainee 
       
Q14. Are you satisfied with communication with the trainee? 
-57 Somewhat Somewhat Not really Not really Somewhat Somewhat 
Q15. How do you evaluate the communication between the trainee and patients / family? 
Good Good do not 
know / 
cannot tell 
Not very 
good 
Good Good Very good 
Q16. When you think communication with the trainee is not going well, what do you do?  
Use English words 
   ü    
Use trainee’s first language 
       
Talk slowly       
ü ü   ü ü ü 
Repeat words 
 ü    ü ü 
Talk loudly       
    ü   
Write       
ü  ü     
Use standard Japanese  
                                               
57 No answer 
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Use non-verbal communication 
ü ü ü ü ü   
Use easy Japanese vocabulary 
ü ü ü  ü  ü 
Use easy Japanese grammar 
    ü ü  
Q17. Do you correct Japanese mistakes made by the trainee? 
Sometimes Sometimes Sometimes Often Sometimes Rarely Often 
Q18. Have you heard of the term “yasashii nihongo (easy Japanese)”? 
No No No Yes Yes No No 
Q19. What do you think “yasashii nihongo (easy Japanese)” is? 
Simple Japanese 
ü ü  ü    
Japanese that foreigners use 
       
Japanese at primary school level 
 ü      
Strange Japanese 
       
Imperfect Japanese 
       
Japanese which is easy to understand for everyone 
ü  ü  ü ü ü 
Japanese that Japanese native speakers use when communicating with foreigners 
    ü  ü 
Japanese for emergency to contact foreigners 
       
Q20. What do you associate with the term “yasashii nihongo (easy Japanese)”? 
Japanese people 
       
Foreign people       
ü  ü ü  ü  
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Elderly       
    ü   
Disabled       
       
Children       
 ü   ü ü  
Simple       
 ü ü  ü   
Kindness       
  ü  ü  ü 
Discrimination       
       
Q21. The Japanese nursing exam has been modified for trainees, such as providing furigana 
(readings of Chinese characters) and English words in the exam questions. Do you support such 
changes? 
Very much Somewhat Very much Very much do not 
know / 
cannot tell 
Somewhat Somewhat 
Q22. Has your perception/view towards foreigners changed after starting to work with the trainee? 
Somewhat Somewhat Somewhat Somewhat Somewhat Somewhat Somewhat 
Q23. Do you think your hospital should accept more trainees in the future? 
Very much Somewhat do not 
know / 
cannot tell 
do not 
know / 
cannot tell 
do not 
know / 
cannot tell 
Somewhat Somewhat 
Q24. What do you think about increase of foreign labour in Japanese society as a whole? 
Strongly agree do not 
know / 
cannot tell 
do not 
know / 
cannot tell 
do not 
know / 
cannot tell 
Agree Agree Agree 
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